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Abstract  

In an effort to address the global challenges the world is facing, the UN formulated 17 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development (SD). These are universally applicable and intended to be mainstreamed by all 

stakeholders of society (United Nations, 2017). Higher Education Institutions (HEI) are the 

primary educators of society and play a vital role for a sustainable future. One such institution 

officially committed to mainstream the SDGs is the renowned Danish university Copenhagen 

Business School (CBS), which has been chosen as case for this thesis. This research aims to 

understand how discourse shapes the implementation of the SDGs in the context of CBS. A 

combination of Discourse Theory by Laclau and Mouffe (1985, 2014) and Critical Discourse 

Analysis by Fairclough (1989, 1991, 1993, 2001) enabled us to understand the relation between 

linguistic interaction and the social context. Our findings reveal that the dynamics of discourse 

prevent the SDGs from being mainstreamed at CBS. We discuss that the different perceptions 

have strong and diverse implications for praxis and that the main barriers for integrating the 

SDGs are decentralization, academic freedom, communication, and the lack of support 

structure. We suggest that for HEIs to incorporate the SDGs, it requires a university-wide 

approach to change. 
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“Success is the ability to go from failure to failure without losing your enthusiasm.” 

- Winston Churchill 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction  

 
“I am here to say, our house is on fire” 

– Greta Thunberg 

 
A report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) revealed that the next 12 

years are decisive for the environmental correction of our planet (Masson-Delmotte, V., P. Zhai, 

H.-O. Pörtner, D. Roberts, J. Skea, P.R. Shukla, A. Pirani, W. Moufouma-Okia, C. Péan, R. 

Pidcock, S. Connors, J.B.R. Matthews, Y. Chen, X. Zhou, M.I. Gomis, E. Lonnoy, Maycock, 

M. Tignor, 2018). According to climate scientists, if global temperatures increase by 1.5C, there 

exists an extreme risk of droughts, floods, heat and poverty (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). In 

addition to this, the World Bank estimated in 2015 that “10 percent of the world’s population 

lives on less than US$1.90 a day” (The World Bank, 2015), which indicates that there still exists 

a high rate of extreme poverty around the world. The list of global challenges is long, and this 

is a sign that current practices create unsustainable and unjust conditions for the planet, people 

and economy. 

 

In an effort to address the global challenges our planet is facing, in 2015 the UN adopted 17 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with 169 targets (United Nations, n.d.). The idea for 

these goals emerged during the Rio +20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable 

Development and built upon the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  They were 

officially launched on the 1st of January 2016. The SDGs also referred to as ‘Global Goals’, 

balance the promotion of economic prosperity and address social needs, while protecting the 

planet (United Nations, n.d.). More specifically, they tackle challenges such as hunger, poverty, 

water scarcity, and gender inequality. These Goals are set and expected to be implemented by 

all governments, companies, and societal institutions until 2030. Moreover, they are universal 
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and apply to all societal income-classes. The intention behind the SDGs is to provide a shared 

language that draws attention to the most prominent challenges and for all stakeholders of 

society to translate them into their context (Nilsson, Griggs, Visbeck, Ringler, & McCollum, 

2017). 

 

In response to the growing urgency for sustainable solutions stakeholders of society are 

increasingly taking action against this negative development and try to contribute and make the 

planet, economy and society more sustainable by adopting the 2030 Agenda.  

 

Universities play a crucial role in sustainable development and for adopting the SDG agenda. 

They are society’s main knowledge creator and centres of innovation (Bohwmik, J, Selim, S 

Huq, 2018). Moreover, they are classified as neutral stakeholders in society, have connections 

with governments and municipalities, and educate the public sector. Furthermore, they equip 

future leaders with skills and thereby have a direct impact on the future of our society, planet, 

and economy.  

 

One of the institutions that have agreed to implement the SDGs is Copenhagen Business School 

(CBS).  The institution is among Europe's top-ranked business schools and is located in the 

Danish capital. The former president of the university signed the Letter of Commitment to 

mainstream the SDGs in 2017.  

 

What draws the attention to this research is that sustainable development has been on the agenda 

of universities for decades, but the progress is not as fast as expected (Velazquez, L., Munguia, 

N., Sanchez, 2005). The most challenging task for universities is to transform the abstract term 

of sustainable development into reality for people and the planet (United Nations, 2001). The 

term SDG still has to be translated into the specific university context and be integrated in 

operations, research, education and teaching. For this research we choose to conduct Discourse 
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Analysis to understand how the SDGs are perceived and worked with within the context of 

CBS. This analysis approach enabled us to find out what influence the associated meanings 

have on the SDG implementation in practice and vice-versa. The research aim can be 

summarized as follows: 

1.1 Research Aim  

The United Nations launched the SDGs in 2015 and governments, organizations and institutions 

agreed to mainstream them. CBS is a University that has signed a letter of commitment in 2017 

to mainstream the SDGs. This thesis aims to understand how discourse shapes the 

implementation of the SDGs at CBS. The guiding questions for this research are:  

 

1.    What are the characteristics of the institution CBS? 

2.    How are the SDGs intended by the United Nations? 

3.    How are the SDGs perceived at CBS? 

4.    How do they work with the SDGs? 

5.    What are the challenges for change at CBS? 

6.    Why do these challenges exist? 

 

Theories from the field of change for sustainability and sustainable development in universities 

build the theoretical basis for our research and support the findings. The theoretical basis entails 

previously identified challenges for sustainable development integration, as well as tools and 

frameworks from change management theories. Given that the SDGs were launched only in 

2016, the number of research articles explicitly addressing the SDGs are limited. Nevertheless, 

we will present the intention of the Global Goals as formulated by the UN. 

1.2 Structure of this work 

The first chapter after the introduction is the Methodology, in which we explain the reasoning 

behind our research philosophy, our case study research design, and the Discourse analysis 
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methods used. For this research, we chose an inductive approach with a case study research 

design and a combination of Discourse Theory by Laclau and Mouffe (1985, 2014) and Critical 

Discourse Analysis by Fairclough (1989, 1992, 1993, 2001). The data collection method was 

semi-structured interviews with different stakeholders from the university.  

 

After the Methodology section follows a review of the literature that provides the background 

of the intention of the SDGs as defined by the UN. This chapter aims to provide an overview 

of the existing research concerning sustainable development integration in universities and 

change theories.  

 

The Discourse Analysis is introduced by a short case description of current SDG practices at 

CBS and then split into two parts. The first part consists of the analysis of the perceptions around 

the SDGs. From a perceptual mapping, we identify six prevailing association with the SDGs 

that we outline and analyse. In the second part, the discourse around the SDGs is linked to the 

Institutional discourse at CBS and the actions concerning SDGs. The interplay of the discourses 

reveals that even though there exist some initiatives concerning the SDGs, they are not 

mainstreamed at CBS.  

 

In the last section, we discuss our findings in light of the existing research. The discussion sheds 

light on the challenges for SDG implementation at CBS. The discussion uncovers that for the 

implementation of the Global Goals at CBS, it requires a university-wide approach to change.  
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Chapter 2  

2. Literature Review  

This chapter is designed to provide an overview of the existing literature related to the change 

in the context of higher educational institutions (HEI). The main concepts and arguments 

introduced in this chapter will create the basis to support our findings and enable us to classify 

these findings within previous research. Having said this, the SDGs represent a paradigm newly 

introduced in 2015, and therefore there does not exist extensive literature related to the SDGs 

in the context of universities. However, the term ‘Sustainable Development Goals’ (SDG) 

synthesizes the concepts of sustainable development and sustainability. Therefore, the literature 

presented in this chapter will not only address the existent research explicitly referring to the 

SDGs but also provide the theoretical base for the concepts of sustainable development and 

sustainability. Moreover, there exists a rich body of literature related to sustainable development 

integration in the different parts of universities. Since SDG implementation builds upon the 

concept of sustainable development integration, the literature of it is presented in this part. 

Lastly, this chapter will incorporate relevant change theories for the context of universities. 

2.1 Sustainable Development Goals: Intention and Literature 

As mentioned in the introduction, the formulated SDG framework is a new paradigm that was 

formulated by the UN in 2015. The framework draws attention to the global challenges that we 

are facing and helps to visualize them (Nilsson et al., 2017). One of the main objectives of the 

Global Goals is to help provide a consensus for sustainable development on a global level 

(United Nations & Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2013). Other sources defined 

the SDGs as a shared normative proposition that fosters collaboration across countries and 

mobilizes stakeholders (Sustainable Development Solutions Network Secretariat, 2014). A 

normative term is a concept “guided by socially established moral ideals and formulates 

directives of how to translate these ideals in concrete plans for action” (Renn, Jager, Deuschle, 
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& Jehle, 2009). These moral ideals create a set of rules of what a “desirable state of being and 

what ought to happen in order to reach this state” is (Renn et al., 2009).  

 

In official United Nations documents, the 17 goals with their 169 subcategories are referred to 

as a policy agenda, implying that the goals are a list of subjects that need special attention and 

consideration. On the official UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development the aim of the 

SDGs is described as: “We also resolve to create conditions for sustainable, inclusive and 

sustained economic growth, shared prosperity and decent work for all, taking into account 

different levels of national development and capacities“ (United Nations, n.d.). The 2030 

agenda is an integrated and inclusive transformation of all countries towards resolving the most 

significant global challenges. Therefore, the common characteristics of the challenges are that 

they are global and universally applicable. Furthermore, the United Nations describes the 

agenda to be of “unprecedented scope and significance. It is accepted by all countries and is 

applicable to all (...). They are integrated and indivisible and balance the three dimensions of 

sustainable development” (United Nations Development Program, n.d.). Therefore, the United 

Nations expects everyone that is part of society to apply the agenda and takes into account their 

specific context. The goals and targets are not intended to be understood as stand-alone goals 

but as a holistic view on global issues for sustainability, which are interlinked and mutually 

dependent.  

 

2.2 SDGs at Universities 

Concerning the SDGs at Universities, several universities in collaboration with the Sustainable 

Development Solutions Network (SDSN) developed a specific guide for the university context 

to implement the SDGs. The guide divides the role of a university into four key areas that are 

Learning and Teaching, Research, Organisational Governance and Operations, and External 

Leadership (SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017). The authors argue that in the case of the SDGs the 
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different areas are often approached separately, but that in reality, they are interlinked. Besides, 

they claim that “the SDGs present great opportunities for creating, strengthening and 

communicating links between these areas, and therefore a university-wide approach to 

engagement with the SDGs is best”. The same report goes into more detail and provides 

guidelines on what the four different university areas should do to implement SDGs. In 

‘Learning and Teaching’ the SDGs should be seen as a platform to engage students and connect 

their studies with the vision of the SDGs. For example, in the form of academic expertise around 

sustainable development and to create solutions around the SDGs. 

 

Additionally, university education is expected to provide support to empower their students 

(SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017). Furthermore, the area of ‘Research’ is expected to create 

solutions to support the SDGs across disciplines and through collaborations with innovative 

companies. Moreover, professors ought to provide students with training for sustainable 

development specific research. The same report also expects the area of ‘Operations and 

Governance’ to mainstream the SDGs throughout their structural governance, as well as all 

operational policies and procedures, for example through the hiring mechanism or operational 

projects around campus. Implementing the principles means considering the social, economic 

and environmental dimensions of sustainability in the decisions around operations. The last area 

of ‘External leadership’  focuses on network building and engagement. It refers to the 

universities responsibility as part of society and the image it gives to the outside. In addition to 

that, universities should work together with governments or municipalities to create policies 

that integrate SDGs. 

 

2.3 Critics about SDGs 

Nevertheless, many agree that the goals entail difficulties for transforming our world. The 2030 

Agenda approaches so-called wicked or super wicked problems that are unstructured and highly 
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interconnected (Elkington, Lim, & Smith, 2016). The complexity that lies in the nature of the 

problems results in similar complexity when it comes to finding solutions to them (Rittel & 

Webber, 1973). Another argument is that even though the SDG framework is supposed to create 

consensus about SD, it is still too broad and hard to implement. Persson, Weitz and Nilsson 

(2016) argue that this broadness results in two different perspectives about the SDG framework. 

On the one hand, the new agenda is perceived as an opportunity for addressing a transformation 

towards sustainability. On the other hand, critics consider the agenda as a set of goals that is 

unrealistic and lacks a clear definition of sustainability.  

 

2.4 Introduction to the concepts Sustainability and Sustainable 
Development  

In the last years ‘sustainability’ has become a buzzword used for different reasons by 

governments, institutions, and organizations. Sustainability inherently represents a future-

oriented way of thinking, acting and talking in response to global challenges (Rogers, 2013). 

Moreover, it is described as a state in which conditions are balanced. The concept of 

sustainability always has a ‘why’ and cannot be perceived without identifying a context.  

 

Nevertheless, due to environmental and social problems in our economy, sustainability has 

often been described with words such as ‘long-term’ and ‘durable’ (Filho, 2000). In literature, 

the concept is mostly used together with the term ‘sustainable development’. Our Common 

Future also is known as the Brundtland Report (World Commission on Environment and 

Development, 1987) introduced the definition for sustainable development, which refers to 

‘meeting the need of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs’.  This definition of sustainable development is considered the guideline for 

sustainability discussions and for changes that aim to achieve sustainability (Mebratu, 1998). 

Steiner & Posch (2006) acknowledged the complexity of this definition by analysing that it 

encompasses intragenerational, as well as intergenerational justice. Considering sustainable 
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development beyond its definition, it addresses environmental, societal and economic 

development. These dimensions have been conceptualized in the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) 

framework by J. Elkington (1997). Its purpose is to make organizations more aware of the fact 

that their operations impact all three dimensions of sustainability (Elkington, 1997). Ever since 

the TBL was introduced, it is shaping the way companies and institutions think about 

sustainability. However, Elkington (Elkington, 2018) mentioned how companies fail to make a 

deep reflection on their practices and apply the TBL framework too narrowly. Moreover, 

companies often use it as a management tool and do not acknowledge the interdependence of 

the three dimensions (Sridhar & Jones, 2013). 

 

However, Brundtland’s definition is quite broad and open for interpretation (Sustainable 

Development Commission, 2011). There does not exist one common understanding of what 

sustainable development means. The main reason is because experiences and surroundings have 

an impact on individuals’ perception of the term (IUCN, WWF, & UNEP, 1991) and this results 

in different interpretations of sustainable development. Organizations and institutions are 

increasingly considering sustainable development and adopting the interpretation that best suits 

their context (Filho, 2000; Filho, 2011). The different interpretations of sustainable 

development have as a result that the operational practices regarding sustainability remain a 

subject of constant discussion (Filho, 2011; Russell, S., Haigh, N., & Griffiths, 2007). 

 

2.5 What is a Sustainable University? 

Literature acknowledges that universities are an essential component of the sustainable 

development assembly since they are responsible for educating future leaders and an essential 

stakeholder for transforming our society (Barth & Rieckmann, 2012; Saleh, Kamarulzaman, 

Hashim, & Hashim, 2011). Therefore, HEIs represent a crucial part in tackling sustainability 

challenges around the world and are pivotal actors for creating a sustainable future. Velazquez, 
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L., Munguia, N. & Sanchez (2005) defined a sustainable university as ‘‘a higher educational 

institution, as a whole or as a part, that addresses, involves and promotes, on a regional or a 

global level, the minimization of negative environmental, economic, societal, and health effects 

generated in the use of their resources in order to fulfil its functions of teaching, research, 

outreach and partnership, and stewardship in ways to help society make the transition to 

sustainable lifestyles.” Apart from this general definition, literature also highlights some more 

specific characteristics. For a university to consider itself sustainable,  Wals (2014) views 

transformative education, which emphasises critical thinking, to be one of the characteristics.  

 

Furthermore, the way research is conducted at the university plays an important role. According 

to Ferrer-Balas, Adachi, Banas, Davidson, Hoshikoshi, Mishra, Motodoa, Onga, & Ostwald, 

2008), a sustainable higher educational institution should effectively engage in inter- and 

transdisciplinary research. Additionally, Lozano (2006) highlights the importance of leadership 

and vision. These should continuously adapt to the needs of society and support changes by 

assigning responsibility and rewards to those involved in transforming the institution.  

 

2.6 Integrating Sustainable Development at Universities 

Although sustainability and sustainable development have increased momentum, higher 

educational institutions have been quite slow in integrating these aspects in their different areas. 

Therefore, there exists only a limited number of universities that have approached this topic 

successfully (Harpe & Thomas, 2009; Lozano, 2006). Scholars have pointed out that 

universities are rigid when it comes to change (Clark, 1983).  One of the reasons for this rigidity 

is that Universities are explained to have a complex governance structure (Harpe & Thomas, 

2009). According to Barlett (2008), this structure creates a silo mentality at universities. HEIs 

are multi-sided and bottom-heavy institutions, consisting of many diverse faculties, 

departments, professional fields and research centers (Clark, 1983). Having mentioned these 
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characteristics, Mintzberg (1983) described the nature of universities as being bureaucratic and 

traditional. Moreover, even though universities are essential creators for innovation, they are 

described as notably conservative institutions (Nordman, Christopher, & Jakobcic, 2017).  

 

In organizations and institutions, there does not exist ‘one best way’ to approach change 

(Burnes, 1996). Nevertheless, the literature suggests that for sustainable development in 

Universities to be effectively integrated it has to be institutionalized (Lozano, 2006). 

Institutionalization is the process when objects get first recognized and accepted by a small 

number of actors, and then diffused and accepted in the whole of the organization or field 

(Lawrence, Winn, & Jennings, 2001). However, change for sustainability is a radical innovation 

and when it comes to institutionalizing this change in universities it often faces much resistance, 

and it is highly time-consuming (Arevalo, J. A., & Mitchell, 2017). Therefore, Clark (1983) 

argues that change in Universities needs to happen with small and incremental steps. During an 

effective change process, ownership will emerge among the stakeholders  (Lozano, 2006).  

 

Furthermore, for a successful integration of sustainable development in University researchers 

agree that the change should have a holistic approach and the responsibility should be taken on 

from the whole university and not only from a few functions (Chambers & Walker, 2009; Filho, 

2011; Lozano, 2006; Mcmillin & Dyball, 2009; Saleh et al., 2011; Velazquez, L., Munguia, N., 

Sanchez, 2005). It is primarily the complex nature of the university and the multidimensional 

nature of the concept of sustainability that requires the combination of all parts of the university 

for a transformative change (Cortese, 2003; Velazquez, L., Munguia, N., Sanchez, 2005). 

Moreover, since it requires cooperation at multiple hierarchical levels, isolated initiatives have 

limited impact (Saleh et al., 2011). 

 

In connection to this argument, McMillin and Dyball (2009) argue that a whole-systems 

approach to sustainability benefits the university from an operational perspective, from a 
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pedagogical perspective through the involvement of students, and in terms of capacity building. 

They also claim that the change process towards institutionalization of sustainability at 

universities often starts with a smaller number of people that then engage new stakeholders 

throughout the whole of the university (Lozano, 2006). University stakeholders, including 

students, faculty, administrative staff, and managerial levels should develop and reinforce 

sustainability skills practices until it is fully institutionalized. In their study Chambers and 

Walker (2016) suggest sustainability as a catalyst for change at universities. In particular, they 

disagree with the traditional divide of staff and non-staff members and argue that through 

sustainability the responsibilities become blurry (Chambers & Walker, 2009; Whitchurch, 

2008). According to their research, this shift in roles is a result of universities understanding 

sustainability mostly through developing complex projects and initiatives that require staff from 

a wide range of backgrounds to work together. 

 

The literature points out that Kotter’s (1996) eight-step model is increasingly being used In the 

context of change for sustainability in higher education (Harpe & Thomas, 2009). The eight 

steps of this change process model are Step 1 establishing a sense of urgency, Step 2 the forming 

of a powerful coalition, Step 3 creating a vision, Step 4 communicating the vision, Step 5 

empowering others to act on this vision, Step 6 planning for and creating short term wins, Step 

7 consolidating the improvements while still producing more change and Step 8 

institutionalizing the new changes (Kotter, 1996). 

2.6.1 Change Agents in Higher Education Institutions  

Change theory literature highlights the importance of interaction, communication, and 

leadership (Harpe & Thomas, 2009). According to scholars, this often happens through change 

agents and their role in integrating sustainability at university has been widely 

discussed  (Kapitulčinová, AtKisson, Perdue, 2018). Literature refers to change agents for 

sustainable development as ‘SD champions’. They are defined as individuals that link 
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innovation with the organization (Lozano, 2006) and are naturally early adopters of innovation. 

Clark (1983) found that change is often fostered by the innovation of bottom units, such as 

students and staff. He claims that bottom-up change is the most basic form of change at 

universities. In his analysis, he further found members of professional roles, such as professors, 

are a source of information gatekeeping from and to the outside world (Clark, 1983). The 

engagement and reach of professors often unnoticeably drives change within such an institution. 

Lozano (2006) identifies the three main stakeholders for the integration of sustainability in a 

university as being academic directors, professors, and students. According to his findings, the 

academic director is responsible for incorporating the sustainable development in the strategic 

planning of the university and for assigning sustainable development champions that help to 

transform courses towards more interdisciplinarity. Next, he argues that professors, on the other 

hand are directly working with students and have an obligation and opportunity to adapt their 

teaching so that the concepts of sustainability are integrated. Lastly, Lozano (2006) claims that 

it is the students’ responsibility to build pressure bottom-up, e.g. through student organizations.  

 

Interestingly, the literature points out that the power of top-down approaches should be 

considered with a critical eye when it comes to sustainable development integration efforts. 

Lozano (2006) argues that when sustainable development is not yet part of the culture and not 

yet institutionalized, top-down strategies can create conflicts to the extent that the innovation 

might even disappear from the institution. Clark (1983) and Rebora & Turri (2010) support this 

view by claiming that the bureaucratic structure of a university makes it impossible for top 

managers to overcome resistance to change via top-down leadership. From their point of view, 

it is mostly external events and environmental drivers that bring about change in universities, 

particularly when these drivers are related to the ability to raising economic resources and funds.  
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2.6.2 Conceptualizing Sustainability in HEI 

The literature identified that understanding and interpreting the concept of sustainability in 

universities is a barrier for sustainability (Figueiró & Raufflet, 2015; Filho, 2000; Velazquez, 

L., Munguia, N., Sanchez, 2005). Similar to conventional organizations, the concepts of 

sustainability and sustainable development means different things to different people. (Figueiró 

& Raufflet (2015) argue that this lack of clarity, complexity, and vagueness creates confusion 

around the term. As a result, this has a significant impact on an individual’s attitudes towards 

sustainability in the context of universities. Filho (2000) explains that many staff and faculty 

members in the universities that he explored excused their passiveness by arguing that 

sustainability is ‘too broad’, a fashion, or ‘too recent a field’. Lozano (2006) points out the 

perception that implementing sustainable development creates extra work and that stakeholders 

perceive a lack of complete information on sustainability. 

 

Furthermore, scholars argue that in higher educational institutions sustainability efforts and 

initiatives often have an environmental focus, neglecting economic and social aspects. 

Similarly, (Schmitt, Figueiró & Raufflet, 2015) claim that mainly there exists a more holistic 

association with sustainability versus a more narrow and practice-oriented interpretation. In 

management studies, the problem is that “sustainability issues are not often conceptualized as 

being part of the core money-making process of the business” (Boxer, 2008) and this creates a 

tension between the traditional curriculum and sustainability. These perceptions and 

misconceptions create considerable barriers to the adoption of sustainability (Nordman et al., 

2017).  

 

2.6.3 Sustainable Development Integration in Campus 

Universities all around the world are increasingly facing pressures from government 

environmental protection agencies and the sustainability movement to reduce their ecological 
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footprint. The pressure happens primarily through environmental regulations by nearby 

communities and municipalities, as well as laws on a national level. Their campuses take part 

in complex activities and have enormous direct and indirect impacts on their environment. For 

this reason, several scholars refer to Universities as ‘small cities’ and mini-cities (Alshuwaikhat 

& Abubakar, 2008; Mcmillin & Dyball, 2009; SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017). It is claimed that 

they have similar characteristics and environmental impacts as hospitals. A sustainable 

University campus has been defined as a community “that acts upon its local and global 

responsibilities to protect and enhance the health and well-being of humans and ecosystems. It 

actively engages the knowledge of the university community to address the ecological and 

social challenges that we face now and in the future” (Cole, 2003). 

 

Ferrer-Balas et al. (2008) found that what drives a university campus to change towards 

sustainability is their connection points with society and the availability of funding. Similarly, 

Dahle & Neumayer (2007) found in their qualitative study that the most significant barrier to 

campus greening is budgetary constraints. They further claim that there exists a non-

environmental attitude on University campuses and a lack of knowledge concerning 

how  initiatives with sustainability focus can aid the cost saving. Another barrier for a greener 

campus was the lack of space for waste sorting or constructing more energy-efficient buildings. 

In order to overcome these barriers, they suggested raising environmental awareness in the 

campus community.  

 

McMillin & Dyball (2009) emphasise the importance of linking education and campus for an 

integrated approach to sustainability. They argue that the campus gives the students an 

opportunity to experience a real-world application of sustainable development integration. 

Moreover, the visibility of sustainability at campus plays a vital role in increasing awareness 

and knowledge sharing. They further state that Universities educate the students not only via 

teaching but also through campus administration and their principles for managerial operations. 
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2.6.4 Sustainable Development integration in Research 

Historically it is argued that sustainability does not have much of a scientific basis (Filho, 2011). 

Nevertheless, it is currently raising as priority on the scientific agenda which increases the 

likelihood of having resources available for research in the field of sustainability (Figuero & 

Raufflet, 2014). This in turn facilitates the implementation of sustainable issues in research. 

Furthermore, the main drivers for change in research are external through funding (Ferrer-Balas 

et al., 2008). Corporations or governments willing to invest into research with a sustainability 

focus can put pressure on a university-wide change. The same applies for employers that have 

an interest in graduates with skills in sustainability. Interestingly, scholars consider the pillars 

of Education and Research as interdependent. This is because most of the universities are 

characterized by research-based education. The assumption behind this is that the professors 

have access to the research of the content taught in their disciplines. However, what makes the 

implementation of SDGs difficult is that the research and consequently the teaching of 

professors is under the protection of Academic Freedom. This represents a concept that was 

first introduced by Eliot (1907) and enables educators to research and communicate the subjects 

of their interest without interference or the fear of (societal) expulsion. The conceptualization 

of academic freedom also refers to teaching, as in most cases it is based on the professors’ 

research. Several authors agree that educators should not be prescribed what to research and 

teach (Gökhan, 2014; Nelson, 2010). As a consequence, the interference of stakeholders to 

include sustainable development into research and teaching can meet resistance of educators 

who feel that their academic freedom is not guaranteed (Molthan-Hill, Dharmasasmita, & 

Winfield, 2016). This is identified as one of the biggest challenges for the integration of new 

concepts into research and curriculum.  
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2.6.5 Sustainable Development integration in Education  

The richest body of literature concerning sustainable development integration in Universities is 

specifically addressing the field of education and curriculum transformation. The authors of this 

literature are mostly highlighting how challenging changing education and teaching is. In a 

study conducted at Nottingham Trent University, a group of researchers identified several 

challenges when it comes to implementing sustainable development into education (Molthan-

Hill et al., 2016). The first challenge they found when integrating sustainability in the 

curriculum lies in finding a definition of the term sustainability for each of the different 

disciplines. Moreover, they identified that the most significant challenges to integrating 

sustainable development in education are the limited time and resources of academics. 

Integrating a new concept into their teaching is connected to extra work-load, particularly when 

it comes to finding suitable opportunities to connect sustainability with their courses. Another 

obstacle they encountered for integrating sustainable development into the curriculum is 

bureaucratic obstacles. This is a result of the decentralization of Universities with a variety of 

programs and departments. For instance, Universities need to make sure that the programs and 

the  teaching comply with institutional quality standards. Molthan-Hill et al. (2016) claim that 

the quality assurance across disciplines and departments places a hurdle for the implementation 

efforts.  

 

Further challenges they found for the integration of sustainable development in the curriculum 

was the lack of senior management support and the tendency that sustainable development 

education merely focuses on promoting a more sustainable campus and the environmental 

aspect of sustainability (Molthan-Hill et al., 2016). Other authors claim that the reasons why 

most universities have not yet integrated Sustainable Development into their curriculum are 

because current teaching methods are concerned with natural and human resource depletion 

(Afuah, 1998). As a result of the current structure on most universities students acquire in-depth 

knowledge of disciplines such as Economics or Medicine, but little knowledge on how their 
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actions may affect other fields or society and nature. This approach leads to fragmented 

education and future business leaders thinking in silos, rather than systematically (Figueiró & 

Raufflet, 2015). 

 

Approaching Curriculum Transformation 
 

For the integration of sustainability in curriculum, scholars are debating two different 

approaches. The first one is implementing sustainability into already existing structures and the 

second one is creating a new structure around sustainability in the form of individual courses 

or minors (Rusinko, 2010). Rusinko (2010) and subsequently Godemann, Herzig & Moon, 

(2011) developed a matrix of advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches, specifically 

targeting business and management education. Considering these two possibilities, many 

researchers agree that an integrative approach to teaching sustainability is the most effective 

way to mainstream sustainable development (Painter-Morland, Sabet, Molthan-Hill, Goworek, 

& de Leeuw, 2016; Sterling, 2004; Wals, 2014). Moreover, when applying the matrix in a 

qualitative study of a United States university, one of Rusinki’s main findings was that 

“sustainability can be most effectively integrated into management and business education 

through a combination of bottom-up and top-down efforts” (Rusinki, 2010). Moreover, for the 

integration of sustainable development in curriculum scholars claim that trans-disciplinary and 

interdisciplinary teaching approaches are required (Lozano, 2006). This drastic change required 

in the teaching methods is also the reason why some researchers argue that the change to adopt 

sustainable development into the curriculum can be considered a radical innovation (Afuah, 

1998; Lozano, 2006; E. M. Rogers, 1962).  

 

A study conducted by Svanström, Lozano-García, & Rowe (2008) found that schools that 

adopted learning outcomes for sustainable development have in common that they include 

“systematic and holistic thinking”, as well as “the integration of different perspectives”. As an 

example, one of the broad Learning Outcomes of Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores 
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de Monterrey included gaining “an understanding of the ethical responsibility, towards present 

and future generations”. Most importantly, these schools selected courses where the concepts 

of sustainable development could be incorporated but did not distort the courses’ initial learning 

intention.  

 

Notwithstanding, Svanström et al., (2008) argue that in order to incorporate sustainable 

development in learning and teaching the step of capacity building for educators must not be 

forgotten. This includes supporting professors with appropriate resources and incentives to 

challenge the educational structures and reward systems that are in place. They further claim 

that only when educators are knowledgeable in sustainable development and the teaching of it, 

they will be able to weave sustainable development in their courses. 

 

Teaching Sustainability 
 

Concerning the teaching of sustainability, Rogers (2013) claims that the way in which the 

concept is constructed discursively and the effects that this might have plays an important role. 

As an example, he argues that the message behind sustainability often is that criticising it 

implies being ‘against sustainability’ or less committed. In addition, he differentiates between 

deep and shallow learning. Roger (2013) refers to shallow as the idea of what sustainability is 

and the imposition of an ethical agenda. However, he argues that education for sustainability 

requires deep learning that can only occur when being part of a learning environment that 

respects different ideas and viewpoints. Teaching should not merely include discussions of the 

different perspectives, but reflect on the processes involved and “educat[e] the head, hands and 

heart” (Roger, 2013).   

 

Other scholars remark that education has mixed messages, also referred to Hidden Curriculum 

(HC) (Gosling & Mintzberg, 2006). HC is defined as “what is implicit and embedded in 

educational experiences in contrast with the formal statements about curricula and the surface 
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features of educational interaction” (Sambell & McDowell, 1998, pp. 391-392). When 

mainstreaming sustainability in the education and teaching Blasco (2011) argues that educators 

need to pay special attention to the hidden messages they send to their students as part of the 

moralization and socialization process. Also, for teaching responsible or sustainable 

management it is not enough to reinforce this informal curricula but on all levels of Hidden 

Curriculum (Blasco, 2011).   

 

2.6.6 Resistance to Change 

As previously mentioned, the characteristics of the university affect how change happens within 

universities, and researchers argue that the above-mentioned characteristics, such as the 

bureaucratic structure and academic freedom fuel resistance to change (Clark, 1983; Rebora & 

Turri, 2010). One definition of institutional resistance to change is “the pattern of organizational 

behaviour that decision-makers in organizations employ to actively deny, reject, refuse to 

implement, repress, or even dismantle change proposals and initiatives” (Agocs, 1997, p.918). 

When it comes to sustainable development integration in Universities there exist different levels 

of resistance. Lozano (2006) describes the first level as a resistance to the idea itself, caused by 

a lack of information, confusion or general disagreement. The second form of resistance to 

changes is caused by a feeling of losing control or power in the organization, resulting in a 

feeling of incompetence and pressure. The strongest level of resistance is the third level, that is 

that the change affects individuals on a personal level, such as cultural difference, religion or 

sex and brings along a different set of values that clashes with the set of values that are intended 

to be implemented. 

 

2.6.7 Overcoming resistance and best cases 

Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) developed a model of six methods to overcome resistance to 

change in organizations. The strategies are comparatively broad and adaptable to different 
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organizational and institutional contexts. They include a 1) focus on participation and 

involvement to improve commitment, 2) a focus on facilitation and support to help employees 

cope with change, 3) education and communication, 4) negotiation and agreement, 5) 

manipulation and cooptation, and 6) explicit and implicit coercion.  

 

Literature also highlights several more practical solutions to some of the above-mentioned 

challenges and to overcome the resistance to change. For instance, in order to address challenges 

related to hidden curriculum, (Svanström et al., 2008) suggests that one of the main components 

of the Hidden Curriculum (HC) are social interactions of school actors. They suggest that it is 

vital to understand who these socializers are, what their practices are and what the language is 

they use (Blasco, 2011). Most importantly, a school has to make the question of how students 

are exposed to these practices and languages and how their minds are challenged in these 

interaction processes (Blasco, 2011). The University of Melbourne started several projects, 

programs and initiatives integrating the research activities with campus development. This 

integration resulted in professional staff stepping outside their traditional roles and 

understanding the needs of academic colleagues (Chambers & Walker, 2009). Most 

importantly, it allowed stakeholders to build a network around sustainability and facilitated the 

exchange of knowledge.  

 

A University that has been successful in implementing sustainable development in connection 

with the SDG framework is Nottingham Trent University (NTU) (Molthan-Hill et al., 2016). 

This university has adopted the SDGs as an opportunity for a common approach to build a 

strategy around sustainable development in Higher Education. The approach in the case of this 

university was that by adopting the SDG framework, it became less important to define the 

sustainability concept and what it implies in each discipline. Instead the focus shifted towards 

achieving the specific goals from the SDG framework. They proceeded to adopt the Global 

Goals as part of the formal curriculum in all courses. However, addressing the SDGs was not 
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included as a strict requirement, but as an expectation for each course (Molthan-Hill et al., 

2016).  

 

In relation to the difficulties of connecting disciplines with SD, Venkatesan (2016) proposes 

that courses with mathematics could include problems and learning scenarios with a 

sustainability dimension, whereas in economics one could discuss the ‘fairness’ of trade and 

the value of a sustainable outcome, implicitly and explicitly compared to current practices. This 

will reinforce the sustainable values of students and integrate sustainable development thinking 

in the course content, instead of altering it.  
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Chapter 3.  

3. Methodology 

 

“It is a capital mistake to theorise before one has data. Insensibly one begins to collect 

facts to suit theories, rather than theories to suit facts.” 

- Arthur Conan Doyle (creator of Sherlock Homes) 

 

Figure 1 - Methodology Overview 

 

 
Based on own creation 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The following section should serve as an overview of the methodological approach chosen in 

this work. It addresses the underlying assumptions and philosophies through which the results 

and the discussion accrued, as well as the strategy and design that served as a red threat. The 

chapter includes a detailed presentation of the process, the choice of sampling, and how the data 

was collected and analysed.                                                                                                          
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3.2 Research Philosophy 

Before developing our research design, it seems essential for our thesis to address our 

underlying research philosophy. The research philosophy builds the basis of our research and 

enables us to reflect upon our strategy and methods used. The philosophical assumptions of 

ontology and epistemology, guide the research design and data collection (Easterby-Smith, 

Thorpe, & Jackson, 2015). Ontology is the study of being and is surrounded by the question of 

what is, whereas the epistemology is the theory of knowledge that is concerned with the 

question of what it means to know (Crotty, 1998). Through this research, we aim to gain a better 

understanding of the current situation around the SDGs at CBS from a postmodernism school 

of thought as explained by Easterby-Smith et al. (2015).  

 

Ontology 

As researchers of a topic related to sustainability, we aim is to increase our general 

understanding of the situation without losing any of the complexity of the matter (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2015). This approach is in line with the ontological perspective of relativism. In a 

university there exist different stakeholders, such as professors, staff, students, and directors. 

Each of these stakeholders has a different association with the SDGs that influence the way they 

are being understood or worked with. Therefore, we argue that there exist different social 

realities that need to be taken into consideration in this research. From the ontological position 

of relativism, the assumption is that there will always be a debate about the meaning of the 

SDGs (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

 

Epistemology 

According to Easterby-Smith et al. (2015), a ‘normal’ constructionism epistemological 

perspective enables us to account for these multiple realities and to include them into our 

research. The knowledge about the SDGs is discursively constructed by stakeholders. 

Epistemologically this assumes that knowledge is created in our interaction with the world. 
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With that in mind, reality is constructed by the perception and the actions of the various actors 

that are part of the entity (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). However, this perspective does not 

neglect the realness of objective knowledge (Ernst, 1996).  

 

Implications 

In this study, it is essential not only to understand how the people are constructing their reality, 

but also how the external factors influence the social world (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2016). There exist entities that are external to the social actors and these naturally impact the 

social construction of the university, as well as stakeholders’ perceptions and beliefs (Saunders 

et al., 2016, Easterby-Smith et al., 2017). Therefore, in this case study, it is important to 

understand how the organizational structure of CBS as a construal has effects on the socially 

constructed SDGs (Easterby-Smith et al., 2017). Furthermore, the SDGs have been defined by 

the United Nations and there exist guidelines and models to implement the SDGs that influence 

the sense-making process. The Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) developed 

specific guidelines for SDG implementation at Universities, which serve employees in our case 

study to make sense of the SDGs and naturally shape the way they think about them (Saunders 

et al. 2016; I_07; SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017).  

 

3.3 Research Design  

This section will help us define our strategy of action for a constructivist research design. We 

are interested in finding out how the SDGs are perceived and worked with. Consequently, our 

research aim and our interest in a topic that has not yet been thoroughly explored, lead us to 

collect rich-data. In order to be able to achieve the research aim and provide answers to the 

underlying questions, the research approach for this study is qualitative.  
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The research is of an exploratory nature, since the study investigates how the SDGs are being 

perceived and worked within a specific context. The underlying philosophy and choice of the 

methodology are leading to our inductive logic of inquiry (Easterby-Smith et al., 2016). An 

inductive approach entails that our data collection was used to study a phenomenon and to 

identify patterns  and relations in order to draw conclusions from a specific context (Saunders 

et al., 2016). As this research is within the scope of our master thesis, we acknowledge that in 

order to define a research purpose, we needed to familiarise ourselves with theory and the 

concept of the SDGs. However, an inductive approach required us to ‘let our data speak’ and 

allow the meaning to emerge. Therefore, the questions used for the qualitative data collection 

were open questions inspired by an inductive approach but directed towards our research topic. 

 

3.4 Research Strategy  

The choice of the research strategy is a case study. Case studies are defined as comprising 

details, rich, data and completeness, which provides depth to the research (Flyvbjerg, 2011). 

According to Yin (1994), this design is most suitable to examine the ‘why’ and ‘how’ 

perspectives of a phenomenon. Our aim for this research paper is to understand the relationship 

embedded in the sense-making process in the context of CBS. Therefore, we will conduct a 

detailed examination of how CBS as a university works with the Global Goals and why this is 

done a certain way. The case study design also allows us to consider the ‘why’ and ‘how’ from 

the opposite perspective, which answers the questions ‘why CBS is working with the SDGs and 

how they do this?’. 

 

3.5 Single Case study 

The aim for our case study is to achieve a rich picture of the complex reality at CBS and to 

intensively examine the multifaceted nature of an organization in an in-depth manner (Yin, 

2014). For this case study, we will be interviewing employees, students, and academics at CBS 
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and therefore these individuals are our unit of analysis. It is their understandings and 

experiences of the SDGs that we wish to capture. Having CBS as our case allowed us to explore 

the connections and the relationships related to sustainability in the institution. This 

collaboration with the university enabled us to study several areas and activities in the institution 

on different levels.  

 

3.5.1 Characteristics of the case study  

Gaining a complete understanding of a case as a holistic approach encompasses understanding 

the relationship between the case and its environment. (Flyvbjerg, 2011). The holistic approach 

includes finding the boundaries to what is considered part of the case studies environment and 

context.  

 

Why a University?  
 

The reason we decided to collaborate with a University is because of its position and role within  

society. Without universities, the SDGs will not be achieved (SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017). 

Universities are powerful drivers of innovation and in creating evidence-based solutions. Their 

role in achieving the SDGs is critical as they are society’s leading knowledge creator and play 

a big role in shaping the future by being an impartial stakeholder of society (Bohwmik, Selim, 

Huq, 2018; Clark, 1983). Having mentioned this, the topics of education and research are 

explicitly specified in several SDGs, which reinforces university’s role in the achievement of 

the SDGs. Universities as institutions have great opportunities in achieving the goals through 

their partnerships with companies, governments, and university networks (Bohwmik et al., 

2018).  

 

Additionally, universities are the primary educators of our society and are accountable for 

educating future leaders. The choice  CBS as a case study was determined by several factors. 
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First, CBS has unique features as a Scandinavian Business School with high decentralization 

and autonomy. Next, it is a PRME signatory school and one of the first schools worldwide that 

signed a letter of commitment to mainstream SDGs. Lastly, we firmly believe in the importance 

of Business Schools to shape the practices of future leaders as their decisions impact the future 

of our society. 

 

3.5.2 Generalizability 

Flyvbjerg (2011) argues that one can generalize findings from a single case study depending on 

the case and how this case was chosen. CBS is decentralized, and stakeholders have a high 

degree of independence. This is dependent on many factors, such as the cultural context that 

CBS is operating in, as well as the profile of the university. CBS is a business school that is 

well-known for teaching hard skill disciplines, such as Finance and Economics. In line with 

these characteristics, one might argue that we are looking at a critical case. According to 

Flyvbjerg (2011), critical cases are cases that are likely to reveal the most vibrant picture of 

information needed and as “having strategic importance in relation to the general problem”. 

Therefore, the assumption is that if the SDG implementation was possible in a decentralized 

business school context as it is at CBS, it is also possible in all other Universities. Following 

this reasoning, universities with similar characteristics and within similar contexts are likely to 

face similar conditions and challenges as in our case study. The results and insights might be 

applicable to other business universities and serve for reflective purposes (Flyvbjerg, 2011; 

Stake, 2008). However, in his text on the five misunderstandings of case study research, 

Flyvbjerg (2011) claims:  

 

“One can often generalize on the basis of a single case, and the case study may be central to 

scientific development via generalization as supplement or alternative to other methods. But 
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formal generalization is overvalued as a source of scientific development, whereas ‘the force 

of example’ is underestimated.” 

 

Inspired by this quote, the aim of this research is not to generalize our findings, but to provide 

an example that can serve others for reflection. Additionally, looking into this case with its 

unique features and context, the aim is to provide a rich and holistic picture of the situation 

(Stake, 2006). According to Siggelkow (2007) “cases can also help sharpen existing theory by 

pointing to gaps and beginning to fill them”. Hence, the goal is to learn from this research and 

to determine where further research is necessitated.  

 

3.6 Level of engagement  

Our level of engagement as researchers is defined by the fact that both of us are Master students 

at CBS. Being part of the entity has facilitated the data collection in several ways. First, we got 

introduced to the concepts of sustainability at university. Furthermore, we were aware of the 

existence of the PRME office and of specific initiatives that will be addressed later in this paper. 

Additionally, being part of the institution for the past years has eased the familiarization process 

with the case. Lastly, our prior knowledge about the institution and our contacts to relevant 

stakeholders enhanced our data collection. Notwithstanding, we are conscious that as 

researchers of a familiar environment obstacles can occur, such as prior assumptions and 

preconceptions. Therefore, for our data analysis, this implies continuously questioning our own 

impressions and assumptions and distance ourselves from CBS as our educational institution. 

 

3.7 Data Sampling  

The primary data collected was in the form of interviews, and a total of 12 interviews were 

conducted. Out of these 12 interviews, we have chosen to include 11 in our analysis. The last 
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interviewee was an with an external representative from Nottingham Trent University (NTU). 

The work with the SDGs at the NTU can be considered as best-practice example since they are  

SDG implementation process is noticeably advanced. However, since this interviewee is not 

part of the CBS case study, the conversation served our research as inspiration.   

 

The data sampling method used was purposive and snowball sampling. Purposive sampling 

means using our own judgement when selecting our interviewees that will best enable us to 

answer our research question (Sanders, 2017), whereas snowball sampling refers to starting by 

interviewing someone that meets the criteria to be including people in the study and then asking 

this person for names of other people that might be eligible (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The 

sampling of the interviewees was a combination of previously deciding upon candidates and 

sampling throughout the process of data collection. More specifically, the start of the sampling 

was based on reviewing the organizational chart of CBS. The information from the chart served 

as one of the primary sources for deciding upon the interviewee representation. As it benefited 

us to identify staff members which were able to provide relevant information for our research 

due to their a contect with the SDGs or the term of sustainability in practice. Throughout the 

data collection process, the interviewees suggested potential CBS employees, faculty members 

and students that could give us more insights. These suggestions mainly referred to employees 

with a high degree of involvement in sustainable activities of influence at CBS. After carefully 

analysing their position at CBS and their importance in helping us answer the problem 

statement, semi-structured interviews were conducted. We approached employees from the 

Management, Society and Communication (MSC) department, students from Student 

organizations concerned with sustainability, PRME, as well as senior management. This 

represents the first approach for our data collection process. In the second part, we decided to 

reconsider the representatives in order to gain a better understanding and get a holistic view of 

the situation. Therefore, students and professors that had limited involvement in sustainability-

related subjects and practices were interviewed. This lead to an additional  of three interviewees.  
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3.8 Data Collection Method 

Our primary data collection consists of two stages, which encompass a total of 11 interviews. 

The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner with open questions (Appendix B 

and C). Initially, we conducted eight interviews with staff members, faculty members and 

students from the university. The interview template was structured into three parts. The first 

part addressed the concept of sustainability in general, followed by questions regarding the 

SDGs and the work and processes around the goals. The interview lasted between 30 minutes 

and one hour. During each interview notes about specific occurrences or relevant references 

were taken, which were discussed afterward. These also served as a reflection in regards to the 

interview question and helped to improve them after each interview. Moreover, depending on 

the interviewee’s position and our previous knowledge about involvement in the activities and 

responsibilities of our interviewees, the questions were adjusted. The second round took place 

after first transcribing the first interviews and familiarizing ourselves with the data. Hereafter, 

the interview templates for the second round were revised and new questions depending on the 

position, and the background were drafted. This process allowed us to endorse collected data 

and obtain missing information in relevant areas.  

 

In addition to the primary data, secondary data were utilised in this research. The materials used 

for the secondary data included written, as well as non-written forms. In order to be able to 

understand the concept and the intention of the SDGs, we examined United Nations official 

reports. These were not only restricted to the SDGs but also included debates around the 

definition of sustainability and sustainable development. Furthermore, we drew upon official 

reports from the PRME office related to sustainability, the CBS Sustainability Strategy as well 

as the Survey about SDGs and Sustainability Knowledge at CBS. We believe that descriptions 

alone sometimes cannot encompass the complexity of the situation and that visual forms of 

communication are a suitable method for us as researchers (Easterby-Smith, 2015). Therefore, 
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we used secondary visual data such as photographs in order to be able to better visualize the 

situation (Knoblauch et al., 2008).  

 

3.9 Data Analysis Method  

For this research, the nature of the studied topic ‘Sustainable Development Goals 

implementation’ had an influence on the choice of the analysis method. When we started our 

research, we were inspired by the fact that during the last two years initiatives concerning 

sustainability and/or the SDGs had increased at CBS. On the surface, the perception of 

sustainability and the SDGs appeared to be positive. Therefore, initially the aim was to 

investigate the implementation process of the SDGs. We started by interviewing stakeholders 

working with the SDGs in different ways. Throughout the process of data collection and the 

familiarization with the data, the importance of discourse in relation to the SDGs emerged. This 

shed light on the power relations and ideologies that influence change within the institution and 

made us question: If CBS has been incorporating the SDGs within the institution, how could it 

be that we had not heard about the goals in the classes of our program? In order to obtain a 

different perspective, we decided to conduct interviews with stakeholders who were little or not 

engaged with sustainability or the global goals. The different perspectives revealed that 

different stakeholders talked differently about the SDGs depending on their position and 

engagement with sustainability. The conflicting perceptions in the context of CBS around the 

topics of sustainability and the SDGs were connected not only to the different interests but also 

to the power relations in the organisation and were dependent on the position within CBS. When 

deciding for a data analysis method, we realised that we would only get an understanding of the 

social reality at CBS if we account for the different perceptions, ways of talking about the SDGs, 

as well as the relation between them and the positions of the actors. 
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The way the actors talked about and perceived the SDGs in different ways determined our 

decision to conduct a discourse analysis by Laclau and Mouffe (1985, 2014). This approach of 

Discourse Theory (DT) enables us to analyse the various meanings associated with the SDGs 

and accounts for the multiplicity of discourses. By analysing the interview transcripts and the 

official CBS reports, we were able to understand how discourses are constructed as part of the 

social reality at CBS. Nevertheless, Discourse Theory after Laclau and Mouffe (1985) merely 

focuses on the linguistic aspect of discourse and “is unable to explain which social forces have 

greater capacity to effect articulatory changes and why” (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). 

Therefore, we utilised a combination of the Discourse Theory by Laclau and Mouffe (1985) 

with Critical Discourse Analysis after Fairclough (1989, 1992, 1993, 2001). The latter enables 

us to discursively analyse ‘beyond’ linguistic interaction and to include the dimensions of 

discursive practices and social practices (Fairclough, 1995; Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000).  

 

Furthermore, the complementary approaches of interdiscursivity and intertextuality were 

applied to improve the understanding of the discourse. These concepts build an analytical bridge 

between text and discourse (Fairclough 1992; Rear, 2013). On the one hand, interdiscursivity 

encompasses articulation that shapes the macro-level discourse. In this case study the different 

stakeholders consciously or unconsciously linguistically refer to specific events and social 

practices that carry institutional and social meanings and therefore influence the macro-level 

discourse. On the other hand, to analyse discourse, intertextuality in contrast to 

interdiscursivity, provides a more concrete approach for what to focus upon within a text 

(Sjölander and Payne, 2011). For the research, this analytical approach served to refer to the  

relevant official documents and texts. 

 

In this research, we define discourse as the way language is being used to talk about the SDGs 

in the context of CBS. Hereby, the assumption is that the language used in the interviews gives 
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indications about thoughts and feelings that the interview candidates experience in relation to 

SDGs (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000). 

 

Concerning discourse, there exists a distinction between micro and macro perspective. The 

decision to incorporate two different forms of discourse analysis enabled us to have two levels 

of analysis. The DT by Laclau and Mouffe (1985) facilitates analysing the ‘talk’ about the SDGs 

at the micro-level, whereas the CDA provides a systematic approach to connect the micro-level 

analysis with the discourse already in place. The combination of DT and CDA is a suitable way 

to move between the linguistic micro-level and the discursive social constructs in order to make 

macro-level explanations (Rear, n.d.). According to Gee (1999), discourses that draw upon 

aspects of physical and social work can be referred to as ‘mega’ discourses or discourse with 

‘big D’. The micro-level, also referred to as ‘little d’ discourses, draw on ‘big D’ discourses 

(Gee, 1990). In this case study, ‘little d’ refers to discourses around the SDGs, which draw on 

the social reality of CBS, ‘big D’.  

 

The chosen theories both have their roots in Marxism philosophy. Laclau and Moffe (1985) 

largely contradict the Marxists belief of a division of society between the material economic 

condition and the meaning-producing part of the society (e.g., political institutions). According 

to DT by Laclau and Mouffe, the reality is entirely socially constructed by discourse and that 

there exists no objective reality, whereas Fairclough (1999) argues that these beliefs are too 

extreme and there exist discursive social practices and non-discursive social practices (Rear, 

n.d.). DT theory looks at discourse from a social constructionist perspective, whereas CDA 

holds a realist philosophical position. Rear (n.d.) argues that a combination of DT and CDA can 

provide “a practical analytical framework that Discourse Theory itself lacks“, despite the 

different epistemological assumptions of the approaches. Therefore, the analysis is “meant to 

capture the ways in which people enact and recognize socially and historically significant 
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identities or ‘kinds of people’ through well-integrated combinations of language, actions, 

interactions, objects, tools, technologies, beliefs, and values” (Gee, 1999).  

 

Discourse Theory  

Laclau and Mouffe (1985) argue that there does not exist any objective reality, but that our 

perception of a real object is largely constructed by discourse. They further claim that people 

enter a world that is composed of discourses and that the “discursive and non-discursive worlds 

cannot be separated”. The theory after Laclau and Mouffe (1985) is an idea based on the concept 

of hegemony that was developed to “describe the discursive construction of consciousness and 

identity” (Gramsci, 1971). Laclau & Mouffe, (1985, 2014) add to Gramsci’s (1971) explanation 

that: “(...) [hegemony] hinges on the construction of a discursive formation that provides a 

surface of inscription for a wide range of demands, views and attitudes”. This description of the 

concept highlights that hegemony refers to a discursive construction through attitudes, views 

and demands. Accordingly, sustainable development - a concept that the SDGs build upon -  is 

surrounded by a hegemonic discourse (Wodak & Meyer, 2009). In line with this, the SDGs 

build upon the earlier Millenium Development Goals (MDGs), which were in place from 2000 

to 2015. Bradford (2002) argues that the MDGs have their roots in the ‘World Summit for 

Children in 1990’. Alongside several worldwide conferences and Human Development Reports 

by the UN a development started where “poverty was on the agenda and made the case for a 

broad-based conceptualisation of poverty and poverty reduction” (Hulme, 2009). Hence, the 

SDGs are a compromise of nations that agreed to tackle the poverty challenges more than 30 

years ago.  This period highlights the long history of discursive struggle around the creation of 

the SDGs and represents a political hegemony. In our case study, stakeholders at CBS are agents 

of discourse which are renegotiating the meaning of Sustainable Development at CBS as a result 

of the newly adopted concept SDGs. 
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Moreover, Laclau and Mouffe (1985, 2014) argue that discourses are an attempt to understand 

a (temporary) fix webs of meanings in a particular context through nodal points. A nodal point 

is defined as a temporary centre for the meaning of a specific discourse that determines a range 

of potential meanings (Hansen, 2000). However, since discourse and therefore meaning are 

permanently changing and competing, the meaning of social reality can never be fixed. 

Therefore, the aim of a discourse analysis is not to discover the truth about reality, but to 

understand how meaning is constructed (Rear, n.d.). Using discourse analysis by Laclau and 

Mouffe (1985, 2014) allowed us to identify patterns of meaning-making around a floating 

signifier and competing discourses. Having said this, in our research, the SDGs are our signifier 

that creates different meanings, ideas, and feelings in the minds of our interviewees. In other 

words, the meaning of the key signifier ‘SDGs’ is being contested by the different discourses 

within CBS. Therefore, discourse analysis enables us to investigate the new discourse around 

sustainability that the SDGs bring with them and to find out how the SDGs are perceived.  

 
Critical Discourse Analysis 

As mentioned above, this research paper combines DT with CDA in order to understand the 

relation between discourse and practice. Fairclough (1989, 1992, 1993, 2001) acknowledges 

and refers the central concepts in DT, such a floating signifier and nodal points. This allows 

us to consider the articulations in connection to the position of the social actors (Rear, n.d.). 

CDA enables us to analyse discourse beyond language and text by considering relations and 

structures that are represented in discourse (Fairclough, 2001). Critical discourse analysts aim 

to understand what “structures, strategies or other properties of text, talk, verbal interaction or 

communicative events play a role in these modes of reproduction” (Van Dijk, 1993). The 

approach also provides the possibility to include visual constructs that have an  influence on 

the social realities (Fairclough, 2001).  In this case study, the visual representations refer to 

e.g., the utilization of the SDG icons in report or the signs on the CBS lecture halls. The social 

setting and structure at CBS supports the examination of how these visualisations have an 

impact on the discourse around SDGs.  
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Perceptual Mapping Process 

In order to approach the large amount of data that we collected we created a perceptual map in 

which we visualized the discourse in our interviews, by deconstructing the individual transcripts 

that occurred in the particular situation (interviews) (Appendix, D). Hereby, we started by 

familiarising ourselves with the data through transcripts and interviews, and systematically 

mapping out how the discourse is constructed around the topic of the development goals. During 

this process, two different levels emerged. The first one is how interviewees talk about and 

perceive the SDGs, whereas the second one shows the dynamics of what is being done in 

practice. These two levels demonstrated relationships of how they perceive the SDGs and how 

they perceive their actions. Through the mapping of the discourse, we identified several 

patterns, also known as nodal points (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985, 2014). These are the guiding 

themes throughout our analysis and help to conceptualize our data. In order to understand the 

role of the SDGs at CBS, we first looked at how the term of the SDGs is being discursively 

constructed by the different actors involved. Second, from our data, the importance of the 

institutional discourse appeared, which was related to throughout the interviews. Third, we 

depicted how the different employees at the different organisational levels are working towards 

including the SDGs within the three university pillars and found out the about actions at CBS.  

 

The following two photographs visualise the process of data analysis. Figure 2 is a 

representation of our first stage of mapping and shows the complex socially constructed 

realities:  
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Figure 2 - First stage perceptual mapping 

 

 
Based on own creation 

 

In Figure 3 we summarised the most prevailing themes and dynamics and categorised the 

discourse into ‘discourse around the SDGs’, 'institutional discourse’, and ‘actions’. Hereby, we 

accounted for the interconnectedness and relation between these perceptions: 

Figure 3 - Second stage perceptual mapping 

 
Based on own creation 
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3.10 Validity of Research findings 

The quality, also called validity, of this constructionist research design, depends on three key 

criteria developed by Gloden-Biddle & Locke, (1993), namely on the notions of authenticity, 

plausibility, and criticality. According to Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) authenticity refers to 

“convincing the reader that the researcher has a good understanding of what is taking place in 

the organization”, plausibility refers to the link there exists between this research and ongoing 

similar concerns among other researchers, and criticality involves encouraging readers to 

question assumptions and offering something new to the field (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015, 

p.88).   

 

The authenticity of the research is insured through the transparency in the data collection 

method and detailed documentation of this research. We outlined in detail each step of the 

analysis process and assessed a sufficient number of stakeholder perspectives. Furthermore, the 

literature considered in this thesis includes a vast number of perspectives from various scholars. 

The ongoing concerns and increase in the research around sustainability affirm the relevance of 

this research. Moreover, this research is plausible as the findings can be explained by and linked 

to the existing theory. Lastly, the SDGs are a comparatively new concept. It was launched 

globally less than three years ago, and CBS has decided to adopt the goals less than two years 

ago. A study about SDGs in the context of CBS has never been conducted before. Therefore, 

this research adds to the existing research of sustainability from an entirely new angle.  

 

3.11 Limitations and Considerations  

 
The methodology of this research has several limitations. First, discourse analysis is time-

consuming, due to the complexity of social realities (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The research 

paper was written in a limited time frame, and this had implications on conducting the analysis. 
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However, we believe that discourse analysis is the most thorough way to understand the socially 

constructed reality within CBS.  

 

It lies in the nature of qualitative research that the researcher as the main instrument to collect 

data has an influence on the analysis. As acknowledged afore, the fact that we as researchers 

are part of the environment could have had an unconscious influence on our perception of the 

situation at CBS, as well as on our interpretation of the data. According to Saunders et al. (2016), 

the researcher is embedded in the research process, which has implications, especially when 

research is concerned with language. Scholars claim that discourse analysis requires the 

researcher to be detached and not to intervene (Easterby-Smith et al. 2016). However, the data 

for this research was collected through semi-structured interviews, which can be considered as 

a limitation that affects the authenticity of the discourse (Hepburn & Potter, 2007).  

 

Last but not least, one barrier that we encountered when analysing the discourse at CBS was 

that from a constructivist perspective we aimed to understand the discourse on an individual 

level as part of a general collective within the institution. During the interviews, our respondents 

referred to the organisational structure and other actors within CBS. This made it initially 

challenging to analyse the discourse using the DT approach of Laclau and Mouffe (1985) 

without including the positions of the respondents and without referring to the organisational 

structure. Including the CDA framework repealed the initial barrier and enabled us to analyse 

the constructs from an objectivist perspective.  
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Chapter 4.  

4. Case Description  

The following case description will give a summary of the most important facts concerning our 

case study and its context. For this research, it was necessary to include the background 

information as we will refer to it throughout the analysis part.                                                    

 

4.1 Geographical Context  

Denmark is known for its good education, a good work-life balance and its flat hierarchies in 

organizations. Additionally, among the developed countries, Denmark proves to be one of the 

most advanced in their efforts to find solutions to slow down the global climate change (Jamet, 

2012). The Danish culture encourages flat organizational structures, participative management 

styles, and does not tolerate much inequality. In relation to the SDGs the Danish Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs encourages all business and institutions to developing innovative, sustainable 

solutions in order to deliver on the SDGs. They claim that this can lead to business opportunities 

worth up to 400 billion DKK towards 2030 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark, n.d.).    

Copenhagen is known for being an environmentally-friendly capital. According to the New 

York Times, Denmark has started a ‘green transformation’ of its capital by committing to 

become carbon neutral by 2025 (Sengupta, 2019).                                                                      

 

4.2 A Scandinavian Business School 

Copenhagen Business School (CBS) is a top-ranked University based in the Danish capital. The 

school was founded in 1917 and with 22,000 students and 2,100 staff members, it is one of the 

largest European business schools. It is a public school that is funded by the government and 

consists of six main buildings spread across Frederiksberg municipality. CBS is characterised 

by research-based education, and according to the CBS strategy, they are a major player in 
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innovative and entrepreneurial business models (CBS strategy, 2016). The CBS vision is to 

become a world-leading business university. The core of their future development to train their 

students “to be capable of contributing with innovation and entrepreneurship to high-level 

employment, and the creation of research which is both academically excellent and contributes 

significantly to finding new answers to societal challenges ” (CBS strategy, 2016).                   

 

The organizational structure is divided into three pillars: University, Education and Research. 

University is responsible for operations around campus, Research is concerned with the 

publications of the University, and Education involves teaching and curricula formation at CBS. 

Each of the three pillars has its own hierarchies and is managed by a different Dean (Figure 1). 

For this research, we define top management as the Board of Directors, the President, the 

University Director, and the Deans.                                                                                             

 

Figure 4 - Organisational Chart 

 

Retrieved from cbs.dk 

 

Since 2010, CBS is a PRME (Principles for Responsible Management) signatory with its own 

office on the CBS campus. It is an initiative by the United Nations, and its mission is to “to 
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transform business and management education, and develop the responsible leaders of 

tomorrow” (PRME, n.d.). Their principles are Values, Purpose, Method, Research, Partnership, 

and Dialogue.  In 2012 the PRME Global forum decided to launch a leadership group called 

‘PRME Champions and CBS is one of these champions. Schools that call themselves 

champions are supposed to take on advanced tasks and game-changing projects (PRME, n.d.). 

One of these projects involves mainstreaming SDGs and was disclosed when the former CBS 

president signed the Letter of Commitment in autumn 2017.                                                                       
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Chapter 5 

5. Descriptive Analysis of the SDG initiatives 

The following part serves as an overview of the different initiatives at CBS that are explicitly 

concerning the SDGs and are in place at the time of data collection. In this analysis part, we 

focus on the following dimensions of the HEI: Teaching & learning, research, campus 

operations, and external leadership.                                                                                             

 

5.1 Campus 

Campus Services has committed to working towards the SDGs in the new CBS Sustainability 

Strategy that was released in 2018. It is the first official strategy that explicitly contains the UN 

goals. It states that “Campus Services embraces the challenge of working towards the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), but understand[s] that integrating these principles 

into our daily operations enhances and focuses sustainability ambitions across the institutions” 

(Copenhagen Business School, 2018). In accordance with the 2030 Agenda, the Municipality 

of Frederiksberg has set the goal to become carbon neutral by 2035 (Frederiksberg Kommune, 

2018). In order to align themselves with the municipality, one of CBS’ goal is to find solutions 

to reduce CO2 emissions (I_05). Future initiatives of the new strategy will be covering not only 

the environmental aspect of sustainability but will address ‘human well-being’ at the campus 

which is in line with the overall goal of the SDGs (CBS sustainability strategy, 2018). 

Additionally, CBS formulated a Sustainability Plan consisting of more concrete efforts to 

achieve sustainable development on campus. However, since the plan was officially released at 

the end of April 2019, the implementation outcomes are to be observed.                                    
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5.2 Education 

Even though master students have the possibility to choose electives which directly educate 

about the SDGs or sustainable development (Copenhagen Business School, n.d.-c) the 

educational pillar seldom addresses the SDGs in projects explicitly. While few courses are 

addressing the goals, CBS does offer many courses that somehow address sustainability and 

responsible management. As one interviewee argued: “I think we underestimate how much 

sustainability content is in the curriculum.” (I_05). One reason for this is that CBS is a UN 

PRME champion university, which is engaged in ensuring that CBS students are having the 

education and skills needed for the future. Since 2010 PRME employees have created awareness 

about their principles for ‘responsible management education’ (Copenhagen Business School, 

n.d.-d). In 2016 the PRME office together with CBS signed the Letter of Commitment to 

‘mainstream the SDGs’ in all parts of the university (Letter of Commitment, 2016). The CBS 

PRME office is since the official party responsible for communicating and drawing attention to 

the SDGs.                                                                                                                                      

 

5.3 Research  

The interviews, as well as secondary data, revealed that at CBS there exists an extensive range 

of research projects and publications in the area of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and 

sustainability. These are directly linked to the Department of Management Society and 

Communication (MSC), which represents one of the biggest departments at CBS. According to 

the latest PRME Report, there exists a large body of research projects at CBS implicitly 

concerning the SDGs. One example of these research projects is “Organising labour market 

integration of immigrants: Theory and Practice” which directly works towards decreasing 

inequality, Global Goal number 10.                                                                                              
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5.4 External leadership  

External leadership deals with the role of the university in “[s]trengthening public engagement 

and participation in addressing the SDGs” (SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017). We found that 

currently there are many initiatives at CBS that aim to engage  different stakeholders, especially 

students. In the recently released SDG report, the different initiatives are being described and 

presented. One initiative that has as an aim to increase student engagement and to connect them 

with job opportunities is the Students for the Global Goals Day. Additionally, the SDG Task 

Force was established on a voluntary basis with the aim to bring people together that are 

interested in sustainable development. Currently, the members of the SDG task force are 

discussing solutions to reduce the carbon literacy footprint of CBS through a new flight policy. 

Other initiatives that evolved around sustainable development are the new vegetarian default 

policy for events, the sustainability hackathon as well as the one-year student engagement 

program Sustainability Influencers that is aiming to increase awareness about the SDGs and 

empower students to take action for sustainability (Sustainability Influencers, n.d.). Most of 

these initiatives were launched within the last two years (CBS PRME, 2019). Lastly, CBS is 

part of the UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) that aims to provide and 

promote expertise, as well as practical solutions to sustainable development. These solutions 

comprise mutual learning and an integrated approach to the SDGs at Universities (Sustainable 

Development Solutions Network, n.d.).                                                                                        
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Chapter 6 

6. Discourse Analysis  

In this section, we will conduct a Discourse Analysis in order to understand how discourse 

around the SDGs shapes the action at CBS. The structure of the analysis is a result of the 

perceptual mapping of the Discourse explained in the Methodology section. The mapping 

revealed that there exists a relationship between the way the SDGs are perceived and the way 

the Goals are used in practice. The aim of the analysis is to understand this connection and the 

dynamics of the Discourse at CBS.                                                                                               

 

The Discourse at CBS can be divided into the discourse around the SDGs, the institutional 

discourse, and the perceived action. The first part aims to analyse the nodal points that emerged 

from the perception map in order to understand the sense-making around the SDGs.  

In the second part, these articulations are connected to the perceived actions, as well as to the 

institutional discourse. Figure 1 visualizes the structure of the analysis divided into the three 

discourses as mentioned earlier and their connection.                                                                      

 

Figure 5 - Visualisation of Analysis 

 

 

Based on own creation 
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6.1 Discourse around SDGs 

The first part of the Analysis presents the identified narratives around the SDGs by applying 

Discourse Theory according to Laclau and Mouffe (1985). The key themes used in this part are 

the nodal points that emerged from mapping the perceptions. The beginning of each section 

includes a visual representation of the nodal points with the signifying chains. These are 

captions filtered from the CBS Discourse. Each of the visualised nodal points circulates around 

the floating signifier ‘SDGs’ These represent a temporary fixed meaning of the struggled object 

in our case the United Nations Global Goals.                                                                               

 

6.1.1 United Nations 

 

Figure 6 - Nodal Point 'United Nations' 

 

 

Based on own creation 

 

Through the analysis, the United Nations was identified as a relevant connotation that the 

stakeholders at CBS refer to when they talk about the SDGs. The first dominant articulation 
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concerning the SDGs is the ‘United Nations’ as expressed in the following statement: “On the 

one hand you’ve got the United Nations, you know. In some areas it's had a lot of scandals. 

People think of it as rather corrupt, very bureaucratic, unable to do anything” (I_08). This 

statement shows a rather negative perception of the United Nations. The institution is described 

with adjectives, such as ‘corrupt’, ‘bureaucratic’ and ‘slow in action’. The reputation of the 

United Nations as an institution influences the perception of the SDGs.                                                 

 

In relation to the discourse around the ‘United Nations’ interviewees expressed: “We have 

colleagues who tell us, we disagree with the United Nations, because the United Nations is 

America controlled and it is neoliberal“ (I_08). The statement illustrates the connection to the 

origin and history of the United Nations. There exists the perception that the United Nations are 

political and controlled by the US. The portrayed image of the United Nations interferes with 

the political beliefs of certain actors within CBS. Therefore, the perception of the United 

Nations as ‘political’ directly influences the perception of the SDGs as a political term. Having 

said this, the following statement demonstrates the impact of the political perceptions: “I don't 

think I would even call it SDGs because it's too maybe political” (I_02). The SDGs are 

perceived as being ‘too’ political and there exists a reluctance to use the term.                                                                                                            
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6.1.2 Sustainability 

 

Figure 7 - Nodal Point 'Sustainability' 

 

 

Based on own creation 

 

Another nodal point that emerges through articulations of the SDGs is ‘sustainability’. Even 

though the interview question directly referred to the SDGs, many interviewees used the term 

‘sustainability’ to answer the questions and make their arguments about the SDGs (I_01; I_03; 

I_04; I_06; I_09; I_10; I_11). Moreover, the terms of ‘sustainability’ and the SDGs were 

frequently used interchangeably. It is important to remark this observation since linguistically 

the concept of sustainability is related to other terms. The different ways to talk about 

sustainability will be analysed in the following paragraphs.                  
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CSR 

First, sustainability was connected with CSR. This connection is expressed as follows: “CSR is 

also more used for like, we need to do it, because otherwise we will have bad news about our 

company. But we do not commit because we think it's great” (I_11). In this statement, CSR is 

understood as a strategic business term. The interview excerpt demonstrates that there exists 

the perception that CSR is used by companies to avoid criticism. CSR is perceived as an 

approach that companies rely on in order to maintain their reputation, rather than making an 

active contribution to human wellbeing. This negative connotation to the concept of CSR has 

an influence on how sustainability is perceived, and consequently on the attitudes towards the 

SDGs.                                                                                                                         

 

Hard-skill disciplines  

Furthermore, there are articulations around sustainability that separate hard-skill dominant 

disciplines, such as finance, from sustainability or the SDGs: “If you say sustainability or SDGs 

you will have big trouble with many colleagues at CBS to get into a debate because they're 

going to say hey, I'm teaching corporate finance. But let me just say, great sustainability, 

wonderful SDGs, but I do corporate finance” (I_08). The articulation around the discipline of 

finance is adopted by interviewees as an example to illustrate an extreme case that is least 

related to sustainability. This perception is reinforced in the following example: “I think in one 

course, we briefly touched upon, like sustainable investing, but it was more like from a finance 

perspective. So not necessarily like looking at sustainability itself” (I_11). Sustainability is 

connected with concrete initiatives that tackle global challenges. These examples showcase, 

that linguistically, finance related practices, such as financial investment, are not being linked 

to the concept of sustainability. In this nodal point, it is assumed that the concepts of finance 

and sustainability are mutually exclusive.        
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Responsible Management 

In addition to the above-mentioned, sustainability is associated with managing responsibly and 

responsible management (I_02; I_08). This is demonstrated in the following statement: “(...) 

I've always resisted the SDGs because a lot of this is about consistency so if you change your 

story halfway through, you tell them this is about responsibility and now says sustainability 

that's not good because people are like ‘Okay, what are you wind wheal?’” (I_08). From a 

managerial perspective, the term SDGs or sustainability are perceived to have a similar impact. 

This articulation demonstrates that there is no distinction made between sustainability and 

responsible management in discourse.                                                                                            

 

6.1.3 SDGs and the six Principles of Responsible Management Education 

This nodal point emerged in connection with responsible management from the previously 

analysed nodal point. However, since the articulation around the six principles created a new 

pattern, a new theme was identified.                                                                                             

 

Figure 8 - Nodal Point 'six Principles of PRME' 

 

 
Based on own creation 
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In the interviews, the SDGs are explicitly associated with the six Principles of Responsible 

Management Education. This association is demonstrated in the following statement: “Do you 

know our six principles? What you can really say is if it's in here it covers that. It covers the 

SDGs [showing to the six principles and then pointing to the SDG framework]“ (I_02). The 

principles mentioned in this excerpt represent the guidelines for the PRME office at CBS. The 

articulation ‘cover’ displays a perception that the principles and the SDGs have the same 

intention. The principles emphasise responsible thinking and are defined by articulations, such 

as ‘values’, ‘purpose’, and ‘dialogue’. Furthermore, the principles are connected to ethical 

behavior and to ‘teaching ethics’: “(…)these courses at some point you will have something like 

business ethics right. So even in some of that information management you will have the ethics 

of information management and some people will really go into it right. Whereas others will 

say do it for homework“ (I_02). This linguistic interaction demonstrates the connection of 

business and ethics in classes. Having said this, the connection from the SDGs to PRME and 

ethics shows that the line between the meaning of these terms is blurred. Furthermore, the 

statement hints that there exists a discursive struggle of how the terms are enacted in class and 

the implications this has.             
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6.1.4 SDGs are broad 

 

Figure 9 - Nodal Point 'broad' 

 

 
Based on own creation 

 

The SDGs are described as ideas that are ‘broad’ and ‘vague’ (I_02; I_04; I_10; I_11). In the 

interviews ‘climate change’ and ‘diversity’ are used as examples to explain why the goals of 

the United Nations are complex. As an example, the SDG ‘no poverty’ is perceived as 

encompassing a vast spectrum of challenges which makes it unrelatable for individual actors to 

take initiative and action. In relation to this one interviewee stated: “But some of [the SDGs] 

are perfect match with CBS. But we can't solve like poverty“(I_06).  

 

Moreover, vagueness was articulated particularly in connection to incorporating the SDGs in 

practice as illustrated by the following excerpt: “I mean something as vague as quality 

education.  An article cannot mention quality education but something more abstract and might 

be dealing with something related to quality education. So some of those were very difficult to 

sort of look at (I_02).” According to this statement, the ‘vagueness’ of the goals is perceived as 

an obstacle for measuring the SDGs for reports, meaning that it is difficult for implementors of 

the goals to understand how to interpret the goals in general, and especially in different contexts.  
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6.1.5 Operationalising SDGs 

 

Figure 10 - Nodal Point 'Operationalising' 

 

Based on own creation 

 

In addition to the above-mentioned nodal points, there exists a discourse around SDGs as 

something that has to be operationalised. In the context of the SDGs ‘operationalisation’ is 

perceived as providing practical solutions to the challenges. This perception is well reflected in 

the following excerpt: “We're not like DTU (...) we don't know how to operationalise it. We 

don't build things that's the issue. So of course architects and design school and engineers can 

more easily use the SDGs” (I_05). Technical disciplines, such as architecture, are perceived as 

more practical for implementing sustainability as compared to disciplines taught in business 

schools. This is highlighted in the next statement: “But those people who are doing the technical 

side of things and are conscious of this are not products of CBS. They are engineers that are at 

DTU, KU or other places, they're trained, and then they are finding solutions and delivering. 

But I haven't come across many CBS products who do when it comes to those things. It might 

be wishy washy stuff like consultancies, where they go in and they talk about it, (...) how to get 

around whether we're measuring or not…They don't really do it” (I_11). The articulations in 

regards to the operationalisation of SDGs are ‘delivering’ and ‘finding solutions’. This 
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statement implies that the action for achieving the SDGs need to be measurable in order to have 

an impact. Furthermore, the articulations indicate that business disciplines do not provide 

students with the set of skills required to find concrete solutions that help achieve the Global 

Goals.                                      

 

6.1.6 SDGs as a tool 

 

Figure 11 - Nodal point 'SDGs as a tool' 

 

 

Based on own creation 

 

For this nodal point the SDGs are given the temporary fixed meaning of a ‘tool’ to promote 

sustainability work and to enhance sustainable development at CBS. The articulations around 

the identified nodal point refer to ‘visioning’ and ‘backcasting’. For example: “I like the SDGs 

as visioning tool or like a backcasting tool. Right? So how can we execute a more sustainable 

campus environment and then use it as a move backwards?” (I_06). This excerpt shows that 

there exists the perception that the SDGs to visualize the global challenges. Moreover, the SDGs 
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are perceived as a tool to help backcast and monitor the progress of sustainability work. In this 

case, it is expected to achieve having a more sustainable campus environment by relating their 

own ambitions back to the SDGs.                                                                                                 

 

Different articulations that construct this nodal point are ‘communication’ and ‘strategy’. In 

relation to that, it is perceived that the SDGs as a tool can be used strategically to demonstrate 

“(…) where we want to go and this is where the world, society and businesses and wants to go” 

(I_07). This perception highlights that the Global Goals can serve as a driver to transform the 

way different stakeholders of society act and operate. The articulations also center around the 

tool being used as a platform and opportunity to spread the word about sustainability: 

“Everyone says SDGs and then suddenly we have a platform” (I_07). The framework is 

perceived as being a communication tool that enables different people with different 

backgrounds to come together and approach sustainable development. Therefore, the SDGs are 

seen as an instrument to engage students, top management, and faculty, and to collaborate with 

various companies. The bottom line of these articulations around SDGs is that the SDG 

framework is perceived as a tool that drives change for sustainability at CBS.                          

 

6.2 Discourse with capital D 

The first part of the analysis showed that there exist six different ways of sense-making around 

the SDGs within the context of CBS. However, for this research Discourse does not only entail 

spoken language but includes more ‘static’ ways of discourse that go beyond linguistic 

interaction. Therefore, this section focuses on the relation between the previously analysed 

discourse and the institutional discourse, as well as the perceived actions. This approach will 

enable us to connect the micro-level and draw conclusions for the macro-level of discourse.                        
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6.2.1 Decentralisation 

The collected data indicates that the organisational structure plays a prominent role when it 

comes to working with the SDGs. This structure is outlined in the case description and  shows 

three verticals pillars (see chapter 4, Case Description). Moreover, the chart illustrates a clear 

separation between the three levels, which are only connected at the top by the president and 

the Board of Directors. Every year the budget is negotiated with the Board of Directors for 

different projects and negotiated for each organisational pillar independently (I_06). 

Interviewees explained that the separate financial resources create financial silos at CBS (I_04). 

 

This separation is also reflected when it comes to sustainable projects. When looking at the 

objectives and goals for the Sustainability Strategy, we found that they are exclusively 

addressing adjustments on campus (Copenhagen Business School, 2018). The majority of the 

decisions that are made in one pillar do not necessarily incorporate or align with the other two 

pillars. As an example, when asked about the influence of the Sustainability Strategy on the 

educational pillar the Dean of Education explained that the strategy was developed 

independently from the educational and research pillar (I_09). Another reason why the 

Sustainability Strategy (2018) largely focuses on changes on campus is due to the size of the 

institution. As explained by I_06: “because I think…that, if we start to have a strategy with a 

lot of research, a lot about teaching and a lot about buildings and human wellbeing and…, it is 

too big” (I_06). The large size of CBS as an organisation is an additional aspect mentioned by 

the majority of our interviewees when asked how CBS addresses the SDG. It was explained 

that “(…) you have a large organisation but you have a very informal structure” (I_05). 

Therefore, the prominent characteristics of CBS are the large size and the decentralized 

decision-making.                                                                                                                           

 

As a result of the decentralization, the data uncovered that the initiatives and projects at CBS 

related to the SDGs are mostly independent and often only taking into account one aspect of 
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the institution. The Sustainability Strategy was initiated by Campus Services, the SDG task 

force was launched by the CBS Sustainability Centre and the Curriculum Transformation 

project by the student organisation Oikos (Copenhagen Business School, n.d.; I_01). However, 

these initiatives do not necessarily have a common denominator and do not belong to a broader 

strategy. They can be considered as dispersed efforts for change at CBS. Moreover, our 

interviewees claim that it is often very difficult to know what exactly is happening and that 

there have been situations where employees from different departments surprisingly meet at 

events about the SDGs or sustainability without prior knowledge (I_07). Additionally 

employees also mentioned that there is a need to align everyone’s idea of sustainability and the 

SDGs on campus, because there is little interrelation between departments (I_07; I_08).           

 

The decentralised decision-making is described in the following excerpt: “at CBS each of the 

departments have their own role and are able to decide freely about most of the changes they 

want to make,(…) the departments they are Bundesländer (German for ‘federal states’), right? 

And (…) they are powerful in their own way” (I_04). This indicates that actors at CBS 

experience a high degree of freedom for making changes in their departments and positions.    

 

However, our data shows that the decentralized decision-making and the size of the organisation 

are described in connection to ‘challenge for sustainability’ and ‘makes change difficult’. This 

perception is disclosed through the articulation: “So but that is a challenge, when you want to 

make changes, that decision making is decentralized. Probably the biggest challenge”(I_09). In 

this statement the decentralisation is seen as the biggest challenge for sustainability. Given that 

actors have freedom to decide independently and financial resources are separate, it complicates 

change for sustainability and impedes the development of overarching sustainable projects.     

 

On the other hand, the decentralisation enables the implementation of certain initiatives, such 

as the SDG task force, which was formed on a voluntary basis and did not require approval 
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from a higher level. As one of the initiators explained: “we have the task force it was set in no 

time. And it's there.” (I_07). At the moment the SDG task force is the first initiative that aims 

at bringing together student, faculty, administrative staff and top management representatives 

in an effort to join forces for sustainability and could contribute in strengthening the internal 

communication around sustainability efforts. This ties in with the perception of the SDGs as a 

communication tool. In the case of the SDG task force the framework has been strategically 

used in order to improve the communication across departments and make CBS a more 

sustainable University.                                                                                                                  

 

6.2.2 University 

Within the University pillar decisions regarding new projects are budget sensitive and need 

alignment with more than one person at the top level. One interviewee from Campus explains: 

“All the time I think of what my boss would say to my suggestion. But even more so, what the 

next boss would think and the next, and the next. That's the bureaucracy” (I_04). Initiatives and 

projects that happen on campus are usually highly dependent on financial support and top 

management approval due to the broad scope of projects, for instance changing the ventilation 

system in all five CBS buildings. The statement further highlights that the structure within the 

University pillar is hierarchical and bureaucratic. Our interviewees argued that as long as there 

is no clear approval, it is extremely hard to move forward with new initiatives on campus (I_04; 

I_06). Especially in regards to campus they perceive the SDGs as a ‘visioning’ and ‘backcasting 

tool’ that directly refers to concrete initiatives on campus. The aforementioned Sustainability 

Strategy is seen as an alignment between employees and top management within the University 

pillar and was designed in order to reduce this bureaucracy for projects. This directly relates to 

the perception of the SDGs as a tool that is used strategically to align different stakeholders and 

to work towards a more sustainable campus. Therefore, there exists a direct connection between 

the discourse around the SDGs and their implementation in campus.                                         
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Business look 

CBS has a strong international reputation as a Nordic business school. Moreover, it operates in 

a context known for high environmental standards. The Nordic countries are known as pioneers 

in environmental efforts and Copenhagen is on its way to becoming a carbon neutral city by 

2025 (Sengupta, 2019). However, our interviewees argue that the CBS does not reflect the 

environmental picture that people have of the Nordics: “It’s not really reflected in our 

mentality” (I_02). This was often mentioned in connection with the amount of plastics used at 

university. It was expressed that the look of campus and its facilities does not fit with 

sustainability efforts.                                                                                                                     

 

When asked about the waste sorting at campus, there exists a challenge with making the display 

of the bins fit with the CBS business look: “the CBS look is very different from the University 

of Copenhagen or Roskilde University. We appreciate and we want kind of a business look and 

a lot of student like it and care and sponsor it” (I_06). The ‘business image’ can specifically 

be observed at the main campus ‘Solbjerg Plads’, where the auditoria are named after big 

companies CBS is collaborating with. This is also linked to the fact that CBS is publicly funded 

and relies on sponsorships. Companies, such as The British American Tobacco, Maersk and 

Danske Bank are being sponsoring and therefore the lecture halls are being named after these 

companies (Figure 9 and 10). However, British American Tobacco creates products that are 

perceived as controversial and Danske Bank recently received bad publicity in the press for 

money laundering. Our interviewees expressed that they do not understand how this ties in with 

sustainability (I_10). Hence, the collaboration with companies that engage in controversial 

practices sends mixed messages to students and staff about CBS’ commitment  to sustainability. 
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Figure 12 - Visual data lecture hall (1) 

 

Retrieved from borsen.dk 

 

Figure 13 - Visual data lecture hall (2) 

 

Retrieved from cbswire.dk 

 

Top management support  

According to our data, top management support in Campus has increased over the last years: 

“[The sustainability strategy] hasn't been a topic in the senior management for the last five 

years but it is now. So that's a good story” (I_04). At campus the approval from the University 

director helped designing the Sustainability Strategy and enabled planning future initiatives 

concerned with sustainable development (I_05; I_06). Top management support significantly 

eases working towards sustainability and is crucial due to the above analysed financial 

sensitivity of campus initiatives (I_04). Nevertheless, our respondents expressed that even 

though top management is generally supportive of new initiatives, SDG and sustainability 

projects have a much lower priority for them (I_04).  
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To sum up, in this section we found that there exists the perception around the SDGs as a tool 

for visioning and backcasting. The University pillar has taken the first steps to incorporate the 

SDGs in form of a Plan of Action that was recently launched. However, since the launch took 

place only recently, it cannot be argued that the SDGs are mainstream thinking at Campus.      

 

6.2.3 Education 

“Education can, and must, contribute to a new vision of sustainable global 

development.“ 

 (UNESCO, 2015) 

 
The overview of the initiative (see chapter 4, Case Description) has shown that the SDGs have 

not been integrated in curricula. This can also have its roots in how the decision-making process 

works within Education. In contrast to the above described pillar, changes within the different 

programs cannot be decided by the Dean of Education: “it's the study boards who decide what 

is being taught” (I_09). Each program at CBS has its own study board, which is composed of 

professors and students that have the decision-power to make changes in the curriculum. The 

students in the study boards are supposed to represent the change requests of their co-students 

that are then discussed in the study boards. The role of top management is to approve and 

support these changes: “I approve the overall curriculum, I approve the study board 

composition but what  I cannot do is… go into a program and say ‘You now need to teach a 

sustainable or a course in responsible management!’ I can’t do that” (I_09). The data shows 

that top management has the possibility and opportunity to put sustainability topics on the 

agenda, but cannot impose changes (I_09).                                                                                 

 

Similarly, the Dean of Education added that: “if a professor decides that she or he wants to 

include sustainability in her teaching, that's none of my business” (I_09). This means that 
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professors at CBS have the freedom to decide how they design their own courses. In addition, 

the university provides research-based education to the students, which means that the research 

areas of the professors are highly interconnected with the content of the discipline that they are 

teaching. The way professors perceive their own work has an impact on the implementation of 

SDGs in their disciplines. This is can be related to the above analysed perception that the SDGs 

and therefore sustainability cannot be incorporated in hard-skill dominant disciplines, such as 

Finance. If academics perceive Finance and the SDGs as mutually exclusive, there is no 

possibility for other stakeholders to prescribe them what needs to be included in their teaching. 

Moreover, our data uncovered that professors would need to invest extra time and resources to 

include sustainable development in the curriculum. Since researchers argue that their resources 

are limited, this can be hard to achieve (I_02; I_07; I_9). In relation to the implementation of 

SDGs in classes, the analysed discourse around ‘operationalising’ the SDGs has an impact on 

how interviewees perceive the SDGs. The courses taught at CBS are mostly business related 

disciplines that are perceived to not ‘deliver concrete solutions’. Therefore, interviewees from 

the educational pillar perceived it as more difficult to incorporate the SDGs in existing courses 

(I_05; I_10). In order to still provide sustainability content to students, our data shows that CBS 

offers electives addressing sustainability for different programs (Copenhagen Business School, 

n.d.-b).                                                                                                                                          

 

PRME  

The main responsibility of PRME is to promote responsible management in curriculum, 

education, research, and  partnerships (PRME, 2019). Since the signing of the letter of 

commitment this includes promoting the SDGs. Therefore, the PRME office plays a crucial role 

when it comes to the integration of SDGs at the business school. As the Dean of Education 

explained: “I think the PRME office is exceptionally successful in making sure that we think 

harder about responsibility in a number of ways, including the SDGs. The role of PRME of 

reminding all of our programs, including these topics into the program design has been 
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phenomenal”(I_09). In relation to PRME a professor perceives the dialogue between the PRME 

office and academics as insufficient. In the interviews it was mentioned that the office sends 

out emails for the PRME reports, but does not provide advice or recommendations on how to 

implement the SDGs in classes (I_10). It was explained that there exists a difference between 

promoting responsible management and actually providing suggestions on how to include either 

SDGs or responsible management in classes.                                                                               

 

The PRME office has spent the past nine years promoting and conducting research on 

Responsible Management Education (I_08). Since last year they are supposed to promote 

SDGs, but from the perspective of PRME it was explained that there exists a lack of metrics 

and guidelines on how to implement the SDGs in Education (I_02; I_08). The data indicates 

that staff members of PRME have difficulties working towards the implementation of the SDGs 

at CBS because the guidelines received by the UN are perceived as ‘too vague’.                       

 

As analysed above the discourse around the SDGs demonstrates that the Principles of PRME 

are perceived to ‘cover’ the SDGs. This perception is also reflected in the latest PRME report. 

For instance, in the PRME report responsible management efforts in research are highlighted in 

connection to the SDGs. Depending on the content of the article or research project the 

corresponding SDG icon is presented underneath. An example is illustrated in the following 

Figure: 
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Figure 14 - Research Projects & SDGs 

 

 

PRME report, 2019 

 

It becomes evident that the SDGs and the PRME principles are perceived to have similar 

intentions. This has implications on the practices around the SDGs. In addition to the perception 

of the guidelines as being too vague, there also exists a discourse around the United Nations 

framework as being ‘too broad’. This results in a confusion among stakeholders around what it 

means to implement the SDGs in Education and Research: “What does it mean to implement, 

how many SDGs?”(I_02). Therefore, the PRME office is still trying to find solution to 

implement the SDGs in Education (I_02, I_08).                                                                          

 

Top management support 

Our data shows that in Education top management is supportive when it comes  sustainability 

efforts (I_02; I_09). Furthermore, the Dean of Education describes CBS as “a school that 

certainly as compared to the wide majority of other business schools, the inclusion of 

sustainable thinking, is mainstream thinking around here” (I_09). The PRME office confirms 

that they are experiencing great support  for sustainability initiatives from the current Dean of 

Education (I_02). Due to the fact that a new president entered the position at CBS, many of the 

interviewees  expressed their curiosity about whether or not the new president will address this 
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topic more specifically (I_05; I_10). Stakeholder that are working towards integrating the goals 

at CBS express the importance of the president to take a stand on the SDGs in order to 

demonstrate commitment (I_02;I_03; I_07). This exemplifies that the senior management plays 

an important role for enhancing the SDGs at CBS.                                                                      

 

In conclusion, in this section we analysed that Education has not started approaching the SDGs. 

The prevailing reasons are the perceived lack of guidelines and difficulties operationalizing 

SDGs in business disciplines. Another reason for not approaching the SDGs is that the PRME 

office is already been promoting the Principles of Responsible Management Education that 

highlight the importance of responsibility in business education and are perceived to have 

similar intentions.                                                                                                                         

 

6.2.4 Research 

At CBS there exists a long list of research projects and articles related to Sustainability. Many 

of these come from the MSC department and our data shows that CBS is successful in research 

on sustainability (I_2; I_06, I_08). The latest PRME Report (2019) summarizes a large number 

of current research projects that tackle global challenges and are helping to achieve the SDGs.  

 

When looking at the Research pillar at CBS, our data uncovered that the decisions are made at 

the department and/or a personal level. Professors and PhDs have the freedom to decide upon 

their research area, also known as Academic Freedom. This means that they can express 

themselves without any interferences or restrictions. As argued: “So they haven’t pushed at 

CBS for exactly what we should do. And I think that's good” (I_10) or “I mean that's our 

profession that we have this believe in our “Unfehlbarkeit” (German for ‘infallibility’) (…) that 

again has a lot to do with this belief in the independence right?”(I_08). The freedom given is 

highly appreciated by the professors, who do not believe that imposing specific topics would 
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have a good overall impact (I_05; I_08; I_10). In addition, the data shows that the research field 

and knowledge of the professors about the topic determines the course content. If sustainable 

development or sustainability are not part of their existent research field, professors need access 

to the research in order to be able to include the topic in their courses (I_10). In the interviews 

it was also explained that the ‘belief in independence’ results in academics not communicating 

within and across departments and buildings about sustainability matters (I_08). Instead of 

exchanging their knowledge on how to integrate sustainability aspects into the classes many 

professors fail to reach out to each other.                                                                                     

 

The Academic Freedom has an impact on how academics work with SDGs in research.  As the 

former Academic Director stated: “I mean, I like the SDGs, but I can't force my colleague, we 

are all academics, we all have freedom, lot of freedom in what we do. So I cannot order them 

around I cannot tell them ‘you have to do this!’ ” (I_08). This means that including the SDGs 

also needs to be a result of professors’ personal interest in the topic.                                          

 

As analysed in the section ‘PRME’ professors expressed that even though they want to include 

more SDGs, they feel that they lack support and guidance: “So they [PRME] haven't come to 

me and advise how I can improve, how I can implement, what they exactly do.”(I_10). Hence, 

professors perceive that having freedom in research is not mutually exclusive with receiving 

and training on how to include the SDGs. Nevertheless, our discourse analysis uncovers that 

there exists the articulation around the SDGs referring to the ‘United Nations’. The reference 

to the ‘United Nations’ was  mostly explained in the context why Professors resist to include 

the SDG framework in their research and teaching. Interviewees explain that this influences the 

willingness of some academics to work with the SDG framework (I_02; I_08).                         

 

To sum up, in Research there exists a large number of projects and research papers addressing 

sustainability. However, academic freedom gives academics the opportunity to decide upon 
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their research without interference and is perceived to restrict possibilities to mainstream SDGs 

in Research. There exists the perception around the SDGs as coming from the United Nations 

and this explains why some academics resist the implementation.                                               

 

6.2.5 Students at CBS 

As above-mentioned, students are members of the study board, which enables them to take part 

in the decision-making. Furthermore, students are also represented in the Board of Directors 

(Copenhagen Business School, 2018). The high decision-making power of students is a result 

of them being considered ‘co-owners’ (I_06) of CBS. Therefore, in order to make changes in 

the core curriculum, study boards need supporting evidence to know whether the majority of 

students even want sustainability in their courses and curriculum. Our data shows that there 

exist various initiatives from student organizations to include sustainability in campus and 

curriculum (I_01), yet these “initiatives might not be representative for the whole university” 

(I_05). This means that even though some students organisations engage in sustainability, it is 

not proven that this represents the interests of the majority of students. In relation to sustainable 

development integration in curriculum, the Dean of Education acknowledges that there is a 

demand from students for sustainability to be included in the curriculum and that “there is a 

good argument to do that” (I_09). Nevertheless, he explains that there is a lot to consider and 

navigate at the same time because “students are also always the most conservative group in 

any university”. The Dean of Education argues that students would complain if the university 

replaced traditional disciplines or course content, e.g. Economics and Finance, with 

sustainability content (I_09).                                                                                                                              

 

In order to find out the knowledge of students about the SDGs, the Sustainability Influencer 

program conducted a survey in relation to Sustainability and the SDGs at universities. Among 

other things, it concerned the interest of students for sustainability content in their course 
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outline. The survey asked questions, such as ‘Do you wish your current study program 

addressed sustainability more?”. Figure 13 shows that at CBS more than 70% out of 211 

respondents answered that they want/probably want sustainability to be taught.  

 

Figure 15 - SDG Survey 

Based on own creation 

 

The students from our primary data affirm that sustainability is a topic that should be addressed 

to a greater extent at CBS (I_11; I_03). Notwithstanding, the respondents acknowledged that 

“many students don’t care” about sustainability (I_11; I_03). It was argued that one of the 

reasons why many students are unattached to the topic of sustainability is the lack of exposure. 

Students claim that in order to get involved in sustainable development topics, they have to 

engage in extracurricular activities. Moreover, student respondents claimed that they are not 

provided with a link between their disciplines and sustainability or sustainable development. 

Our data uncovered that students from Finance disciplines have the least direct expose to 
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sustainable development in classes: “And I think for finance students, it's rather on the low side, 

on the low end. I haven't been so much exposed to that“ (I_11).                                                

 

Mixed messages 

On the other hand, interviewees explained that there also exist reasons why students are not 

exposed to sustainable development in classes. One professor expressed his concerns as 

follows: “So even in some of that information management you will have the ethics of 

information management and some people will really go into it right. Whereas others will do it 

for homework. Well, the course still touches upon it. But what's the message?” (I_08). This 

shows that the way that sustainability is discursively constructed in classes sends out messages 

to the students. For instance, there exists the risk that professors do not place importance on 

sustainability and communicate it poorly. This can lead to students assuming that sustainability 

is not relevant and have the opposite effect as intended (I_08). As an example, in Finance 

students talk about it as following: “I think on the finance side, it's these like tough finance 

guys, right? And they're not so much focused on sustainability” (I_11). This shows that students 

make assumptions about the relevance their professors attribute to sustainability.                     

 

Exposure on Campus 

Our data indicates that there is a lack in communicating the SDGs within the premises of CBS. 

Apart from the Students for the Global Goals day and the Case competition, students mention 

that they do not experience the SDGs as being promoted (I_03; I_11). This ties in with the 

perception of the SDGs as a tool for the communication of sustainability in order to engage 

students and other stakeholders. Moreover, our interviews indicate that there should be 

consistent exposure of the SDGs on Campus: “I know they had it [the SDG banners] up only a 

couple of months ago from the United Nations, have them listed in the column, they had that 

there. But my question would be, why is that being removed? Leave it. Leave them hanging or 

bring it regularly back” (I_10). Many interviewees hold the position that CBS could do more 
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in order to promote the SDGs within their own premises. Moreover, some feel like CBS has 

more possibilities to include sustainability on campus. This was expressed by: “The first steps 

have been taken, but they could definitely do more and there's a long way to go“ (I_11).          

 

6.3 Summary of findings 

The discourse around the SDGs reveals different perceptions and these are reflected in the way 

the SDGs are being approached within the different pillars. In the first part of the analysis we 

used discourse to understand a potential discursive struggle around the SDGs. We found out 

that there coexist six different articulations around the SDGs. These are: ‘United Nations’, 

‘Sustainability’, ‘broad’, ‘Six principles of PRME’, ‘operationalising’, and ‘SDGs as a tool’.  

In the second part we analysed the discourse around the SDGs in relation to the institutional 

discourse and the perception of actions, which uncovered the following findings:                    

 

First, the organizational structure and the decentralization play a prominent role in the SDG 

implementation at CBS as it separates the three pillars when it comes to decision-making and 

approving changes. Second, we found that the University pillar is bureaucratic and changes are 

highly dependent on financial resources. We found that campus operations is the only are at 

CBS that launched a Sustainability Strategy that ascribes to the SDGs. Nevertheless, the 

analysis highlighted that some of these efforts contradict the ‘business image’ of CBS. Next, in 

research academic freedom leads to a great degree of independence among academics for 

research projects and teaching. The data indicated that integrating the SDGs in the curriculum 

is perceived as the most difficult change. In line with this, we found that the SDGs are perceived 

as being difficult to operationalise due to a lack of guidelines. In addition, the study board of 

each program is responsible for changes in the curriculum, whereas the power of top 

management is limited. Students are considered ‘co-owners’ of the university, which makes 

them important stakeholder in the negotiation of change. Nevertheless, they are perceived as 
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one of the most conservative actors at CBS. In relation to the SDGs, there exist several 

initiatives that directly address the goals and the majority of these initiatives are used to engage 

stakeholders across CBS. However, the analysed SDG initiatives represent dispersed efforts for 

change. Finally, our findings showed that the SDGs are not yet mainstreamed at CBS.  
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Chapter 7  

7. Discussion  

	
“If we are facing in the right direction, all 

we have to do is keep on walking.” 

- Anonymous 

 

The aim of this research is to investigate how Discourse shapes the implementation process of 

the SDGs. In the analysis we identified the relations between the three discourses: The discourse 

around the SDGs, the institutional discourse and the actions at CBS. This uncovered that the 

SDGs are not yet mainstreamed or implemented at CBS. The power relations and structures in 

place prevent CBS from addressing them. Through our research we found that there exist 

several initiatives for the SDGs, but that there is no transformation towards sustainability taking 

place. In light of the existing literature, the aim of this chapter is to discuss how the discourse 

with capital D prevents change at CBS. This will enable us to discuss potential barriers for the 

integration of the SDGs.                                                                                                               

 

7.1 Implications of Discourse  

The reason for companies and institutions to implement the SDGs is to become more sustainable 

and to help achieve the Global Goals. The SDGs are a framework that was formulated to create 

a consensus for sustainable development (United Nations, 2013). However, our analysis 

revealed that there exists a discursive struggle around the meaning of the SDGs. It illustrated 

how the different perceptions are influenced by how different stakeholders work with the SDGs 

in practice. Investigating the discourse around the SDGs in the context of CBS revealed that 

there exist at least six different ways of linguistic interaction around them. These perceptions 

are: ‘United Nations’, ‘Sustainability’, ‘SDGs and the Six Principles of Responsible 
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Management Education’, ‘SDGs are vague’, ‘Operationalizing the SDGs’ and ‘SDGs as a tool’. 

As aforementioned, SDGs build on the concepts of Sustainability and SD. The reviewed 

research articles argue that Sustainability and sustainable development are concepts that do not 

have a clearly defined meaning and that this leads to misconceptions on an individual level 

(Filho, 2000; Schmitt Figueiró & Raufflet, 2015). We found that the Business School for many 

years has adopted various terms, such as CSR, Responsible Management, Ethics, and 

Sustainability. Our findings revealed that discursively the SDGs are connected to these 

sustainability terms, which are means to similar ends. Therefore, the discourse around the 

different terms showed that the purpose of the SDG framework is lost in the process of 

translating them into practice. As the different terms have similar implications in practice, using 

them in the same context creates difficulties for SDG integration. This paper argues that this 

perception often prevents the stakeholders at CBS from integrating the SDGs.                       

 

We found that various perceptions of the SDGs neglect the intention of the framework as 

defined by the United Nations. The intention of the SDGs is for all stakeholders of society to 

make a deep reflection on how to solve the global challenges with individual capabilities and 

resources (United Nations, n.d.). However, the respondents referred to the SDGs as being 

‘vague’ and compared them to the six principles of PRME. These discourses do not reflect an 

action towards solving the global challenges, but rather demonstrate the managerial difficulties 

that occur when approaching the SDGs in specific work areas at CBS. This interpretation can 

lead to implementing the SDGs as an accounting tool or as a ‘check box’ to compare already 

existing practices with the Global Goals. This approach is a misunderstanding that Elkington 

(2018) already identified as a drawback for the TBL utilisation by companies and institutions. 

According to Elkington, companies apply the TBL as a management tool, instead of making a 

deep reflection of their practices and acknowledging the interconnectedness of the sustainability 

dimensions. 
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Similarly, in the context of our case study, responsible management shaped the practices around 

sustainability at CBS for the past eight years. The SDGs are placed into this environment as a 

new term. In order to incorporate the SDGs, CBS has started matching existing research projects 

with the SDG framework and published a report on it. The United Nations intended the SDGs 

as a holistic view on global issues for sustainability with interdependent goals (United Nations, 

n.d.) Therefore, matching the SDGs to already existing practices can result in neglecting the 

intention of the SDGs, instead of reflecting on solutions on how to solve global challenges.                                                                                                                                    

7.1.1 Decentralization 

In the analysis, we found that CBS is a bureaucratic and bottom-heavy Business School with 

different pillars and hierarchies. These characteristics are typical for Universities as defined by 

literature (Clark, 1983; Mintzberg, 1983). In line with this, our findings showed that the main 

perceived barriers to integrating the SDGs are the decentralisation and the size of the institution. 

The organisational structure at CBS is divided into three pillars that are governed by three 

different Deans and this results in a clustered structure. The decentralisation is also reflected in 

the efforts to integrate the 2030 Agenda. Our analysis showed that the different pillars do not 

have a joint strategy to integrate the UN goals in their efforts to become more sustainable. One 

reason is the decentralized decision-making process at CBS. In each of the three pillars, 

stakeholders have different responsibilities and the nature of the work is fundamentally 

different. University is concerned with campus operation, Education takes decisions in regards 

to study programs and teaching, and Research focuses on publications. This distribution creates 

a divergence in interests which is reflected in the different discourses around SDGs. Therefore, 

it is not only the discourse that shapes the work with the SDGs, but also the nature of the work 

that shapes the discourse. The literature argues that the stakeholders within institutions have 

divergent values and interests that can become a barrier for sustainability (Mintzberg, 1983). 

Correspondingly, the dynamic between the discourses determined by different interests results 

in a political barrier for SDG implementation.                                                                              
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7.1.2 Decision-making in Education 

According to literature, the most effective way to mainstream sustainable development is an 

integrative approach to teaching sustainability since it provides students with a direct link to 

their disciplines (Wals, 2014; Sterling, 2004). Our findings revealed that in the educational 

pillar students have a lot of decision-making power by being part of the study boards. This is 

reflected in their power to negotiate changes in the curriculum. For example, in order for the 

study boards to be able to include sustainability in programs, it implies that the majority of 

students request these changes. However, the analysis showed that students express a lack of 

exposure to sustainability in their programs. Thus, if students are not exposed to sustainability 

in classes, they fail to link their field of study and sustainability. This lack of linkage is closely 

related to the analysed perception among students that the SDGs and sustainability are concepts 

that do not relate to e.g., Finance. We strongly agree that it is crucial to let students take part of 

the decision-making regarding their programs, but there exists a flaw in logic in this approach: 

Students do not get exposed to sustainability and therefore lack the knowledge about 

sustainability. We question, how would students know that they want more sustainability and 

therefore bring it up in their study boards, when they never got taught about the relationship 

between sustainability and their disciplines?                                                                                

 

7.1.3 Academic freedom as a barrier 

The tradition of ‘academic freedom’ at universities allows professors to decide independently 

about the content of their research and disciplines. This means that other stakeholders, such as 

top management, cannot interfere with the decision-making of professors to integrate 

Sustainable Development in research and/or teaching (Harper & Thomas, 2009). According to 

Molthan-hill et al. (2016), imposing the implementation of sustainability in the course topic can 

result in a high degree of resistance among educators. Given that CBS is an HEI, the tradition 
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of academic freedom applies. Therefore, it is the decision of the professors whether they address 

the global challenges in their research or class. This implies that professors have a crucial role 

in mainstreaming the Global Goals at CBS. As analysed, the MSC department at CBS has 

remarkably many projects that are researching topics around sustainability. This makes the 

researchers in this centre experts with the know-how about what a transformation towards 

sustainability entails and what it means to integrate the SDGs. 

 

Nevertheless, our findings showed that out of all initiatives concerning the SDGs, the 

educational pillar least integrates the SDGs. This is a consequence of the freedom that 

professors experience in their research field and the fact that CBS adheres to research-based 

education. Despite the large size of the MSC department, many professors from other 

departments are not concerned with sustainability. Moreover, this ties directly with the 

discourse analysed at CBS, which has an impact on the professors’ willingness to integrate the 

Global Goals. The discourse around the SDGs coming from the UN, and the Goals being 

difficult to operationalize in business programs mirror a resistance among academics at CBS. 

This reluctance to approach the SDGs was identified to be true especially for hard-skill 

dominant disciplines, such as Economics and Finance, which results from the relation between 

how they perceive the SDGs and how they perceive the content of the courses. As a 

consequence, the Goals are not adequately addressed in classes. Therefore, we argue that the 

Academic Freedom presents an organisational, political challenge that creates a barrier for 

change towards sustainability.                                                                                                       

 

SDGs in disciplines 

The SDGs are intended to be applied to every single aspect of society (United Nations, n.d.). 

Embedding the SDGs in the curriculum can make the students more aware of the implications 

of sustainable development in their fields and help them develop the multi-disciplinary skills 

needed for the future (SDSN Australia/Pacific, 2017; United Nations, n.d.). Our findings 
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indicate that even though CBS is a business school with many courses emphasising a sustainable 

way of thinking, the institution still places an importance on more traditional courses, such as 

Finance and Strategy. In regards to sustainability in education, the institution offers elective 

courses concerned with the topic, instead of offering an integrative approach for students from 

different programs (Painter-Morland, Sabet, Molthan-Hill, Goworek, & de Leeuw, 2016; 

Sterling, 2004; Wals, 2014). This is due to the system of the university that offers a research-

based education to students as well as the business profile of CBS. Research-based education 

implies that if CBS aims to increase the content related to sustainability in courses, the 

institution would have to hire more academics that conduct interdisciplinary research. 

Therefore, we argue that research-based education can place a challenge for the SDGs to be 

integrated into classes.                                                                                                                     

 

Bhowmik et al. (2018) argue that universities play an essential role in making the change 

towards sustainability and resolving the challenges of society as addressed by the SDGs. The 

reason is that HEI are the main knowledge providers of society that create future leaders and 

decision-makers (Bhowmik et al., 2018). Moreover, literature argues that for sustainable 

development to be mainstreamed professors have the opportunity and obligation to adopt their 

teaching in a way that the concept of sustainability is properly integrated (Lozano, 2006). One 

of the main reasons is because in contrast to students, they have better access to research and to 

networks of academics. Similarly, professors have a responsibility to foster innovation for 

SDGs by providing students with the skills and tools needed for the future. They need to rethink 

the way they teach and provide a link to the students between their disciplines and sustainability. 

Otherwise, we found that if sustainability is not taken seriously in teaching, it sends mixed 

messages to the students. Including the topics of sustainability as an add-on or the last class of 

the course gives the impression that sustainability is irrelevant. In relation to this, Roger (2016) 

claims that professors need to take into consideration the way in which the concept of 
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sustainability is constructed discursively in classes and the effects this might have on the 

students. 

 

We argue that the SDG framework represents an opportunity for professors to redesign their 

course or even the programs. Instead of thinking about integrating a sustainable aspect in the 

discipline and altering the content, the SDGs can be seen as an opportunity to reflect about how 

their disciplines can solve the global challenges. As an example, Nottingham Trent University 

(NTU) addressed the SDGs in most of their disciplines, regardless of the content of the course 

(Molthan-Hill et al., 2016). Instead of ‘including SDGs’, NTU decided to start with the SDG 

‘no hunger’ as a global challenge that needed to be solved. It is important to mention that in the 

case of NTU every discipline had the freedom to decide on how they would go about solving 

this challenge. This approach reinforces sustainable values of students and integrates 

sustainable development thinking in the course content (Venkatesan, 2016). Moreover, it does 

not impose how the courses should address the challenges.                                                         

7.1.4 Financial Silos  

Our findings showed that CBS is a publicly funded university that relies on sponsorships and 

on the funding of other organizations, partners, and governments (Copenhagen Business 

School, n.d.). Projects are heavily dependent on the budgeting in all three pillars. While 

professors apply for funding for their research projects, our data showed that initiatives on 

campus depend on the budget set at senior management level. Given the decentralization of 

CBS, budgets are independently negotiated and destined towards either of the different pillars. 

The literature argues that budgetary constraints are the biggest barrier for sustainability 

integration on campus (Dahle and Neumayer, 2001). Moreover, scholars found that a silo 

mentality is dominant at universities due to their traditional and bureaucratic structure (Barlett, 

2008). According to several scholars, for sustainable development to be implemented it requires 

a holistic approach and all pillars to work together (Filho, 2011; Lozano, 2006; Chambers and 
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Walker, 2009; McMillin & Dyball, 2009; Saleh et al., 2011; Velazquez, 2006. As a consequence 

of the budgetary constraints and the decentralization there exist financial silos at CBS that 

impede the change process towards a sustainable university.                                                       

 

Chambers and Walker (2009) propose that institutions that manage to approach the 

complexities of sustainability experience that the traditional staffing and bureaucratic structure 

of the institution become increasingly blurred. They consider sustainability as a catalyst for 

change through which new staff categories emerge. We therefore argue that through 

sustainability CBS could break down the traditional silos within the bureaucratic and 

decentralized structure of the university.                                                                                      

 

7.1.5 Controversies on Campus 

In order for CBS to become a sustainable university all pillars require a transformation (SDSN 

Australia/Pacific, 2017). McMillin & Dyball (2009) emphasise the importance of linking 

Education and Campus for an integrated approach to sustainability. Their argument is that the 

campus gives the students an opportunity to experience a real-world application of sustainable 

development integration. In addition, the visibility of sustainability on campus plays a vital role 

for knowledge-sharing and increases awareness (McMillin & Dyball, 2009). However, our 

findings showed that interviewees lacked the exposure to sustainability on campus and referred 

to the amount of plastic in canteen and university premises. In particular this was mentioned in 

connection with the Nordic context in which CBS operates, that is known for its high 

environmental standards (Jamet, 2012). In our analysis, we also found that CBS relies on 

collaborations with companies for sponsorship. These collaborations are showcased on campus, 

e.g. on lecture halls. However, CBS collaborates with companies that engage in controversial 

practices and this sends mixed messages to students and staff about their commitment to 

sustainability. All these practices contribute to a non-sustainable image for Campus. Dahle and 
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Neumayer (2001) claim that in general there exists a non-environmental attitude on campuses 

and that this can create a barrier of change. We argue that  these controversies on campus create 

a barrier for SDG integration.                                                                                                                           

 

In order to overcome these barriers, Dahle and Neumayer (2001) suggest raising environmental 

awareness in the campus community. An overarching initiative that supports sustainable 

development on campus is the recently published Sustainability Strategy, which was developed 

to embrace the SDGs through the design of specific objectives and goals. This is the first time 

that there exists an overarching Strategy for Sustainability at CBS. The newly launched Strategy 

represents an opportunity for middle management and other staff members to start sustainable 

development projects on campus more easily in the future. In addition, there exists the 

possibility to utilize Campus as real-life application of sustainable development integration and 

the CBS premises can serve to educate the students by providing guidance on e.g. how to 

correctly sort waste.                                                              

 

7.1.6 Communication barriers  

According to Ford and Ford (1995), communication plays a crucial role that can facilitate 

change. However, at CBS we found that stakeholders are poorly interconnected and therefore 

communication and knowledge-sharing around the SDGs are negatively affected. Our findings 

showed that especially professors fail to communicate across departments and to build a 

network to exchange information about the integration of sustainability into different 

disciplines. In addition to this, the analysis uncovered that professors had the impression that 

the PRME office mainly communicated for reporting reasons, but not for providing suggestions 

on how to incorporate sustainability in their classes. This shows that academics are not 

interconnected in a way that fosters knowledge-sharing concerning the SDGs.                     
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About communication of the SDGs, the respondents disclosed a lack of exposure on campus. 

Moreover, many of our interviewees were only aware of some of the SDG initiatives, such as 

the event Students for the Global Goals, the SDG Case competition, and smaller initiatives, e.g. 

the recently introduced reusable coffee mugs in the canteen. As a result, we found that the lack 

of exposure creates the impression that CBS as an institution does not carry out many 

sustainable projects. However, our descriptive analysis has shown that there exist various 

initiatives that encompass sustainable thinking. Therefore, we argue that for the integration of 

the SDGs these kinds of projects have to be communicated on a regular basis.                      

 

As a result of the above-mentioned practices, we argue that the lack of communication between 

professors, PRME, and students creates one of the main barriers for the implementation process 

of the SDGs. In their model to overcome resistance to change, Kotter and Schlesinger (1979) 

propose, among other methods, education and communication on an organisational level. We 

found that the SDG task force was launched to improve internal communication among the 

different stakeholders and to accelerate working towards the SDGs. Therefore, this can also be 

used as a platform for professors to exchange information around the integration of SDGs in 

classes. This should happen in collaboration with the PRME office, since they have the 

possibility to exchange information with other PRME champions due to their worldwide reach 

and participation in the SDSN.                                     

 

7.1.7 Lack of Support Structure  

Ideally, a change towards sustainability takes places through a combination of bottom-up and 

top-down initiatives (Filho, 2011; Lozano, 2006; Chambers and Walker, 2009; McMillin & 

Dyball, 2009; Saleh et al., 2011; Velazquez, 2006). However, at universities change is often 

fostered by bottom units (Clark, 1983).  Accordingly, our findings showed that at CBS there 

exist mainly bottom-up initiatives with the objective to integrate SDGs. Nevertheless, our data 
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further showed that without top management support it is impossible to mainstream SDGs. For 

instance, only after top management agreed to collaborate the University pillar for the first time 

formulated the CBS Sustainability Strategy. This demonstrates that the support of senior 

management significantly eases the process to integrate the SDGs. The strategy was not a top-

down approach to implement sustainable development on campus, but rather a response to 

bottom-up pressures.                                                                                                                     

 

As discussed previously, for education it is not appropriate to have a top-down approach 

regarding the SDGs due to academic freedom. Accordingly, the literature argues that top-down 

approaches for sustainable development integration face high resistance from academics 

(Lozano, 2006). Notwithstanding, our analysis highlighted that especially in the Education 

pillar professors feel that there exists a lack of guidance and guidelines for integrating the SDGs 

in classes. Previously, we argued that the role of professors is to provide students with the 

knowledge about sustainability and the SDGs in their disciplines. For this to be realisable, CBS 

has a responsibility in providing professors with the support that enables them to integrate new 

topics. If stakeholders feel a lack of support they fail to integrate new topics such as the SDGs 

in classes. This is in line with a study of Svanström et al. (2008), who argue that only when 

educators are knowledgeable teaching sustainable development, they will be able to weave it  

in their courses.                                                                                                              

 

For a change towards sustainability and the integration of the SDGs it requires both 

organisational support, as well as practical guidance for academics and non-academics. For the 

above-mentioned reasons, we argue that the lack of support structure creates a barrier for a 

university-wide approach to change in order to help resolve the Global challenges. In 

accordance with this, Kotter and Schlesinger’s (1979) six step model to overcome resistance to 

change outlines the importance to focus on facilitation and support for stakeholders.                                                                                                                                          
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7.1.8 Students 

According to literature, the main stakeholder for change at university are Academic Directors, 

Professors and Students (Lozano, 2006). Scholars claim that it is particularly the students’ 

responsibility to build pressure bottom-up, e.g. through student organizations. At CBS the 

student organisation Oikos is one of the internal entities that puts pressure on providing 

solutions for Sustainable Development. However, our data revealed that in general students at 

CBS are among the most conservative and resistant stakeholders of the university and often not 

concerned with sustainability.  Students are the largest group at CBS and are considered co-

owners of the institution. The large number of students at CBS implies that if they do not engage 

with sustainability and are not concerned with the global challenges, they place a barrier for the 

SDG integration.  

 

The SDGs are particularly targeting young members of society and CBS has the possibility to 

encourage their students to come up with new innovative solutions to the global challenges 

(UN). According to Lozano (2006), if a change process is effective, an increasing number of 

stakeholders in the institution will take ownership and contribute to the change. We suggest that 

CBS engages more with students and starts considering them as an opportunity for change.                        

 

7.2 A Need for Change                                                                                                                                   

 
As aforementioned, the intention of the United Nations framework is to highlight and tackle the 

most prominent global challenges of our society (United Nations, n.d.). The descriptive analysis 

showed that the SDGs are put into practice through a number of initiatives that focus on the 

SDGs and represent dispersed efforts for change. This was identified a result of the perception 

that the SDGs can be used as a communication ‘tool’ that triggers change for sustainability. As 

discussed above, the discursive struggle takes away the underlying importance of the SDGs as 

a shared vision for a sustainable future.                                                                                        
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According to scholars and the United Nations, the incorporation of the SDGs requires a 

university-wide approach to change (Filho, 2011; Lozano,2006; Chambers & Walker, 2009; 

United Nations, n.d.; SDSN Australia/Pacific 2017). This implies that change goes beyond 

seeing the SDGs as a driver for change and that it requires a transformation of each pillar of the 

university. Therefore, we argue that in the context of CBS using the SDG framework for 

dispersed initiatives and as a communication tool to engage stakeholders and for sustainability 

will not be sufficient to bring about change. In order to reach the Global Goals, a change in 

thinking needs to occur. Rather than trying to find a concrete definition of what the SDGs entail 

in the specific contexts, we argue that the way of thinking should change to ‘how can we, with 

our existing capacities and from our different positions, solve the global challenges?’               

 

We argue that without a deep reflection about the contribution of CBS as a whole to the goals, 

the framework will be ‘forced’ into an environment that does not facilitate the change that is 

needed. In relation to this, the literature claims that change for sustainability is a radical 

innovation (Arevalo, J. A., & Mitchell, 2017). Therefore, imposing the SDGs into an 

environment that does not provide the conditions for change can lead to resistance.                  

 

Finally, the SDGs allowed us to mirror the challenges that CBS encounters when starting the 

implementation of the SDGs. We acknowledge that these challenges do not only occur in 

regards to the analysed situation. The analysed Discourse represents power relations and 

different interests that can create organisational challenges for any change in the institution.   

These power relations are already established and therefore we argue that without change, the 

SDGs cannot alter these.                                                                                                              
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Chapter 8 

8. Conclusion  

This thesis aimed to understand how discourse shapes the implementation of the SDGs at CBS. 

In order to fulfil the research aim, we were guided by several sub-questions. These sub-

questions referred to the characteristics of the institution, the intention of the SDGs, and the 

perceptions around the SDGs at CBS. Moreover, the aim was to understand how the work at 

CBS is perceived and what the potential challenges for change are.                                            

 

The choice of CBS as a case study resulted after the president of the School signed the Letter 

of Commitment to mainstream the SDG in 2017. The SDGs also referred to as ‘Global Goals’, 

are 17 goals that were formulated by the UN in order to address the biggest challenges for our 

planet. They were launched in 2016 and are expected to be fulfilled in 2030 by all governments, 

companies, and institutions.                                                                                                          

 

In our analysis, we found that the characteristics of CBS are that it is a Business School with a 

highly decentralized but bureaucratic organizational structure, and of comparatively large size. 

Conducting a Discourse analysis enabled us to look into the perceptions around the SDGs in 

relation to how the SDGs are applied in practice. Through perceptual mapping we identified six 

different articulations around the SDGs and unravelled their meaning:                                       

 

• United Nations                                                                                                                   

• Sustainability                                                                                                                     

• SDGs and the Six Principles of Responsible Management Education                             

• SDGs are broad                                                                                                                 

• Operationalizing SDGs                                                                                                     

• SDGs as a tool                                                                                                                  
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The analysis showed that there exists an interconnection between the way that the discourse 

around the SDGs is constructed and the way the concept of the SDGs is approached in the 

pillars. There exist several independent initiatives that are concerned with the SDGs, but most 

areas of CBS have not approached them. More specifically, the discourse analysis enabled us 

to understand the discursive struggles that the SDGs create in the context of CBS.                     

 

In Chapter 7 we discussed our findings in connection with the most relevant theories from the 

field of change for sustainability in HEI. In the discussion we uncovered several barriers for the 

integration of the SDGs. These are decentralization, academic freedom, the lack of 

communication, financial silos, and the lack of support structure. In order for CBS to be able to 

effectively integrate the SDG framework, a university-wide approach to change is needed.       

8.1 Reflections and Limitations 

 
In this section, we outline reflections and limitations of this research project. The most 

significant limitation is that the SDGs were used as a normative term. Normativity means 

making claims about how things ought to be. The way we treated the SDGs for this research is 

as a concept that should be adopted by CBS and all other stakeholders of society.  It is essential 

to mention that we are aware of the fact that not everyone has to adopt this framework as a 

single way to address sustainability. There also exists the possibility to address the global 

challenges without addressing the SDGs explicitly. The reason to adopt the SDGs as a 

normative term for this research is based on the UN, who intended the SDGs to be universally 

applicable and everyone’s responsibility. They are also intended to create consensus and 

facilitate a common strategy for governments, companies, and institutions. Using the SDGs as 

a normative term is also based on the fact that CBS as a PRME champion that decided to 

mainstream the Goals across university in 2017.                                                                          
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An additional reflection is that, particularly for understanding the perceptions around the SDGs, 

we paid close attention to language used in relation to the SDGs. A limitation of our research is 

that only three out of 12 interviewees were English native speakers. The proficiency in the can 

alter the interviewees’ choice of words and therefore influence the results of our analysis.        

 

Another limitation is that there exists only a limited amount of literature that specifically 

addresses the SDGs. Therefore, most of the theoretical basis used in this thesis was based on 

the fields of Sustainability and Sustainable Development integration, the underlying concepts 

of the SDGs. As a result, some of the theories are more suitable for sustainable development 

integration in general and only to a certain degree to the SDGs. The organizational barriers for 

SDG integration that were identified throughout the discussion are to a large degree similar to 

the ones for sustainable development. However, we realised that the SDGs place new challenges 

that are related to the concept itself and go beyond sustainable development.                             

 

In regards to literature, we also found that the majority of research papers for Sustainability in 

HEI employ a technocentric view on Sustainability and are little concerned with the 

misconceptions around the different terms. Most importantly, existing research often fails to 

investigate the shift in thinking that is required for change for sustainability in practice. Our 

research incorporates both perspectives and sheds light on the importance of the underlying 

assumptions and the sense-making of stakeholders in the institutions. This research showed that 

the dynamics between the underlying assumptions and the perceptions of what needs to be done 

in practice shape reality.                                                                                                                

 

In connection to our data collection, a limitation is that we did not get access to all the 

stakeholders that we identified as relevant. As an example, from top management level we only 

had access to the Dean of Education. If the managers from other pillars had agreed to give an 
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interview, it would have provided us with different insights and this could have provided a more 

holistic picture of the situation at CBS.                                                                                         

 

The case study had interesting features as a Business School that operates within an 

environmentally-friendly Danish context. Moreover, the characteristics of the institution, such 

as the organisational structure, the decentralization, and bureaucracy added to the complexity 

of this case. Even though generalizability was not the aim of this research, it is likely that 

schools with similar features also face similar challenges for SDG integration.                          

 

Finally, we offer a final reflection to our choice of methodology. In the discussion we 

subconsciously took the side of the students, that represent the least powerful group in this 

context. This outcome might be a result of two reasons. On the one hand, we are CBS students 

ourselves. On the other hand, by using the combination of DT and CDA we analysed the power 

relations in place and noticed that professors have more power in the SDGs integration. Even 

though Laclau and Mouffe (1985, 2014) disregard the position of the stakeholders, Fairclough’s 

approach enabled us to critically examine the power relations.                                                    

 

With this study we contributed to enrich the foundation upon which further theories within the 

fields of change for sustainability and the SDGs in HEI can be built. The SDGs are new concept 

that build on the concepts of Sustainable Development and Sustainability. To our knowledge 

the SDGs as a concept have not been examined through Discourse Analysis before and this 

highlights the uniqueness of this research. By using empirical data to investigate how discourse 

shapes the implementation in the context of CBS we give the SDGs a new meaning.                

 

8.2 Further Research  

We concluded our thesis by arguing that a change is required for the SDGs to be implemented 

and discussed the barriers for change at CBS. We suggest that further research should look into 
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what type of change can transform CBS and institutionalize the SDGs in their journey towards 

becoming a more sustainable university. Moreover, it would be an interesting topic to 

investigate how the business model has to change for an effective implementation of the SDGs. 

 

Even though this research draws upon leadership and organisational culture to a certain degree, 

we decided that including these topics would have exceeded the scope of the thesis. 

Notwithstanding, since recently there was a change in Presidency at CBS it would be  interesting 

to investigate how the shift in leadership influences change for sustainability in the institution. 

This could be researched in relation to the impact of organizational culture on the 

implementation, for instance to understand the relationship between organizational culture and 

discourse at CBS, as well as how organizational culture influences change at CBS.                   

 

Next, the SDGs are a compromise of 30 years of discursive negotiations by different nations. 

This term is placed in the context of CBS and in this research we identified different perceptions 

that represent a new discursive struggle around the term. In relation to the SDGs as a 

discursively constructed term, further research could include a comparison between the 

discursive struggle that lead to the formulation of the SDGs and the discursive struggle in the 

context of CBS.                                                                                                                            

 

After unravelling the number of different terms related to the term of Sustainability in our 

analysis, an interesting topic of further research would be to investigate whether too many 

sustainability terms can place a challenge for change towards sustainability. Additionally, the 

different perceptions around the term of Sustainability have an influence on practice. Therefore, 

it would be interesting to investigate whether it is necessary to include or address the various 

terms that there exist in the field of sustainability (CSR, SD, Sustainability, Responsible 

Management, etcetera).                                
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Lastly, we suggest further research regarding the political position of universities and their 

impact on the process of SDG implementation. Universities have strong tights with the 

government and municipalities they operate in. Moreover, their operations are highly influenced 

by their abilities to raise funds for campus, research and education. This research touched upon 

the political struggle of universities, however, the focus was on the internal dynamics and power 

relations. Hence, we suggest further research about external influences, such as the political 

role of universities.                                                                                                                      
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Representation of Interviewee Distribution 
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Appendix B - Interview Template Round 1 

Interview Template – CBS 
 
Candidate Name:  
Job position:  
Date of interview: 
 
Hello, 
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to meet us today. We are Patricia and Julia and are 
master students at CBS. As you might now we are writing our Master Thesis and have 
Copenhagen Business School as our case company, which is why we are doing this interviews. 
We have some general questions about CBS and some more specific ones about sustainability 
at CBS that we hope you can answer. But first, we have two formal questions about this 
interview. We would like to ask you if we are allowed to record the interview.The recording 
device will just lie here on the table and you can put it on and off at any time. 
Now, for the benefit of the recorder, could you state your name and your current job position 
first? 
 
Opening Questions: 
 
Q1: Could you briefly tell us about your background (and how you came to work with 
sustainability? 
 

Probe: Study Program? 
 

Probe: Job Background? 
 
Since we are writing our Master Thesis on Sustainability at CBS we would first like to know 
something about sustainability in general. 
 
Sustainability: 
 
Q2: What is your involvement in sustainable activities/projects at CBS? 
 
Q3: Why do you involve in these activities? 
  
 Probe: Formal requirement? 
 Probe: extrinsic vs. intrinsic motivation? 
 
Q4: Can you tell us how do you go about these projects? 
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Probe: What parties are involved? 

 Probe: Who do you report to? 
 Probe: Who has to approve of it? 
 
Q5: What is the vision in relation to sustainability at CBS? 
 
 Probe: what exactly do you mean by...? 
 Probe: Can you elaborate on that? 
 

SDGs in general: 
 
Q5: What have you heard about the SDGs?/How do you interpret the SDGs? 
 
Explanation: The Sustainable Development Goals are the blueprint to achieve a better and 
more sustainable future for all. They address the global challenges we face, including those 
related to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental degradation, prosperity, and peace and 
justice. The Goals interconnect and in order to leave no one behind, it ís important that we 
achieve each Goal and target by 2030. 
 
Q6: To our knowledge CBS has started with the implementation/ working towards achieving 
the SDGs. Do you know how they plan on doing that? How they do it? Are you familiar with 
it? 
 
Q7: Do you work with the SDGs? 
 
 Probe, if yes: How do you work with them? 

Probe, if yes: How do you get started with it? 
 Probe, if not: Why not? 
 
Q7: Could you tell us if you have experienced any change in your projects/activities since CBS 
decided working with the SDGs?  
 
 Probe, if yes: Why do you think it changed? 
 Probe, if no: Why not? 
 
Q8: Do SDGs make sustainability work in your area easier or more difficult?  
 
 Probe: Why? 
 Probe: Common vision vs. looks very bureaucratic 
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Process:  
 
Q9: What is communicated to you regarding the SDGs and? 
 

Probe: How is it communicated? 
 
Q10: Who are the main people that communicate new decisions regarding SDGs? 
  

Probe: HR? 
 Probe: Sustainability department only? 
 
Q11: What is the process of integrating a SDG initiative at CBS?  
 
Q12: What do you think are (key) difficulties/challenges when it comes to SDG implementation 
at CBS?  
 
 Probe: Why? 
 
Q13: What determines the pace of change at CBS? / What influences the pace of change? 
 
Closing questions:  
 
Q14: What is your vision/wishes for the future of Sustainability at CBS? 
 
Q15: Is there anything we should have asked and didn’t? 
Is there anything that you would like to add? 
 
Thank you again for your time. It was very helpful for us to ask you all this questions. 
 
Appendix C - Interview Template Round 2 
 
Interview Template – CBS 
 
Candidate Name: 
Job position:  
Date of interview:  
 
Hello, 
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to meet us today. We are Patricia and Julia and are 
master students at CBS. As you might now we are writing our Master Thesis and have 
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Copenhagen Business School as our case company, which is why we are doing this interviews. 
We have some general questions about CBS and some more specific ones about sustainability 
at CBS that we hope you can answer. But first, we have two formal questions about this 
interview. We would like to ask you if we are allowed to record the interview.The recording 
device will just lie here on the table and you can put it on and off at any time. 
Now, for the benefit of the recorder, could you state your name and your current job position 
first? 
 
Opening Questions: 
 
Q1: Could you in one sentence tell us about your position? 
 
Since we are writing our Master Thesis on Sustainability at CBS we would first like to know 
something about sustainability in general. 
 
Sustainability: 
 
Q2: How involved are you in sustainable activities/projects at CBS? 
 
To our knowledge, CBS has started with working towards achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals.  
Q3: Do you know how this is done so far?  
 
SDGs in general: 
 
Q4: How do you work with the SDGs in the field of education/curriculum? 
 

Probe, if yes: How do you get started with it? 
 Probe, if not: Why not? 
 
Q5: What is your relationship to PRME? 
 (How much say does he have?) 
 
Q6: If you wanted to change anything in the curriculum, what steps would you have to take?  
 
Q7: How does CBS integrate the goals in their education?  
 
Q8: What do you think are (key) difficulties/challenges when it comes to SDG implementation 
at CBS?  

• What are those in the curriculum?  
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Q9: How could you/do you get educators to integrate SDGs in their teaching?  
 Probe: Guidelines, activities 
 
Closing questions:  
 
Q10: What is your vision/wishes for the future of Sustainability at CBS? 
 
Q11: Is there anything we should have asked and didn’t? 
Is there anything that you would like to add? 
 
Thank you again for your time. It was very helpful for us to ask you all this questions. 
 

Appendix D - Interview Transcripts 

 
1st Interview                                                                  
Interviewer 1: Patricia 
Interviewer 2: Julia 
Interviewee: XX 
Position: Master Student of Innovation and Business Development & Oikos President 
Date: 11.02.2019 
Interviewer 1: Could you say your name and your current position? 
Interviewee: I am XX. I'm the president of Oikos Copenhagen, which is a student organization 
managed by students and I'm working as a student assistant in CBS. Hmm..We are two paid 
employees under CBS. We are basically managing the overall organization.  
Interviewer 1: Thank you. So how did you come to work at PRME. Did you have a specific 
interest in sustainability? 
Interviewee: Well I'm not working for PRME, okay. PRME is basically offering us the space to 
work but basically it's an independent organization. And we are working at PRME office 
because like back in the days I think four years ago. But I'm not sure about these these figures 
Green Week, which is one of the Oikos projects was under the CBS green office which was 
then closed and some of the projects that green office was doing, meaning Green Week and 
education were basically outsourced kind of to Oikos we which then had two paid employees 
to work on those two projects. And from then on we were all still in PRME office. 
Interviewer 1: So before this was a topic that concerned only like the Green Week and 
everything was like from CBS then they outsourced it to Oikos. Do you know why? 
Interviewee: I don't know why the office was closed. But this was this is something that should 
be definitely investigated. I mean I I would I don't even know if it's possible to call it outsourcing 
and it is something we are working on at the moment because I mean it's not really clear like 
the relationship between Oikos at CBS at the moment because we are student assistants at CBS 
ruling a student organization but we are the only student organization that has paid members 
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from CBS. So this is something a little bit unclear. I mean I became president in May and I gave 
for granted that this was something like normal and ok but at the same time it's super difficult 
to like state what is the position of Oikos. Because in CBS given that we are kind of paid we 
are paid in place from CBS but at the same time we are not into any specific formal group 
working on sustainability we are just  two paid members with other 40 volunteers managing 
two projects and we have some budget for it. So disease is something unclear and it's my one 
of my tasks before I finish my contract is also to figure out how these relations should be 
formalized. Also in light of what's gonna happen next. 
Interviewer 1. All right. 
Interviewer 2:  What are the main projects that Oikos is involved with at the moment?  
Interviewee: So maybe I can show you like guide you through a little presentation because it's 
hard or otherwise. And I can send you these later on I have some documents you can look at. 
Just to have a better understanding. I mean only Oikos is an international student organization. 
And we have chapters in 50 countries all around the world. The organization is pretty old it was 
founded in Switzerland in the 80s. And it was founded in Copenhagen in 2013. 
Interviewer 1: Interesting, so the organization is pretty new in Copenhagen.  
Interviewee: Yes, but at the same time Copenhagen got one of the most established chapters I 
would say given also that we have paid employees which is pretty unique in the world for this 
organization. Yeah. So I can guide you through the presentation I presented during the advisory 
board meeting. So this is all the Oikos network. So I mean you know from all the continents 
there are many different universities involved. 
It's 1200 students all over the world and this is the vision, meaning economics and management 
education agreement for a sustainable work while the mission is to transform economic and 
management education by empowering student change agents raising awareness for 
sustainability opportunities and challenges and building institutional support for critical reform. 
So here you can see like the focus of Oikos is about education. So it's pretty similar to PRME 
focus principle for Responsible Management Education. But you can say as basically the 
student driven counterpart from PRME. Even though like the relationship between Oikos 
international and PRME International was only formalized I guess last year. So the main focus 
of Oikos is on education and each chapter over the world is independent. So I guess international 
is an umbrella of many different students for our organization which were founded or were 
transformed meaning there were other student organizations already working in sustainability 
that decided to join the Oikos network and therefore the chapters of the your own identity the 
their own projects but they share the same mission and vision. So in Copenhagen at the moment 
we are around 40 volunteers from CBS mainly and then we have some members from KU and 
DTU as well. We also have a community which is which is consisting basically of a Facebook 
group for students businesses and interested citizens which can share ideas and discuss and 
where we also publish basically whatever is happening around sustainability in Copenhagen. 
So if you’re interested I can add you. 
Interviewer 2: So Oikos the community is in the whole of Copenhagen and yet it just happens 
to be 37 from CBS? 
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Interviewee: Yeah, so they volunteers we have for 40 active volunteers that are working and 
can get you through that into Oikos projects at CBS and then we have the Oikos family which 
is the Facebook group. We think now there are 190 members more or less but it's more you 
know people that just drop joining into the into the group and then they update it sometimes. 
OK that's it but these volunteers are more or less working from two to four hours per week and 
a committed to join Oikos for a year and to be responsible for one specific tasks in the project. 
And so just to make you understand about the formal structure like forget the figures here. So 
Oikos is funded by partly by the campus director which is as I was saying before the you know 
long tail of what was the green office, as far as I know this is really important because it's super 
blurry.  
Interviewer 1: Who would the campus director be? 
Interviewee: It should be Kirsten Winther and I mean these and who funds the budgets for two 
projects one is green week and one was education which is now renamed to curriculum 
transformation while we also had grand five years Grant five years ago from the Velux 
foundations which is used for all the other expenses. This is doing meaning at this moment is 
general expenses and all the other projects we have. But these information is something I'm 
trying to reconstruct and rebuild because it was super clear before I came. So I would suggest 
you to verify maybe to like look into that because this is what I'm trying to do. So don’t take 
these information for granted because I'm really trying to figure out what what is the actual 
situation from next year. This side of the budget should be relocated under the Dean of 
Education which is Gregor Halff. And hopefully these will remain the same. While this grant 
will end in December 2019. And therefore we are now working on creating a new kind of 
financial structure to replace Velux. And here it will be really important to understand what I 
said before meaning what is the role of Oikos in CBS network to understand whether there will 
be a possibility to continue having paid members into the into the organization. So this is an 
overview about the financial structure. And then here it's about the organizational structure. 
Interviewee: OK, so just take a look at these metrics structure. So, the Oikos group is managed 
by the board basically six members and I am the president. Yes. Together with me there is the 
vice president which is also the head of communication and then we have other four members 
that are not paid for their part of the board.Each board member is responsible for one function. 
I'm responsible of the project management function. There is the communication one, finance, 
which is about the budget of each project and the overall fundraising of the organization. 
Relations structure is about collecting all the contacts external and internal contacts of the 
organization which is a huge task because the turnover of Oikos Copenhagen is one year 
meaning that one year and that the other like more or less 60 percent 70 percent of the members 
change. And it's really important to keep track of the of the network. Engagement is about trying 
to arrange the engagement and attract new members. And that one is another function which I 
mean it will be Oikos family from next year meaning that Facebook group plus ensuring the 
relationship with Oikos International. Together with that we have strategic partners. I mean we 
named that strategic partners especially there is CBS we have the SDG task force. You heard 
about them you the task this energy task force. So there is PRME. The CBS sustainability and 
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student and innovation is basically the advisory board is representing our strategic partners. So 
we have one member from each of these yes entities let's say. So we have the Jeremy Moon, 
Interviewees, which is one of the founders of innovation out there to keep the guard which is 
one of the key stakeholders involved in the campus sustainability side. The Dean of Education, 
M., I don't know if you met her you already know she's the head of PRME Secretariat basically 
the informal boss of PRME and former president of Oikos Copenhagen. And yes after that we 
have our project. So this is a case competition involving 48 students from DTU, KU and CBS 
and then we have these five projects and basically in each project there is one member from 
each function and the students organizations meet twice per week. One time with the project, 
all these people and the board and one time with the function in order to ensure that the 
information circulate into the organization and that's it. Maybe then we can talk about the 
projects. 
Interviewer 1: Yes, that is actually our next question. In what kind of projects are you involved 
in right now? As you mentioned too main project, right? 
Interviewee: Yeah. We actually have six. I would say OK as I said this is the integrated project 
which is a case competition we started in October. And here we're collaborating with four 
companies that are IBM, Accenture, Matter and Pilot network. And basically there are at least 
four tracks in each track. There are four groups or three people competing to solve a challenge 
of the company and they will go through four workshops. So they have to do two and then there 
will be two finals at the end and three four winners one for each strike will be elected. Then we 
have social pioneers, like the mission is to you know open and get the students closer to 
sustainable entrepreneurs in Copenhagen and they organize company visits. So these are 
basically the one plan with different businesses related to social entrepreneurship and then they 
were organizing a final event about startups working in developing countries. Then we have the 
obvious effect which is about closing the gap between students and job opportunities into the 
sustainability field. We have a partnership with credit line in this project and we are organizing 
the sustainability career fair with them. Were basically students might be able to connect with 
businesses offering positions in sustainability related jobs and then they will also organize a 
workshop with the students for global goals organized by PRME about impact investment in 
collaboration with one company that we still have to define. 
Interviewer 1: The project you just mentioned, how do you go about them? How is CBS 
involved? 
Interviewee: Basically CBS really doesn't have any saying. We report to Velux every year. So 
we have to prepare a speech explaining you know what we spend the money for what we did 
etc. And then of course it's a matter of common sense to agree with CBS especially if we have 
to do something in the campus or whatever but apart of that no. And students actually apply at 
the beginning of the year applied this year because this structure started this year applied to be 
a part of one function. And then they expressed the preference for two projects and then 
according to like doing the interviews we discussed what he preferred to join why blablabla and 
we created the teams. 
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Interviewer 1: So all these requirements like or all this, there are no requirements for all the 
projects? 
Interviewee: No, basically there's the board managing the recruiting and each board member 
together with one other interview the people applied for a function and then from there on it's a 
really fluid. There is no like a formal way of doing it and it's like it's a lot about the motivations 
that the students show and express and because it's really about drive it's it's way more important 
than skills in this case.  
Interviewer 2: How does your involvement look like in the curricula or the courses?  
Interviewee: Yes, I'm going to that point. So I mean this is Green week. I mean it's you know 
four days event where we organize different you know events, workshops, lectures etc. and then 
these two projects are those so let's say that these projects have external stakeholders, so 
businesses. Greenweek is a hybrid because it's at campus but involving different companies and 
these two, impact and curriculum transformation are those where we are working in close 
contact with CBS. Impact is about making the campus more sustainable. I mean we are like the 
group is working at the moment on these two projects. 
This is the guerrilla recycling project and they have another advertising campaign. The guerilla 
recycling project is about installing a recycling station at CBS campus because you know CBS 
does not recycle cycle anything now.So the guys tried to lobby a little bit on behalf of students 
in order to see whether it was possible to install these recycling station and together with Tore 
from our advisory board they managed to get in touch with the campus manager and have a 
gentleman agreement at the moment to install two recycling stations. 
Interviewer 1: How does the collaboration look like? 
 
Interviewee: So there is no contract. But we are installing two reflecting stations at SP at the 
moment should be with paper, plastic, the general waste and bio waste. And another recycling 
station in the center of CBS where the bins will will be brought in a separate area from where 
general waste is normally taken because it's important to the track if the waste is sorted properly 
which was one the reason why a first project I think a couple of years ago failed at CBS. And 
close to that we're like they're gonna organize an advertising campaign to get in collaboration 
with a couple of nudging experts in order to you know incentivize students to behave more 
sustainable and you know push them in sorting the waste property so I mean the design is still 
to be discussed but there will be basically a poster behind the recycling bins explaining what is 
the correct way to sort stuff plus a series of Posters all over the campus you know showing I 
mean according to the 19 techniques what is the best behavior regard of recycling and sorting. 
Interviewer 1: Can I ask you, how did the recycling project initiative started?  
Interviewee: So what we were provided at the beginning of the year was a general framework 
of each project. So it was about making the campus more sustainable so it was about the team 
and the six people to decide what to do and which direction to go and what we needed to provide 
them with the context they needed according to what we wanted to do and they came up with 
the idea of recycling their second campaign and then the beginning that was OK. It seems that 
CBS is not willing to pay or to move in this direction. 
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Therefore, what we can do is to adding the bins putting them into campus and to ask students 
to take care of sorting and bringing them to the cellar in order to show CBS that even though 
they don't want to do it ,students want to. This was the first idea they proposed to Tore. We 
said, ok you pay for the bins and we take care of you know bring the logistics. So they were 
like Yeah okay. Like we don't have to do anything you know because they really have the bins 
and stuff.And then actually after a while since we saw that there was actually an interest. I mean 
the interest from Tore and from the campus manager to move in this direction. Now we are 
discussing whether it's possible for CBS to pay some employees to take care of that but if they 
want there will be students and Louise was super excited about this idea as well meaning always 
also CBS staff and some professors to take care of the of the logistics of the event meaning. 
That is why it was called guerrilla recycling because it was  about volunteers taking care of of 
the logistics. So this is the project on campus and then they also have two other projects. There 
is this cup fence system in the canteen which will probably be postponed to next year because 
it's pretty and it's pretty tough thing to do because you have to like do it in collaboration with 
the canteen and it's actually a proper business model new business model to be implemented. 
So it's not that easy to do it in such a short period. But it's definitely another idea that the team 
had and was really interested in developing. Yeah and plus they are supporting Tore and 
Kristjan Jespersen with sustainability master plan but it's better to ask them about it. And then 
the curricular aside as you asked before. Curriculum transformation is about you know making 
sustainability a pillar of CBS education which is actually even harder than the campus side. So 
basically what they did till now was to get in touch with study boards. One is cand.merc and 
the other one is BLC. And they proposed basically like they they asked them to be involved 
with this project whose final aim is to, I mean was to introducing sustainability as a learning 
requirement in one or more courses. So what, they agreed on first of all writing a report for the 
Study Boards where they basically demonstrate an interest from students and they actually have 
five pillars that they have to investigate. I don't know if they have them all. I mean try to recall 
but it should be:  interest from students, interest from companies, examples from other 
universities. And I don’t remember the others but I can give you the information easily. So 
basically the first one to us to demonstrate a sort of case of sustainability as a value for the Study 
Board. And from then on it's really unclear how the project will proceed at the moment because 
you know like changing learning objectives and the overall content and structure of a study 
board master program and of course of three years you know is really a hard task and therefore 
it's now up to the members to understand what is the process to do that. What are the further 
steps required in order to get to that point. But it's most likely that these, in my opinion, that's 
personal opinion. Yeah that we'll end up with the submission of the report and some sort of 
suggestions, agenda of, for example, how some of the master of courses or topic could be 
innovative according to what other universities need. But in terms of changing the learning 
objectives it will take more time even because for example, these are again my knowledge, there 
are core competencies which are basically the learning objectives of a master program. And that 
makes the framework for all the courses under the program meaning that the learning objectives 
of the courses can change within the boundaries of the course of events. So ideally in order to 
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make these projects actually effective the course of good corporate competencies would be the 
ones to target because then it doesn't matter how many courses on their program actually address 
sustainability. But as long as the core competencies are respected, the whole program must 
address somehow that object. But it is a very it will be very like it's a long term process. I think 
of course competency are changed once every, no, moren like once every two years. So it's 
really something they're working on at the moment so I don't have a specific knowledge on it. 
Interviewer 1: Do you know who initiated this in particular or who is on the board of changing 
the curriculum? 
Interviewee: I mean this is actually an Oikos project. So I mean this is us. I mean last year there 
was another team working on it and what they did was basically understanding what should 
have been possible steps to do in order to start this project. And in the beginning of the year that 
was the brand name and curriculum transformation as a project was introduced. And Johanna, 
which is one of the board members basically helped this project in order to move on with what 
they started last year. Meaning that she suggested some of the professor and this is why more 
or less in October we managed to have an agreement with the study board. 
Interviewer 2: OK so you're also in contact with some professors? 
Interviewee: Absolutely. There were some professors seem to study boards that helped us to 
step in and present the project to the study board. And then I mean we kind of agreed to move 
on with the report. 
Interviewer 1: Do you know to what degree this needs to be reported to like the top 
management? Or like the dean of education or something like that? 
Interviewee: No because I mean really like the CBS organizational structure is very unclear to 
me. I mean especially when it comes to reporting. Therefore I know it's not clear. I mean I have 
the feeling that I should be the study boards have a lot of decision-making power in these 
regards. But I cannot say like formally how the procedure in order to get the reporting procedure 
and the decision making works. 
Interviewer 2: So you address the study board first? 
Interviewee: Yeah. But I also I guess they were so directly key to the decision makers because 
I don't think the Dean of Education has power in order to force a study board to change the 
course competencies for example it's something that must come in in agreement of the members 
of the study. 
Interviewer 2: So within the University you have Dean of University, Dean of education and 
Dean of research. What your the relation to the top management or the Deans as Oikos? 
Interviewee: We are with Dean of Education because it's part of our board right. But I mean yes 
it was actually thanks to PRME and you know I mean PRME for us is a huge help because they 
are into the politics of the university. And so the Dean of education actually came the beginning 
of this year. And therefore we from the beginning we managed getting into touch with 
presenting what we were doing. I should have a meeting with him on Wednesday in order to 
describe the progress of everything and yet so. Yes, because it's you know it is the Dean of 
education and education it's mainly our target but also because of suggestions from our strategic 
partners that led us to meet him and you know common agreement and he is pretty supportive. 
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Interviewer 1: Okay. Interesting. Super interesting. We also would like to ask you more 
questions about the SDGs. Because we will specialize more in this direction. How does it work 
with this at CBS. How can you implement them and therefore could you give more details like 
how do you work with them? 
Interviewee: We are not framed in any formal way within the SDG framework. And it is 
something we discussed already but really I think that I mean there are two ways of approaching 
the SDGs. Either taking the name and saying OK yes we fit in these let's put it here or make a 
more thoughtful kind of reflection of which kind of SDGs we do reflect. OK. I mean from a 
personal opinion I would say that we fit one about education of course but also a lot in the one 
about partnership that should be number 17 that are those that are most fitting. But then of 
course you can actually frame our project as you know independent and I define SDG that is 
more relevant for that specific project but we don't have a specific frame on that. 
Interviewer 1: Do you know why? Was it too difficult to approach them or do you just like think 
that the project is sustainable enough so we don't need that. 
Interviewee: I mean I would say it's more of a practical reason. Meaning that from last year we 
had a ot of changes in the organizational structure and in the strategic direction of the 
organization. And as I said before including the SDG could be actually one overall task. And 
so in designing how the new organizational structure would have shown we basically decided 
OK that there is a lot of potential to frame the organization with the SDG, but if we are doing 
it now we are doing it probably worse than we could have done once we have a clear 
understanding of how the projects have evolved and how the overall organization proved to be 
at the end of the year because like we couldn't base you know we couldn't we have a clear 
understanding of what how the organization would have been like after all this new projects we 
implemented. Because basically five out of six projects of this year are new. So I mean it was 
difficult you know the risk was okay. We put a sticker of the SDGs on this project. But then the 
project works in a way that the SDG is not even relevant anymore. And of course I mean you 
can have SDG as our guide to deciding which direction to move but instead we had these 
mission statements that were decided by the students. And so we gave the students the 
opportunity to reshape their action they wanted for their projects. And this is why we didn't use 
it from the beginning. 
Interviewer 1: All right. Do you personally know any projects related to these SDGs at campus 
or do you have anything to do with these project. 
Interviewee: I mean there is the SDG day organized by PRME in April and this is the only one 
I know actually. 
Interviewer 2: Does there get anything communicated at all to you regarding the SDGs? 
Interviewee: I mean I'm like I'm partly involved with the work of the SDG task force. So I see 
some of the initiatives the professors are doing but I would say there is not an integrated 
communication about how CBS is approaching at all you know the SDGs.  
Interviewer 1: You're working so much like the students. Is there any expression that this could 
be of interest for them? 
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Interviewee: I mean we have caused a lot of students who are environmentally conscious and 
really you know motivated you to have more sustainability integrated in there with that or not 
even education but the CBS experience. So this is definitely something I can say from the 
internal side of Oikos but also looking at for example the attendance to the bigger events that 
like Green week. I would say that with proper communication is something that could easily 
you know they could easily demonstrate the interest from students to the SDGs. I would say I 
know I think CBS case competition is doing an event with SDGs at the moment. But for 
example there are also other students organizations that historically do not have any kind of 
relation with us SDGs that are approaching them somehow and this is the demonstration that 
there is an interest. 
Interviewer 1: I don't know maybe this is like too subjective or something like that. But you 
know what the vision is like of CBS and like the whole organization in regards to sustainability. 
Like where do they want to be maybe in the future? 
Interviewee: Is that so let's move back here. But what I see is that the overall the professor I 
meet are all interested and what they say is that CBS that is in a strategic position geographically 
because they are like we are in the Nordics CBS is a business school and it's pretty like well-
known and CBS has an opportunity to run itself as one top university relevant for sustainability 
like we are in Copenhagen it's the sustainability etc etc. And this is what some professor says 
then it seems that from what they see that top management is you know kind of procrastinating 
or avoiding to approach this too seriously. And therefore Yeah, there is a movement in CBS 
from I would say I mean a good number of professors but there is not a you know coherent and 
strategic vision about sustainability.  
Interviewer 1: Why do you think is that? 
Interviewee: Because I mean this is what I see. I mean there is if you think about how for 
example the stakeholders for me. For example if you have it is the SDG task force. They are 
like professor at this point they decide a CBS is not doing anything about sustainability let's 
move together and tried to do something. Now there is CBS sustainability which is actually a 
center including many different researchers that that are approaching the topic of sustainability. 
But it is you know one of the many senders in CBS and then there are other professors from 
other departments that are approaching CBS sustainability not to say or PRME in order to ask 
how can I do what what can I do in this regard. And then there is PRME. So there are a lot of 
different actors and stakeholders but they're kind of moving in the other direction that there are 
there is. Kristjan Jespersen and Tore work in this sustainability master plan for example and 
these show that there is a bottom up kind of pressure from the professors from some professors 
but there is not a response from top because it's so fragmented that if there was a strategic 
direction these were all these actors could move together and try to understand as well as to 
what these not what I'm seeing at least. 
Interviewer 1: OK, so you would say it's difficult for them to work together it's like or why do 
you think it's not like it would it be easier if they would be like a bigger I don't know like 
organization on the top that would try to manage the different ones? 
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Interviewee: I think that the easier thing would be like an agreement for the top management to 
assess that sustainability is a core aspect at CBS shoult target. But not as you know top down 
decision. But as a response to the bottom up feedback that they're receiving. And as all is this 
is what we are trying to doing is to show that students also have that interest in that direction 
and probably this is one of the things that was missing before because actually as far as I 
understood in this experience CBS is giving a lot of credit to what students asked and want and 
what probably would be necessary to have this change in the top management would be you 
know integrated you know movement with the main stakeholders in terms of that direction. So 
I know that Tore is trying to for example implement spontaneous recycling projecting in his 
department. So there are many different initiatives but they are kind of independent and he's not 
because Professor struggled to work like these many project struggled to work together but 
because as as long as there is not a common an agreed direction everyone would you know find 
what is the you know the main priority to work on is the regards of sustainability. I think the 
task force is working on flight policies for example. Tore and Kristjan Jespersen are working 
on an entirely integrated framework for the master plan. We are approaching education and 
other people that are approaching something else. And so these yields why what is missing is 
you know framework, priorities, KPIs and what a top management should do. 
Interviewer 2: This interestingly sounds a little bit like what they are trying to do with the SDGs. 
So just to come back to the SDGs a little bit. Has there been any change since they arrived or 
do you think that there could be in the future from the SDGs?  
 
Interviewee: Yeah I mean I think I mean especially the SDGs have huge role especially for you 
know these elephant organizations where I mean it's super important to have a cadre of kind of 
predefined goals that can be picked and prioritized and I mean. All of these initiatives happening 
in CBS could be easily matched to the as the SDGs and therefore the SDGs could be a huge 
help for top management to kind of define maybe in collaboration with these key stakeholders 
to to define which direction CBS should take. So I definitely think it would be a huge help if 
you wanted to do that for example and just so you know like because plans to take part in this 
and we want to set this as a vision so that everybody knows this is the way we're going. Would 
you have to go also to top management to approve of it. Yeah definitely definitely. I think it's 
really important to have the top man until management on board because it's part of the of these 
are key issues decision makers and they are those that can really ease the process and fostered 
it and make it effective and efficient and includes you and rather fancy. 
 
Interviewer 2: Where do you wish to see CBS when it comes to sustainable in the future?  
Interviewee: Yeah I mean I really think CBS These are like. I mean it's one of the top business 
schools in Europe. And I think that as a business school in Copenhagen they could really be a 
huge player in integrating sustainability. In India many in the more diverse approaches to 
business I would say CBS is particularly famous for finance and therefore it into like integrating 
the sustainability realm into the finance one should be something with which CBS can brand 
itself really great. And at the same time there is a lively interpretation community in 
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Copenhagen. And you know all these aspects of sustainable business and innovation 
technologies integrate with sustainability would make CBS I think really special and crucial 
hub for students interested in demand for insight. Really. Yeah I mean I think these three aspects 
are those more relevant so entrepreneurship innovation and finance. Because from my very soon 
and humble opinion are those that are making CBS special radio and would make CBS even 
more if these would be integrated with sustainability. 
 
2nd Interview 
Interviewer 1: Julia 
Interviewer 2: Patricia 
Interviewee: I_02 
Position: PRME Administration 
Date: 12.02.2019 
Colleague 
 
Interviewer 1: Could you briefly tell us about your background and how you work with 
sustainability?  
Interviewee: So the background to this is that we are sort of the counter group to the U.N. Global 
Compact. This started first (showing on the plan). Then they initiated the PRME principles of 
responsible management and education and they follow 10 principles. (showing again on the 
chart) And here are just some examples. And they have 13000 plus signatories and it covers 42 
plus sort of lead companies which are the kind of elite and leaders pioneers you could say. And 
the reason why CBS is important compared to just being in it in a group like this. We (CBS) 
follow of course six principles and there are 270 plus signatories  [these principles] it changes 
in the world but rather like this we are one of 38 champion institutions. So again we are these 
sort of I don't want to say a lead but … 
Those people who are seen to be doing most in the field of Responsible Management Education. 
Every two years you are invited if you're lucky if you're still selected to be a member of this 
Champions group. And lots of people are being not kicked off but you know away and other 
people brought in and I think like a couple of years ago we were only twenty eight institutions 
so we're trying to make it larger states more comprehensive. But if I show you you're welcome 
to come here. So I just want to show you this.. [shows us the Letter of Commitment of CBS 
signed by the President of CBS].  In order to become a champion the president or whoever is 
the leader of your university (business university) has to sign this. And one of the things that 
came from that this two year cycle which is this is 2018-2019 that's the end of 2019. It says that 
this is the first time ever. “It says CBS commits to actively engage in the PRME champion's 
flagship project which is ‘mainstreaming as the SDGs in PRME institutions’…” and again “by 
identifying a core team of at least two to three people academic person”. 
Interviewer 2: So is this something official?  
 
Interviewee: It is something official but I am not sure if you can find it online.  
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Otherwise I can just mail it to you. Yeah. I mean certainly not a hidden secret. So that [referring 
to the Letter of commitment] was something which was quite new for us because we've never 
had anything about the SDGs obviously. And we found out that all this was a bit vague 
‘identifying a core team of at least two to three people academic point person and a second 
academic or administrative person’. I mean that's it's a little bit vague idea. And it has to actively 
drive the institution's commitment for the two year cycle. But it doesn't say specifically the 
goals. I mean it just says here suddenly it says CBS is committed to take transformative action 
towards the integration of the Sustainable Development Goals across curriculum, research and 
partnerships. This document is from the U.N. So all those people who wish to be champions 
have to sign this. And again you know it sounds really good okay. We gonna get sustainable or 
rather the Sustainable Development Goals and into everything we ever have thought of research, 
curriculum and partnerships.  
Interviewer 1: So they kind of wanted to invent it for people that get responsible within the 
university like two to three people? 
Interviewee: Yeah, well that would in our case should be the academic director, who is new. 
Very new. Actually, the ceremony will be in March. But I mean officially she took control on 
the 1st of January this year. So, it will really be quite a lot of her job to do this but our previous 
academic director was very adamant and said “no, no” PRME CBS doesn't do research. Which 
actually he is doing research but we have a new academic director we have a different thinking 
on that. So we will go into research and we will go into outreach and partnerships.  
Interviewer 1: What do you mean by going into research?  
Interviewee: So we would like to research something based on the SDGs. So for example one 
of it could be what the previous academic directory is doing he's looking at responsible 
management education to try and see one how much there is and how much people are 
influenced by the courses that they take. But it's not SDG specifically. In a sense you can say 
that. Do you know our six principles? What you can really say is if it's in here it covers that. It 
covers the SDGs. [showing to the six principles and then pointing to the SDG framework] 
Interviewer 1: Okay. Because this is kind of a reconstruction of SDGs for the University 
context?  
Interviewee: Well no. You know this is the problem. What they did was, they said in short when 
you read that “put the SDGs into curriculum, research and education, partnership. But it doesn't 
say how. Well there's nothing that says how or to what degree or to what extent. 
Interviewer 1: Overwhelmed?  
Interviewee: Not overwhelmed. I wouldn't say that's it. Let me give you this as the starting point 
was we did an investigation into how much responsible management education there was at 
CBS starting with the executive MBA which was easy. There were only 48 and then we started 
looking at the bachelor's. That's like 10 years. Well mainly because he has just not maybe 
managed as well as it should have been but even so it was a mapping exercise.  
Yes. But even there what I can show you the actual thing that might help. I'm sorry. It was very 
very problematic. [looks for a paper] It took a long time when my colleagues and I worked on 
it. Basically it was going through the whole bachelors program to see where responsible 
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management education occurs. So if I said to you responsible management education what 
would you think it is? 
Interviewer 1: Learning how to become a responsible manager maybe?  
Interviewee: That's a good assumption. And if I say that I'm really learning to be a responsible 
manager in Sociology it is probably not going to be the same as being responsible in 
management or in law for example.  
 
Interviewer 1 & 2: Yeah, that’s true. 
Interviewee: So then what they tried to do was to look into what distinguished. So it's a two part 
thing looking at sort of what this is. Looking at what distinguished each one from the other then 
they came up with some sort of titles here and then the first page was always trying to find a 
competency profile. So what is it you should be able to do so that by the time you graduate what 
can we say what skills or competencies do you have that would then constitute you as not just 
a potential manager but a responsible manager. And then what they did was they go through the 
courses and then they identified the light blue ones are saying that this touches upon responsible 
management education in some form or another [shows picture of courses with pictures of 
professors in coloured boxes].Explicit - implicit. The darker ones the implication there is that 
it's explicitly. The trouble is firstly you can say that there is some merit to it because you can 
sort of guess that if you're doing you know the economics. Obviously there are going to be lots 
it doesn't touch upon it. And then if you go to something like what would it be…? 
 
Interviewee 1: BLC maybe? 
Interviewee: Yes, the softer courses. Suddenly you see that there is the number of blue boxes 
way higher. Yeah. But here again the problem is what constitutes responsible management 
education. Now I happen to know for example huh. [Points at picture of a professor] I don't 
know her very well. She doesn't know me but I know that she went on a course that is an elective 
for assistant professors here at CBS where she learns about Responsible Management 
Education. She took the course because she was probably interested in it. I also know this 
chappie, he's very involved in that kind of stuff. But does that say anything about the course or 
does it just say something about these people. Because I think he could be teaching about Ping-
Pong but the sex life of a Ping-Pong ball and still manage to make it into the books. Because 
that's what he's interested in. That's the first problem that comes up. We’ve done a mapping but 
how I was defined and if you look at any one of these courses at some point you will have 
something like business ethics right. So even in some of that information management you will 
have the ethics of information management and some people will really go into it right. Whereas 
others will say do it for homework. Well the course still touches upon it. But what's that 
message? So in fact what we are teaching people if you say ‘Go on do your homework’ and you 
never address it then you're saying that's irrelevant. So that's some of the problems. When you 
look at then the goals in some of those things of the same issues because firstly you don't know 
to what degree it's being taught. Very often when you say to someone do you teach responsible 
management education? The answer is no. Or yes, or I don't know. And if you say for example, 
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do you teach what is your course in any way does it address any of the SDGs?. Some people 
again: ‘Yes’ because it has the word SDG in it. Others no. And quite often don't know and don't 
care. When you dig further you find that actually some of them are dealing with precisely this 
these as teachers but they're not necessarily aware. Right. So for example when you look at 
Maritime Studies I think they're a little bit more conscious of it. But if you were to say: oh, do 
you address the SDGs in your class? I'm not really sure. Well do you do anything about life 
below water? They might say ‘no we don't do anything below water. We do it on the water’. 
But do you do about pollution and you and green shipping? ‘Yes.’ OK. So it could actually 
come into this. It could also be things on climate change that they just don't realize. 
Interviewer 2: Why do you think is that so? They don't realize that what the impact is of what 
they're doing? 
Interviewee: Your interest in the SDGs right now? Let me ask you this. Okay. What does SDG 
9 cover? [Covers with her hand the sheet with the SDGs to check if we know what SDG 9 
means] 
Interviewer 1: No-one knows.   
Interviewee: Exactly. That's why it's not a reluctance necessarily. But remember it's a double 
edged sword. On the one hand you’ve got the UN, you know. In some areas it's had a lot of 
scandals. People think of it as rather corrupt very bureaucratic unable to do anything.  
 
Interviewer 1: That's what we heard a lot.  
 
Interviewee: Yeah exactly. So the fact that the 42 goals come, sorry that the 17 goals come from 
the U.N. already there that it's like a religious cult. People are just going to go “No thank you”. 
But this is I mean there are lots of people addressing many of the goals here but it's not easy to 
identify. 
Interviewer 1: How did you go about it so far like when you collected this information? 
Interviewee: So we've never looked actually at the goals. Currently my colleague is looking at 
it, let's see where she's at. Let's go. [Moving to the other room where colleague is sitting in front 
of the computer with the papers of the professors and the SDGs in front of her, assigning SDGs 
to papers.] 
Interviewer 1: This is what we're looking for.  
 
Interviewee: Exactly. So there are these lovely young ladies doing their master working on the 
implementation of SDGs fit into curriculum and how, what, why, where and when. 
 
Interviewee [asking colleague]: Have we been looking into SDGs specifically? 
 
Colleague: No, not specifically.  
 
Interviewer 2: In general though? 
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Colleague: It’s more PRME related. So theoretically I could find some courses that specifically 
mentioned SDGs.  
 
Interviewer 1: So what does PRME related mean? 
Colleague: So we have these six principles the responsible knowledge and education this one. 
And like some of them are SDG related. But not specifically SDGs.  
 
Interviewee: So the thing is we will do it at some point probably. But what we don't have is 
good metrics for it. So what I'm what she is doing is we're looking at the publications. Is it 
publications? 
Colleague: Yeah it's like research projects I'm going through all of these and just doing it myself. 
Like writing which SDG I think is covered. It is actually not that many, just the ones I put in 
the report that I was just trying to do.  
Interviewer 1: And for our understanding, PRME with these six principles they mainly cover 
curriculum or research or does it also go into other areas of the university.  
Interviewee: Well now it should be curriculum research and outreach. But again what do you 
call outreach? 
Interviewer 1: How do you call it? 
Interviewee: You know, funnily I didn't realize how subjective I was because I was thinking 
outreach as oh outreach to other companies but then the new academic director said ...  
 
Colleague: These are the principles, if you want to see them. Yeah you'll just take a copy with 
you.  
Interviewer 1: What is this exactly? [Pointing at the screen with the publications] 
 
Colleague: This is just like uh research that people have done at CBS. 
This is just like a section of the report [Referring to PRME report]. This is the new version of 
this because this one's for 2017 something [showing PRME report 2017]. 
 
Interviewer 2: Your report is gonna include this area of research and then you can just like 
ascribe to which SDG they are contributing? 
Interviewee: Yeah. Yeah. [asking colleague] How many courses do you think there are.  
 
Colleague: If you look at Masters? 
Interviewee: No, just in general. 
Colleague: The internet has gone down, I can’t find it. 
Interviewee: But I mean there are a lot, right? And as you were saying I mean you know the 
thing is you've got ones that say for example with our new academic director of the reason why 
I hunted her out was because she I read her profile and she's looking at accounting and the 
SDGs. 
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Colleague: You know there's some courses which like specifically mention working with 
the SDGs.  And then there's a lot like sustainable entrepreneurship or something. Yeah. Like 
like what I'm looking at now. Like this one right here. But there's like a masters class which is, 
yeah, innovation in healthcare. Which is like SDGs 9 and SDG 3, innovation and its good health 
and well-being. But it doesn’t specifically mention anywhere those two SDGs. But it kind of 
covers it. 
Interviewer 1: So, is it a PRME mainly reports or finds out rather than making the actual 
activities to work towards SDGs?  
 
Interviewee: So that's the new thing. [Leaving room again]  
Interviewee: So I think that is where the difference will come because the new academic director 
is very different from the old. And so the new one is much much more proactive and we also 
have a lot more support from the Dean and what we want is something very concrete very 
physical something we can give to people. Do you know if you want to teach. I don't think I 
would even call it SDGs because it's too maybe political. But you know if you want to know 
more about let's say you know poverty and how to teach that based on your study program what 
could that be you know give them small cases and tools and that's what the new director is 
interested in doing. 
We've just invited an academic professor from Nottingham Trent University. She will be here 
on the 3rd of March till the [thinking], so Sunday to Friday. OK. Starting from the 3rd of March 
so she'll be here that week and she's going to do two things. One is to do something why we 
hate the term but something called carbon literacy training and it's two it's actually for 
academics to learn something about, or becoming more carbon literate so understanding the 
impacts of CO2 in their industry and that will be a seven hour workshop for academics here and 
then there's also going to be, she's doing some, what did she call them? Sounded like 
experiments. But that doesn't sound good. Some sort of classes I think where it is about SDG 
implementation. So I will invite you to those. 
 
Interviewer 1:  That would be great. 
Interviewee: Yes, absolutely. You might be interested to interview her as well.  
Interviewee 2: Yes totally. 
Interviewee: I'll just see how many of those things with Petra, her name is Petra. Yeah I can 
bring you in on.  Because I mean I'm imagining she'll be here for the week so we're sitting 
around so I mean I just invite you in. So that's very specific about SDG implementation and I'm 
genuinely really curious because I have no idea how it's done and as I say that part of it is it's a 
bit like you know what do you choose. One half of me wants to say don't tell me it's the U.N. 
I'm just say to some member of faculty ‘would you be interested in having a free case on zero 
carbon emissions in your industry’. And then never mentioned the SDGs. And that way they go 
on ‘oh great, thank you’. 
 
Interviewer 1: Aha. And they didn't even know they did it? 
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Interviewee: Exactly. Or the other half also wants to say you know, slap them on them. Look, 
this is the SDGs. Come on, is it so bad? You know, really?   
 
Interviewer 1: You mentioned before you get more support from the Dean which the Dean of 
education.  But what is still unclear to me now because we also have CBS sustainability and 
PRME. But how are the different responsibilities?  
Interviewee: So originally Louise comes from my office. Yeah. So she worked at PRME and 
her the task she was given the two things were students and SDGs implementation. So now it's 
a little bit tricky because of course I see students and SDGs together and that's what Luisa does 
and what we are hoping to do is to take it to a higher level and do the SDGs with or without the 
title and academia. The academicas here but also in curriculum. How are we going to do it? We 
will know after Petra comes. And I think one of the things that is very difficult is that it has to 
do with this lovely word sustainability. And I ask you: What is sustainability in Math? What is 
that? 
 
Interviewer 1: Yeah, no clue. Of course not.  
Interviewee: What is sustainability in Psychology the psych one, or Philosophy? It’s so vague, 
even responsible management education. It’s so vague that it is not just students who don’t get 
it. Faculty don’t get it. They keep saying, define it, tell me what it is. We can’t tell you if we 
have it or not until you tell me what it is.  
 
Interviewer 1: Interesting. So do you think that since the SDGs got introduced, did it make it 
more difficult of easier? 
Interviewee: Again it’s a little bit hard to say because there are these hardcore people who just 
hate the UN. We have our own colleagues here who are you know ‘what does this PRME office 
actually do? You know, they sit behind a door with only a small little hole, we don’t even know 
if they are there and what is it they do? And I have to say, I understand. It can be difficult.  
But on the other hand you have these people who are desperately trying to deal with the SDGs, 
address them in some way. But again in some cases it’s a very personal thing. They want the 
pin to just show people ‘look we are there’. Other people want the pin because they think it 
looks pretty. You know and I take the pin off if it clashes with something I am wearing. It’s 
appealing in many ways because it’s bright and colourful in the dark, grey world of academia. 
It is nice. To others it’s a very personal thing. You know, they would say, I am not going to 
teach, or preach, that’s often the case. They say I am not going to bring it up in class because I 
see it as religious preaching. I may believe that we should address the SDGs, but I don’t think 
that I should put that onto my class. Like it’s my personal believe that I should do that, but I 
should not dictate that to the class.  
 
Interviewer 2: I wanted to know, because you showed us the letter before of commitment. And 
the president of the university signed and committed to do something. Does that mean that all 
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professors also have to do do something and try to do their best and that then they cannot say 
that ‘oh no, I don’t want this to be part of my lecture’. 
 
Interviewee: So, again. All institutions that have signed up to PRME, including the champions, 
we’re all very different. For example we go twice. a year and when you look at the people there, 
we’ve got everything from PHD students to the actual rector or presidents. So when you have 
the president there at these meeting and you know the presidents are very into this and they will 
say ‘we go home and we will make this happen’. But you can’t do this at CBS, number 1. We 
have freedom. So all the study program directors have free hands. They can’t be dictated to as 
let’s say other countries where you can tell people to do it. The president in theory could 
encourage it or maybe vocalize it in speeches, symbolize that he is interested. I mean one day 
the president has done it, believe it or not, is he keeps asking me for pins. And when he forgets 
it I tell him off and when he remembers he is very proud and tells me ‘look, look, I am wearing 
my pin. I got it.’ But that’s a very subtle form of saying to your faculty and staff ‘can you please 
take this seriously and find ways to implement this’. That he hasn’t done and will not do. So in 
some universities, the people that are responsible for PRME are very high up and they have 
managed to have a top-down influence where there are literally some courses addressing the 
SDGs in some way or another throughout.  
 
Interviewer 1: Do you think that is a good idea, to do it top-down generally? 
 
Interviewee: I mean in an ideal world it would wonderful to have it, basically bottom-up and 
top-down. Unfortunately, I think top-down would work in some countries but not in Denmark. 
We are too egalitarian and program directors have the right to sort of put it down.  
 
Interviewer 2: Could you see this as a challenge of bringing sustainability forward at university? 
Interviewee: Yes. 
 
Interviewer 1: Would it be better if all worked sort of together? 
Interviewee: First of all, everyone is very protective of their own study program. So they want 
to make the best of it that they can. But they are overworked, nobody wants to rearrange their 
whole program. So that already causes people to go ... Also, when you have these intense 
programs that are very packed with economics and so on, what they say to us is ‘you want me 
to take another course in? What do you want me to take out? Microeconomics?’ [meant as an 
ironic question]. Of course, it’s limited. The question has often been. Should it be a one course 
per program of one course per semester. Some people say that would be the best way. Others 
say no. it should be addressed regularly in all courses all the time. But I honestly understand 
when somebody who has taught statistics for the last 100 years, asks me ‘how do I introduce 
the SDGs in my course’? I am not saying it is impossible. I think this is where we need people 
like from PRME where we can get onto this and start helping educators with possible ideas. 
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Because they are not going to go home and go like ‘mhm I teach statistics. I would like to solve 
a global issue. Let me think, how could I do that.’ But I am pretty sure it’s there.  
 
Interviewer 2: How do you think students could have an influence on changing the perspective 
of the teacher to integrate it? 
Interviewee: Well again, you have to assume students want it. That’s always the thing. 
Everybody say to me ‘what can students do to change it’. But that means the assumption is 
students want it and that’s not necessarily true. We don’t know. It’s not being measured. That’s 
something Oikos is trying to do. They are trying to find out whether more students want to have 
sustainability addressed in their courses. Once this data comes out, maybe from there you have 
something you can hold up. But you have to take the risk that this can go the other way. 
 
Interviewer 1: You said before that every two years you report to UN. How do you report to 
CBS? Or what is your relation with CBS. 
Interviewee: Well, we don’t report to CBS per se. I report.. the hierarchy in a sense, it’s a bit 
weird. I have an academic director, she is not really my boss. My boss comes from the Deans 
office and he is in the admin part of the dean office, because I am admin. However, both the 
academic director and myself, we see the Dean of education as our overall boss. Once every six 
weeks or so we will have meetings with the Dean of education so he can see where we’re going 
and what we’re doing and where he can help, which we never had before. We have never had 
this kind of back up from the dean of education, that’s new. I think it would also be interesting 
for you maybe to talk to the new academic director. 
 
Interviewer 1: Great. Also a more personal question maybe, about how you view the SDGs as 
a package. You said everyone sees it a bit differently. How do you see it? 
Interviewee: I don’t even see them as sustainable development goals. You know, I think that 
isn’t it for me. I think it’s global challenges. That’s quite a common term in PRME and UN. 
And if we have a global challenge it is our duty as business school to be part of the solution and 
not part of the problem. And currently what we teach is part of the problem. If we constantly 
teach that profit maximization is our goal. If we teach that producing goods in the cheapest way, 
regardless of the impact on society and the environment and simply because it goes to enforce 
profit maximization, I don’t see it’s sustainable and frankly we become part of the  problem and 
not the solution.  
 
Interviewer 1: That’s maybe also a good idea for the economics courses you mentioned, maybe 
they need new models.  
Interviewer 2: What do you think about the seminars you mentioned before? Do you think it is 
something that should be done more regularly? Or more learning for the professors? 
 
Interviewee: Yeah, I think at some point, someone, and preferably someone higher up should 
take a stand and say ‘look, we’re not telling you that you have to be a tree hugger, we’re not 
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telling you to love the SDGs, but we don’t see any reason, why for each and every educator we 
have, they rethink a little bit what they are teaching giving the challenges we are facing. Not to 
do this is frankly irresponsible. We can’t keep on teaching models that are treating resources as 
if they were endless. That is irresponsible and unrealistic. So I think businesses seem to be 
coming on board faster than educators. And then I also say ‘what a surprise’ [ironically meant]. 
Do you know these kind of jokes ‘how many people does it take to put on a light?’ And I am 
sure that there is someone that says ‘how many academics does it take?’ Because you put more 
than three academics in a room and it suddenly goes into paralysis because everyone has got 
their own ideas and opinion. And everyone has to be heard equally, right? So it’s a hell of a 
long process. And it’s intellectual. So everyone is sitting there discussing every single 
challenge. Which is great, but tic toc - world dying! We need to think a little faster.  
 
Interviewer 1: You also said you go into outreach. Do you feel that there is any kind of pressure 
from the outside to integrate it more? 
Interviewee: I think Louise has more experience with that. Because she is directly in contact 
with companies. Ours is more.. I mean of course we have it and experience it but not so a great 
extent. And also we shifted the word outreach or we decided because we used to take it quite 
literally, we’d like to help countries that might not have the resources that we do to make videos 
and create materials where we can teach about responsible management education which will 
include the SDGs and global challenges. And what we are specifically looking at doing is to 
bring more African countries into becoming PRME signatories. And also other developing 
countries. I think that’s our take on outreach 
 
Interviewer 2: You mentioned before that L. is doing more with other companies. To what 
extent would you say are you working together with other parts of CBS that are working with 
sustainability or trying to do something? 
Interviewee: Well, for example, L. put together this thing called the SDG task force and that 
brings academics and others from around CBS together. The first thing that came out of it is 
trying to find out how we can reduce CO2 emission with flights. And it’s sort of a whatever 
someone bits on, a very free group. That’s what some actors bit on and people jumped on board 
and said ‘yeah I think that’s important’. As part of this commitment we have two PRME 
champion meetings. One that is in South Africa in March and another in Australia in October. 
And particularly the one in South Africa, our academic director, who used to work in the UN 
has refused to go and said please try and screen us, so we can join certain sessions online.  
 
Interviewer 2: Walk the Talk.  
Interviewee: Yeah, and we do it. That’s the thing with PRME, we have to be cleaner than clean. 
We have the ugliest bins on earth because we have to recycle. We have glass bottles because 
we can’t have plastic, we are serious about it.  
 
Interviewer 2: Where do you wish to see sustainability at CBS  in the future? 
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Interviewee: Aaaah love it. My dream, including the former academic director, and I think a 
little bit the Dean of Education might half-agree with me. I think CBS is a great school. I think 
we have a lot to offer. But we are not LSE or Bocconi. We are not one of those big schools 
where you say ‘omg, I want to have the greatest education, so I go there’. So internationally 
speaking, even though we don’t want the international students anymore because they leave and 
take their precious knowledge with them, I think we should be the place where students go to 
learn about responsible management education and sustainability. We are a Nordic University 
or Business School, for gods sake. That’s the reason why people come and it makes sense. 
People are so shocked when they come and find out that it’s so green and grass and everyone 
goes on bikes and then you come to the canteen and all you see is plastic, plastic, plastic. So 
it’s not reflected in our campus, it’s not reflected in our teaching, it’s not really reflected in our 
mentality. And this is where I think we could be so Scandinavian and pioneers.  
 
Interviewer 1: That’s a great vision. Just in general, is there anything that you would have liked 
us to ask and we didn’t or would you like to add anything? 
Interviewee: Good question. One thing I’d say also. We have been doing a bit of an investigation 
because it was started by some university. Frankly they were trying to look at SDGs in 
education, curricula and research and we are a huge school compared to some of these champion 
schools. And we tried to do it, but it was impossible. It’s very difficult, for example when you 
look at something like poverty, no poverty [referring to SDG]. Because if you are trying to look 
at articles like poverty, of course you type in poverty, hunger, malnutrition. But you have to put 
in all the antonyms in. And even there, which was the one I wanted? I mean something as vague 
as quality education. An article can not mention quality education but something more abstract 
and might be dealing with something related to quality education. So some of those were very 
difficult to sort of look at.  
 
Interviewer 1: And when you implement the SDGs or search things like you just mentioned. 
Who tells you this? Like who gives you information on the SDGs? Only the UN? Or CBS as 
well? 
Interviewee: Only UN. And looking at what some other schools are doing. But I mean if you 
ever find a university that can say that it has implemented teaching the SDGs or getting all 
academics to write on the SDGs or sustainability, give it to me. Because I have no clue how it 
is done.  
 
Interviewer 1: It’s very hard to even know what it means to implement them. You can’t just put 
them in and it works and spreads. 
Interviewee: Exactly, I hear this question all the time. What do you mean ‘implement’? I would 
look into as well what do these vague terms mean, what is sustainability, what does it mean to 
implement, how many SDGs? What is partnerships for the goals, yes, everybody thinks of 
business, but it’s still vague. Even the subcategories.  
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3rd Interview  
 
Interviewer 1: Patricia 
Interviewer 2: Julia 
Interviewee: I_03 
Position: Intern at CBS Sustainability 
Date: 20.02.2019  
 
Interviewee: Nice to meet you, I am XX. Thank you for contacting me, I hope I can help. 
 
Interviewer 2: Yes, of course. And you are the intern of Louise right? 
Interviewee: I was last semester. Now I am done and I am just finalizing the report and that’s 
it.  
 
Interviewer 1: Can you tell us maybe a bit about your background and how you came to work 
as intern for Louise and with sustainability? 
Interviewee: I am studying International Business and Politics in my Bachelor and then since 
the first year, I don’t know, the first thing I think when I came to Denmark, I was applying for 
a lot of jobs because I like most of the European students I wanted to get SU. So I applied for 
many jobs, I got the opportunity to get interviewed by PRME and then it was Louise, she was 
looking for a student assistant to help her with communication and outreach. Everything related 
to communication. And then she liked me, she hired me and then I started working at PRME 
April 2017. And then basically I was doing all kind of social media and like promotion of events 
and then at some point, you know what PRME stands for? And I think everything we do is 
related to sustainability. Even Finance, everything needs to have a touch of sustainability in 
everything we do or like responsible management. At some point Louise got really engaged 
with the SDGs, even though the SDGs were introduced in 2015 and a little later PRME and I 
think Louise just started being very passionate about it. And then at some point PRME from 
New York, because HQ always tell the schools what are the guidelines that we should follow. 
And I think in 2017 the PRME Headquarters said, ok, now we want the PRME signatories to 
follow more the SDGs. Or try to implement the SDGs across universities. And from then on M. 
started working more with the SDGs, but in the office L. was the one most passionate about it. 
Not only because of her own interest, but also because of the guidelines of PRME. But from the 
beginning I would say, L. took the initiative on her own. I think every time you come up with 
a new idea or try to implement something new, there is a little bit of ‘oh, we have to see if that’s 
going to work or not’. And L. always carried out the initiatives by herself because she was so 
passionate about it. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you know how that works? Were you also engaged in these activities, so you 
had to communicate it to people. Do you know how the process is of doing that? 
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Interviewee: Not necessarily but basically PRME when they say something it's because they 
want the school to start implementing it in terms of teaching with the materials. So basically 
they wanted to have faculty more engaged with the SDGs and they wanted us to promote SDGs 
in classrooms. So like that the professors would actually implement the SDG language 
somehow in their courses.So that's their main priority. But besides that they also want the 
institution itself to engage and to like promote advance engage the students and top management 
especially. 
And basically because I was L.’s student assistant she was like she kind of infected me with this 
SDG stuff because she was like ‘Oh C., there will be this SDG event, can you go there to the 
event and then make a Facebook post or like multiple things about SDGs and suddenly 
everything I was doing was SDG, related somehow, more in terms of communication. And then 
at some point we started kind of having strategies about like, OK how can we actually promote 
SDGs at CBS. So like the students actually get to know about SDGs in a funny way. 
So then we came up with some videos that you can actually find at PRME and we interviewed 
some professors at CBS about their line of research and then we showed, so you see this what 
you're having in class you can it's actually super relatable with SDGs. So we wanted to create 
this connection for the students to see like oh actually this is around everything I do I just need 
to have a little more critical thinking about it like oh it's there like, Oh I make sense of 
sustainable development. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you know how it came because you started at PRME, right? And then there 
was like CBS sustainability and now L is working there, do you know how this kind of like 
evolved? 
Interviewee: So, CBS sustainability is a research center. And it only involves faculty so it's not 
student led but it's more faculty led because they do research and they they are kind of a platform 
between faculty that can share the research promote workshops events etc. So CBS 
sustainability was always there. They were founded in 2002 I think and PRME is another thing. 
So like they work together sometimes but it's two different things, but all inside the same 
department that it's the MSC department. So L. she was hired as being part of PRME, a project 
manager for PRME and last year in November she moved to CBS sustainability, not moved, 
but the center manager for CBS sustainability she went on maternity leave. So Louise took on 
her position for I think the next one year and a half, two years. I'm not sure. But as soon as she's 
back from maternity leave L. will probably go back to PRME or I don't know if she’s going to 
stay at CBS or not. It is two different things. So I think it's very important to have a mind that 
like PRME has like two focus that it's both students and faculty. But CBS sustainability in my 
perspective, and I think L. would agree with me, is way more faculty related. So like they're 
trying to open up for the students and to like for for example they have a talk with the professor 
discussing about their research paper. So they're making open events or students are able to 
join, but the main focus is it's research. It's faculty. 
 
Interviewer 2: What do you mean exactly by faculty? 
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Interviewee: Professors, Phd students 
 
Interviewer 2: So your aim is that they work with sustainability in their research? 
Interviewee: Yes. But like a CSR responsible management everything that relates to 
sustainability slash responsibility.  
 
Interviewer 1: Do you know what parties are involved? Who kind of tells you OK, so let's start 
this initiative or let's do this event or let's have a talk from this professor. I don't know stuff like 
this. Do you know how this.  
Interviewee: Who has the final say? 
 
Interviewer 1: Exactly.  
Interviewee: Well, SDG related for example, students for the global goals it was Louise who 
came up with the idea. So she herself, came up with this idea I don't know if she was inspired 
by another university somewhere else. I don't know about that but she came up with the idea 
and then she kind of mobilized stakeholders and the student assistant should be the project 
manager of the event. 
And she did everything by herself. So no one was above her saying like all I want that to happen 
it was her who came up with the idea and then she kind of had everything in place before she 
presented to M. for example. Because at that time even though she is the project manager of 
PRME, M. is the head of PRME, so if M. says no I don't want you to do that, she couldn't have 
done it like basically everything was done before she came up to M. and it was just like, well I 
don't have like I don't need to do any work. You know it's everything kind of set up. That's fine. 
Let's follow with that. 
 
Interviewer 1:  Cool, and the budgeting and everything also comes from PRME? 
Interviewee: No, it was sponsored, completely sponsored.  
 
Interviewer 1: So it’s not very much into CBS related budget? 
Interviewee: No, but I mean it is promoted by CBS. In a way because the student assistant was 
paid by CBS. But the event itself like to I don't know to print that material like everything else 
was paid with money from sponsors. So, yeah I mean in generals I think CBS is structure is 
kind of complicated because I think with very few exceptions, because when it comes to faculty, 
they have a lot of space to decide what they want to research you know because that's what is 
being faculty, like a professor that you're developing your line of research so maybe the only 
person above all of them or also above the sustainability research center is the dean of research 
at CBS. So if there something crazy happening there he says keep moving that one segment. Or 
no don't follow with that. But it's still a long way to get to him. You know there are other people 
in between that have the decision as well. 
 
Interviewer 2: You said before that you are responsible for communicating about SDGs, right?  
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Interviewee: It was basically Louise, she gave me the guidelines. 
 
Interviewer 2: OK, so can you tell us a bit like where you communicate it and for example, what 
you communicate? 
Interviewee: So, social media channels. It was we've found out it’s the main platform to find 
students so like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.  
 
Interviewer 2: So what group would that be on Facebook for example? 
Interviewee: It’s CBS PRME. 
 
Interviewer 2: And what kind of content would you write? 
Interviewee: All kinds of things like if there was an interesting article about SDGs I would post 
that and say like hey guys, so they just launched this super interesting article, check it out. 
Interviewer 1: Do you know how this works internally? So this would be more for the students 
and not especially for faculty. They're doing research. Does that also go like the other way 
around. Sort of like we need to communicate this to our colleagues? 
Interviewee: Yes. PRME also communicates with faculty, but not through Facebook. I don't 
know if they want to communicate something through like emails or like the internal platform 
at CBS, anything that not social media. Basically yeah but to be honest like in terms of 
communicating with faculty I don't know much about it because I was never in charge of that 
and that's something that the academic head of PRME that is not M.. But it's like because that 
M. is the administrative one and there's the academic one as well. You should ask her. 
Interviewer 2: OK. So, I have like some more SDG related questions. Do you know maybe what 
the process looks like. So if, for example, they want to to implement in any way SDGs for 
example in research or if they want to write more about sustainability? I don't know, any activity 
or something like that, how that would work? 
 
Interviewee: OK, so if we say I'm going to start with research. From what I've seen in my 
experience. It's that our professors they don't like to be told what they should do or not. And 
most of them to be honest at the MSC department  they do something related with SDGs 
because it is already in their research. I think the thing about this SDGs also should be that it is 
a frame. It's like a language framework. That you can kind of like pick and choose. Even though 
they're all related like it's something that it can just take like oh it makes a lot of sense with this. 
So it is related. It is basically what they're doing but I don't think it's possible or I don't think it 
has been possible in any way to say like, ‘Oh, professor like so I want you to like research 
something with SDG 11. And writing down the SDG as part of the research. That has not 
happened and it will not happen.’ But I think in the last years because of all of this hype around 
the SDGs,  faculty have becoming more and more aware of the fact that their line of research 
fits the targets of this somehow and they're becoming more and more open to share that as a 
possible comparison like ‘oh yes my I am studying something related to a SDG 11, but not 
necessarily adding SDG 11 inside the research but like just showing this connection to people 
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who know. And then in terms of activities we try to relate to implement the SDGs. What I’ve 
experienced as well especially with Louise is that for her to implement the SDGs, the easiest 
way is to start with students. In then kind of like from the students create an interest, faculty is 
going to notice and then top management is going to notice. So it's kind of like instead of going 
from the top to bottom it's always from the bottom to the top. You know as the students start. 
And then because they're super interested they going to influence faculty and they can influence 
top management. So all SDG related activities start with the students and not the other way 
around. And I would say the first one was the students for the goals. It was the first very relatable 
one, I mean it’s called ‘students for the global goals’. So I think it was very obvious that it was 
related. But also the process I think that depends. 
Interviewer 1: Would you say that what you mentioned before is a big challenge, when 
promoting or like trying to bring more sustainability on campus that it more starts at the bottom 
line and then goes up. 
 
Interviewee: I think CBS in the last years has improved a lot. But I mean the thing about this is 
is that I think the first way the only way you can implement them so we like to hype issues 
about it. But I mean when it comes to like sustainability related classes or courses it's something 
way more complicated. Because it's going to the study board saying like ‘oh the students want 
more sustainability’. But then the study board is going to say like ‘OK so do you have a survey. 
Do you have a which kind of method did you use a collector survey like did you actually go to 
all programs at CBS. And that's like people going from maths to I don't know my minors in 
CSR what they think about it because yes because they just want to avoid that this little bubble 
sustainability kind of goes everywhere and the students that are super interested say oh we 
should have sustainability for everyone but maybe not everyone wants. So I think every time 
when it comes to like professors, study boards, and top management and it's way more difficult 
to implement sustainability initiatives for example because of this you know because they're 
very conscious about what they're giving to the students and what are the real events. And that's 
something very hard to see like what it is meant because you get 20.000 students at CBS. 
Interviewer 1: But do you think that students are even aware of the possibility or at least what 
it actually means to have sustainability? 
 
Interviewee: I think most of the students don't. Not at all because I think I live in a bubble like 
I'm in the group of people that are super interested in sustainability and responsibility. But at 
the same time like I see people at CBS and actually I'm going to share with you this article but 
I was with this guy, the last project manager for students for the global goals and we went out 
at CBS asking people if they know about the SDGs. And actually only forty two percent (42%) 
of students at CBS knew about the SDGs. Out of, it was a very small sample, it was only a 
hundred students. Only forty two percent knew about this. They were just like you know when 
you think like oh everyone does know about it. You know like, that's not what happened. So I 
think like many students don’t care about it and maybe they don't care because they have never 
been due to sustainability self or like the whole concept of the SDGs and it's not only UN stuff. 
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No, there's like there's so many cool things inside the SDGs that are connected in so many ways. 
And some are just not interested at all like, that's how it is. You’re  always going to have the 
type that don't care of course.  
 
Interviewer 1: About the survey, so you conducted a survey to know how many people are 
aware of the SDGs? 
Interviewee: Yes, it I was just a very small survey. so we had an overview. We basically 
interviewed I think around a hundred or hundred twenty students. Yeah I mean it's you know 
it's nothing much analyze or something but we wrote an article at CBS wire.Maybe it's also here 
in the business of society.   
 
Interviewer 1: So what are you writing about in the report? 
Interviewee: So basically the report is gathering all of the SDG related initiatives from PRME 
that we started. Faculty related, the SDG task force, the vegetarian policy. And then a few 
initiatives that are more top management related. The thing about the report is just like we get 
it like happenings at CBS and the like a two years time frame to to kind of show how it has 
developed and when it started like it was like the first SDG related thing that PRME promoted. 
It was this hackathon, the sustainable campus hackathon. And then it was kind of the kickstart 
of a lot of SDG related events, you know. And then the last one is more about how top 
management in the last year has been even more engaged about it. You know we cannot say 
that they really care. But at least for example last year for the first time there was a UN day held 
at CBS and for the first time the president of CBS, he was there and he had a speech and behind 
him there was those two SDG posters. Like maybe he doesn't care. But like just putting him in 
the position of being there on the day talking about the SDGs I think it already shows like kind 
of it's a little mosquito bite in the top management. So yeah the report is basically like gathering 
all of the initiatives and it’s going to be done by Mid March.   
I am going to send it to you. It's not proofread or anything you know like like there's one of the 
articles that we have to write on for a few more months about it but it's basically like this we're 
going to have faculty engagement student engagement and top management engagement. 
And then the last section that we're not sure yet it's going to be kind of like her wrap up because 
it is going to entail the Sustainability Strategy and the Sustainability festival that is going to 
happen in September in Frederiksberg commune that L. is one of the responsibles for organizing 
as well. So then you might for example have the faculty engagement section we have to then 
determine the policy that it was something implemented at the department. That every time you 
have an event or a workshop or a meeting and you order a meal from spisestuerne, they're only 
going to deliver vegetarian food, unless you request like ‘Oh but I want my five plates of that 
including meat’ or something like that. So everything that they order something is going to 
be  vegetarian unless they say something. 
So kind of trying to minimize the meat consumption in the department and especially when you 
have events with so many people attending. And then we have the SDG task force, it's missing 
some lines. But yeah it's just how the faculty is helping like came together to implement SDGs. 
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And I think the biggest thing that they're doing right now is flight policy. That they wrote this 
letter to top management kind of like tackle this issue of flying so much because they fly so 
much and sometimes so there's no need for flying that much. So that's something very 
interesting that they actually kind of step out and say ‘Look all we want to do it’. And one thing 
that it's interesting to say about it is that they don't have that much time. So it's very hard to get 
them to sit again in the classroom to talk about something else that is not related to their classes 
or their lessons. So you know it's very very hard. But I think it has been very successful in the 
last months because some people took the lead in just like they actually sat down without me 
telling them or L. setting up the meeting,  but they met between themselves and said ‘No let's 
do this let's write this policy’.  
 
Interviewer 1: Do you know who is involved now, like it is like professors? 
Interviewee:  It's professors, mostly we have seven departments represented by now you should 
also check this out. And the hardest one to get on board is finance. But yet like it's mostly 
professors and then there's also CBS business, there's top management which is represented by 
D., she's the vice president of foreign affairs. And then there is Oikos. (...) And then we a 
sustainable consumption conference it was held in June last year and it was like a sustainable 
consumption conference where they had a lot of debates about like sustainable practices. And 
everything the conference was made or was organized to have the least impact on the 
environment as possible. So it was very interesting and actually there's a guide that you can 
have access to with all of that learnings, like 30 pages guides . So that's basically the second 
section. But the reports I think is just a way of sharing our learnings because one thing that me 
and L. want is that we want to have like a global view of the events. What were the challenges 
and what are you looking at. So it's kind of like we don't expect that all the professors  look at 
this and say ‘Look all we can do the same’. Like you can't copy things because each person has 
their own organization. But right now we just want inspire people like ‘Oh that's super cool 
maybe we could do something different’.  
 
Interviewer 2: Where is the report going to be published? 
Interviewee: We don't know yet. I think Louisa and me we haven't decided that yet. Like we're 
going to get them as soon as possible. But at the same time. I don't know if we're going to print 
or if we just share on the Website or it's sort of service to SDSN. 
 
Interviewer 1: When looking at the challenges that you encountered when doing like this event 
or like you know stuff that you like what would you say are the main challenges or the key 
challenges? 
Interviewee: I think because the SDGS are something so new.  When it comes to the students 
or administrators students is that it's always hard to engage stakeholders to promote something 
that is SDG related or at least it was hard. But I think it's become more easy and easy because 
like all companies want to have the SDGs in their sustainability report or at least say that they 
have something to do with the SDGs. So. I think we kind of got over that step and that was the 
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biggest challenge. Sure. OK. But I think it's also important to to like highlight. In Scandinavia, 
I think it's a bubble itself when it comes to the SDGs because there are other countries or 
universities in other countries that maybe they're not fully engaged but because it also a matter 
of resources like to spend because like sponsoring an event it's a matter of like you could have 
it and the big companies in other places are not fully engaged in the SDGs because it's just not 
their priority or aim. So I think in Scandinavia itself it’s a very SDG friendly place to have these 
sort of initiatives you know. So that's why I think we did so well but I think it's always a 
challenge when you want to implement something new. And you want to sell the idea and show 
the effect.  
 
Interviewer 1:  What would you say is the vision when it comes to sustainability at CBS? 
Interviewee: Honestly, I think CBS still makes use of sustainability as a brand. I think we have 
one of the strongest sustainability departments in terms of CSR and anything that's related to 
responsible management. But I think CBS as an institution they don't make use of that you know 
because it's something that they could have been promoting everywhere like sustainability in 
CBS institutionalized. We are so engaged, but to be honest it was only last year that they started 
with this sustainability strategy on campus for waste sorting and decreasing water usage and 
like making energy more efficient with chemicals and it's something that KU for example has 
been doing for the last 10 years or so. So I think to be honest CBS is like very much behind not 
in terms of research but in terms of sustainability on campus. But even though we have a very 
strong Sustainability Research it's something that is not promoted as much.  
 
Interviewer 1: And what do you think determines like this pace of change towards sustainability 
here. Like what is like what could be like a factor that influences.  
Interviewee: Well, I think it's certainly top management because if they don't want to promote 
that or if they don't want to have CBS as being known for sustainability, like CBS as a 
sustainability elite university it is not going to work. So I think it's at the end it's all about 
politics. And what they want. And somehow I think that sustainability has in the last years like 
improved in terms of the courses lectures like programs. Mostly because the industry wanted 
and needed some sort of fresher or like CBS is adapting to kind of meet the demand of the 
market because I think if there is not a demand CBS won’t try to meet that. 
Interviewer 1: And then we have two closing questions. What is your vision or what are your 
wishes and sustainability at CBS in the future? 
Interviewee: I look like I'm talking from a student perspective. Oh it sounds like. I would love 
to have more classes that touch on sustainability and you know it's something that is not the last 
topic of the last class. You know like at the last 10 minutes of the class. Because I think 
professors in general especially like this more traditional topics like macroeconomics, 
accounting, marketing, like I see that is hard to implement the sustainability mindset in your 
classes. I'm not saying that should reformulate everything so you only talk about sustainability 
because that's not what it's supposed to be. But I think somehow this shouldn't the professors 
should have in mind that I think that our world is changing so much that they need to kind of 
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put it in the students head and kind of foster this sustainability interest and I think it's not being 
done so far. So I think my vision would be the study boards from all departments they actually 
are more engaged in promoting sustainability by not keeping all classes about sustainability but 
actually putting effort to produce to like make something that you make the students interested 
about. And you're just like you know you've fostered this like at the end maybe ten, like half of 
the students won’t follow the sustainability mind, just because that's how it is like everyone's 
not going to be interested. But I think you should give everyone an opportunity and I think 
they're not doing that yet. I think it's improving but it's not there yet. Yeah. 
Interviewer 1: And our last question is there anything that we should have asked or any we 
didn't touch on some topics that you would like to talk about.? 
Interviewee: think CBS should work more with other universes when it comes to like 
implementing the SDGs. Because I think we're such a good example of that. And I truly think 
that CBS is a leading university in implementing the SDGs even though it's it hasn't been done 
so far by top management but like from the bottom up. But I do think that we have so many 
examples that we could actually help other places putting in place what they think about it or 
like their practices. And I just think that we should as an institution like we should kind of come 
more together instead of like ‘oh but that's the what this is all shit’. That's what a lot of professors 
say. And instead of having that sort of argument you know I think we should be a little more. 
Just try to like the everyone together actually create something that is strong enough and help 
all the universities should be like all you know like we're doing this at CBS. So if you want to 
implement that as well like just come and like be open to give feedback or to share the learnings. 
And I think that's what this report is about because that is not being done. But at the same time 
like I said it's me and L. doing the report. Even though we say it is at CBS, it's not CBS that 
wants to do a report, it's us you know. And of course there will always be critics but that's how 
it is. But I think we're doing a lot considering that. Consider our times schedules and like our 
daily lives it's something that I've been doing just for months. No no no. Very nice. 
Interviewer 1: Thank you so much. 
 
4th Interview  
 
Interviewer 1: Julia Posch 
Interviewer 2: Anca Patricia Dinu 
Interviewee: I_04 
Position: Sustainable Design Developer 
Date: 25.02.2018 
 
Interviewee: All the time I think of what my boss would say to my suggestion. Yeah,  but even 
more so what the next boss would think and the next next. That's the bureaucracy. So in that 
sense my job is actually to find ways to to make sure that sustainability is on the topics even 
though it goes all the way up through the ladder. So, that's how I see it myself. My main 
responsibility is actually to get it through the system. But that on the other hand is very difficult. 
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If the system sort of recognizes this issue, this very important issue. But it's also a top down. 
Last year, Kristen Winther, the university director, wanted sustainability to be a topic, a special 
topic but the topic in my case is mostly in matters of operational stuff. I come from the campus 
service part. So it's about the campus environment and my job is to see how can you be even 
more sustainable, talking about the campus environment, the building environment. But 
nevertheless we have a legacy from student projects and so on. There's a lot of sustainability 
going on already at CBS, but more in a theoretical aspect. So now actually  it would be sad not 
to join forces so it makes sense to think of the operational strategy as a test bed sort of, 
something that students and researchers can use in their research and work. And I work with 
Kristjan Jespersen and I'm very eager to make this triangle work with the researchers, the tech 
stuff like me and the students, so that it comes all together, a joint force, so to speak and all 
parts of university should come together. So yeah back to your question. It's just that ‘all gender’ 
is not my specific top topic here. I mean, I can put signs on the toilet doors but I'm not (...) Well, 
to be precise I'm trying to broaden out the strategy at the moment because my job is to do it 
only for campus building environment but I'm trying to convince senior management that it's 
going to be a broad CBS initiative where all gender is also a part of the discussion. So let me 
get this that, this is the one you know (shows sustainability strategy) I mean it's kind of fluffy 
some would say but the whole point is to to be aligned with the senior management to tell them 
that now. Well, now it's the story from my point. I guess that's what you need. To be aligned 
with the senior management in order to be able to to continue. I mean, if somebody always 
seems to say A, not to say A B or C at least it's kind of I don't want to work under the radar 
because it makes my job very difficult. Because I have to go around to the organization and ask 
for stuff just if I want to do some Waste Management System, I have to go to all kind of corners 
of the organization. And if I don't have the mandate it's very difficult for me. Then it becomes 
very relational. 
Interviewer 1: So I didn't really understand because you said on the one hand that you got told 
you should write the sustainability report and on the other hand to say you have to try to 
convince them somehow to do it. How does that dynamic work?  
 
Interviewee: Well, it's just that sustainability has for many years... Well, there was this green 
team back in the days and yeah. But it was shut down. I wasn't there so I don't know exactly 
why but I think there was some difficulties in the way that it was handled organizationally. I 
mean the leadership and the grouping that. I mean they did a lot of stuff on their own but it 
wasn't like integrated into the organization. For instance, the waste management system, that 
they just put up the bins without engaging the guys who we need to bring down the bins. Maybe 
they told them that they should do it but they're not on the same page. So I think it's so important 
that we in my position try to...It's pretty much about massaging the system and make it make it 
work. So in that sense it's I feel like I have to fight a little bit for this topic but it's true that this 
one is this one is a top down (referring to sustainability strategy). I mean we were asked to do 
this and now we're doing it and we're trying to make it really ambitious and we don't know the 
answer yet whether it's going to be approved. So this is the third year, this is the plan (shows us 
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the sustainability plan) there isn't one specific kind of, yeah, but you have to bear in mind that 
it's very important with these kind of strategies papers not to be too specific because otherwise 
you will create a very narrow space for use for yourself to work within. So there is actually a 
point in having a little bit of a fluffy document. But this one is not official yet so I cannot give 
it to you now but it's, well it's basically called a sustainability plan. Yeah. And it has goals and 
initiatives. So basically it is structured like this: This one is about reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. It has some initiatives. You can read them but it's kind of, I mean, it doesn't say like 
do something about the ventilation system but it says something about ‘make a list of things 
that you can do in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions’ then it has an outcome. And it's 
actually pretty ambitious. Yeah well it's in the in the Copenhagen region it's set to be neutral in 
2025 actually. But they will not be able to make it and Frederiksberg municipality said that they 
would maybe be able to make it in 2030 but still. I mean, it's special, they focus on special parts 
that they see within, I mean, for instance, transportation or the public cars should be used neutral 
(meaning no greenhouse gas emission). So it's kind of I mean it's also it's not like all this but 
it's in specific areas. So we have to define that also. I mean is that there's a space there for a 
specification. 
Interviewer 1: And does it also have measurements, like how you will measure that 
performance? 
Interviewee: Yeah, it's a part of the conduct an annual the team blablabla. So, the first thing is 
to have a baseline. Yeah, I know exactly what what the measurements are we look at. I mean, 
traditionally it is about the fleet, the cars that we have, the energy consumption from the 
buildings. And then in this case also the flights because it's like half of what we do, emission 
wise. Flying is like half of the emission. But then then it's you could look into what do you use 
in the green areas to get rid of the green stuff. Some gardeners use a lot of gas for instance. So 
that is a small topic. And we also talked about, you know, the meat in the cantina and all that 
kind of stuff so I would actually like to broaden it out and see whether it could be a very holistic 
matrix. But of course we have to focus on the big subjects like energy consumption. 
That's the biggest one. So it is of course also we might also consider whether it makes sense to 
look at the meat in the cantina. In that sense, yes. And furthermore it might be difficult to 
calculate. 
Interviewer 1: Do you know why this strategy is independent from the overall CBS strategy?. 
Interviewee: It’s supposed to be a sub-strategy. So the CBS business and society is up here and 
this one supports the business strategy. 
 
Interviewer 1: We looked into the overall strategy and it does only subtly mention the word 
sustainability anywhere, do you know why that is? 
 
Interviewee: Well basically it was shut down in 2015. It was before my time and then it was 
opened up again in 2017 I guess. I guess that strategy is a little earlier. But it hasn't been a topic 
in the senior management for the last five years but it is now. So that's a good story. 
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The reason why I'm saying that I have to struggle is making my own story. But I'm very eager 
to find out where the how ambitious we are. Is it greenwashing or is it is it for real.  
 
Interviewer 2: I know but it's very interesting. I would have one question. So you said that if 
you want to to do certain things like for example changed. I don't know the pictures on the toilet. 
How do you go about it?  
Interviewee: Well, it hasn't been decided yet but just the way it used to work is we have a 
portfolio of projects within the campus. And there's actually Kirsten Winther, the university 
director, who is leading that group of people deciding what projects to carry out. So there's an 
amount of money and each department, also this one, will turn in their ideas of what projects 
are needed for the next year and then it will be decided in the portfolio management group what 
projects to carry out. So it's actually it used to be nearly once a year, now they meet actually 
every quarter. And it is true that it is now possible to for you, the users of campus, to write if 
you feel like you have a project for CBS. In this sense it in this context is very cool to have that 
because it allows you to suggest sustainable projects. So I'm very very interested in finding out 
finding out the way that it's going to work in the future. It's still under in the making sort of I 
mean it works now but nobody really knows. But then I was actually on the CBS share there's 
a possibility the possibility to write your ideas and that's a form that you have to fill out on CBS 
share.  
Interviewer 1: And also our master thesis is more in relation to the SDGs and we want to find 
out how to implement them at universities. Do you work with them at all or is it for you more 
sustainability in general? 
Interviewee: Well, I can show you what the topics. Well one of s the 17 goals that we work on. 
But it's it's like reverse because it's a little bit too broad. In my case because I work with the 
building environment and it's very you know there's a lot of that there are already standards in 
my field like the DGNB (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen), the German one that 
I use. So that is just it has been so for many is that within my field the building field we have 
been using the standard of social, environmental and economic aspects. And it actually works 
because there's a lot of the indicators underneath those criteria, as well. So there's a lot of 
detailed information there. And of course the SDGs is a way of broadening out that 
perspective,  of course talking about ‘all gender’. I think it would be it's obvious to try and get 
it in here. So you're actually using them in the sense that can you make it a little bit more wider 
strategy so that it's not only about consumption and public spaces you know how to save money 
and in ways.  
 
Interviewer 1: Just in general, what is your exact position within CBS again? I think we jumped 
that point a bit.   
 
Interviewee: Well, I'm an architect and I used to work in an architectural company but then my 
I had a colleague who worked here in campus development a department that is no longer here.   
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And that department was put into the world in order to make a master plan for this area. You 
probably know it is is the posters out there. (shows posters in the corridor). It was an ambitious 
one for 30500 square meters more in this area. So this campus development was put up with 
this purpose but also with the purpose of helping student innovation house. So, I actually came 
here because I've been doing a lot of youth involvement previously in DTU as a consultant. So 
that was actually my main task. And I've been working on that for years now. But it's it's pretty 
much over. So now I'm looking for job opportunities. So my position is well is basically a 
project leader in the state management. I mean we sit in there, we're like 15 people. Like maybe 
20. I don't know exactly but, most of them are project leaders taking care of projects all over 
campus. That's a purpose within the organization. Okay. 
Interviewer 1: And how did you come to work with sustainability or was this part of your job? 
Interviewee: Well, actually it started out with the master plan that it was going to be certified 
due to the DGNB standard. And we foresee that we can get gold. Actually platinum is the best. 
But gold but it's all on the paper. It's not there yet. Because we didn't get the funding but so far 
the master plan on the paper is green. And that's where it all started for me with the DGNB 
standard. I was interested before, but that's when my knowledge kind of got deeper. 
Interviewer 2: So you're writing with Kristjan Jespersen together, right? The CBS strategy. But 
he is from the research pillar of CBS right? Was this like something that they told you to do, 
like to collaborate to get invited together or did you do it voluntarily? How did the collaboration 
come together? 
Interviewee: We basically paid him as an advisor. He's an adviser. I mean he could have been 
and external but it makes sense that he's from CBS. And we did that because he he also had 
done the master plan with Robinson. So they they shaped the first idea, the vision of CBS, but 
in the context of new buildings. So now it's another story but he's the one that CBS at least to 
my knowledge who is the most practical guy about sustainability. I mean he knows that it's 
going to be real projects. It's not it's not like a research project about sustainability.  
 
Interviewer 1: What do you mean by the most practical? 
Interviewee: I've been working with him previously and I we have a good connection. I'm the 
practical guy here. I mean that's the triangle I'm trying to describe. You can give me some 
theoretical knowledge that I don't have. In this case you can also help us, because it has to be 
academic. So, when I write my English is not academic. Basically it is to help each other.  
Interviewer 1: You said before that for the plan you used to those standards. DGNB, but did 
you also collaborate with other departments of CBS or PRME, or an effort to put this together. 
Who was involved? 
Interviewee: To begin with we had a green team. It was PRME, me and Kristjan and we tried 
to broaden out the team but it didn't work in the sense. It's easier at least at this stage to kind of 
align with the management. I work a lot with the campus director trying to understand the 
politics in this. I mean it's basically the campus service doing the job for CBS. So I was helping 
the campus director to do this. And he's very clever in the whole political game. I mean he's 
been here for 20 or 25 years. It began a little bit more like a bottom up and it's to sort of. Well, 
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René asked me to do it. But then it's not like black and white. I can it another way. It's just easier 
to broaden out engagements later on because now we have to shape the organization and then 
we can go and talk to people about it because we sort of first we need to know how much should 
we work on this. Because basically it's also how much our should I put into it. We need to align 
with the management before we can go out and they also have to give us sort of a mandate so 
that we can go and disturb people. To begin with it was difficult for me to go around especially 
for Kristjan because who was this guy and why he's addressing me. Well, he has no problem 
with going to Gregor or the Deans if he feels like that's the thing to do so but this kind of 
organization people would feel that it's odd. And why are you here? And who sent you? We 
need the mandate. That's the simple explanation. Somebody should tell us that, so that we can 
say that  these two guys are working on this and they have the authority to go around and ask 
questions. That's basically it. So it's the minute we get that it's easier for us to broaden out the 
engagement. And that's that's your whole the whole idea is that so that Kristjan and me are 
going to define the whole thing and then nobody else is going to say anything against it. So 
that's also the reason why it has to be broad to begin with. And then we can talk about specific 
projects underneath. Specific strategies. 
Interviewer 1: You know when this will be published? 
 
Interviewee: Not exactly, but hopefully it's going to be approved in March. And perhaps 
published in April. It’s politics.  
 
Interviewer 1: What would you say is the main aspect that determined how fast this change is 
going to happen at CBS? 
 
Interviewee: We are working on it, so that’s a change. We didn’t do that previously. But we’re 
still in planning mode, so there is not happening a lot on campus. Well, there are happening 
some things and have been happening. I mean we changed light bulbs into LEDs and this guy 
out there (points to man making coffee) he is working on the ventilation systems. It’s about 
lowering the energy consumption and also to create a better indoor consumption. That’s an 
experiment going on at SP and we’re also going to make a new cooling system. You know,  this 
summer it has been very hot and the cooling system has been broken, so we need to fix that. 
They are part of the story of things that we are already doing but they also help in terms of 
sustainability. So, it’s not about having a lot of new projects, it’s also about being more aware 
of what to do with the existing projects, so that they become even more sustainable. That’s why 
the portfolio afterwards.. that’s basically the question now. Does this mean another 50 million 
or does it just mean that we have to think more about this topic when we do stuff. Ultimately, 
at the end it should just be so that we do that, think in the ways of sustainability. At least that’s 
the goal. Does it make sense? 
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Interviewer 2: Yes totally. It’s not easy to implement all that stuff. So I wanted to ask you what 
challenges do you encounter when you set up the strategy and do all the initiatives. Where are 
the barriers? 
 
Interviewee: Well, if the university director says that we need a new ventilation, then we just 
do it and then there is no problem in doing that. And it doesn’t even have to be the university 
director. If we in Campus Service have money approved for ventilation systems by the 
university director previously, then we can work on that. And I worked with Nils to make it 
more green. And for instance the cooling system, I am going to talk Frederiksberg municipality 
about district cooling and he is going to talk to some other guys about some standard cooling. 
Amoniak is the traditional one - doesn’t sound good - and we have to compare the two business 
cases. I would like to think about business cases in the future, not only in terms of money but 
also in environmental and societal aspects. So that it becomes integrated in the thinking. So that 
we can do things that are a little bit more expensive if it has value on the other aspects. One 
thing is also to do pilot projects. We have a very diverse system in the basement for waste 
sorting. And it is sorted, if it’s like spisestuerne and from the departments, for instance paper, 
and cupboard. But in departments locally and I think also in the classrooms there is no such 
sorting system. So we are trying to build that. And I am trying to learn a little bit about it. We 
have general waste, plastic soft and hard, I am trying to get rid of the plastic, and then we have 
metal. I am working with Oikos on a project for recycling, do you know it?  
 
Interviewer 2: Guerilla recycling? 
 
Interviewee: Exactly. To upscale it in the four levels and to bring it down. It was funded before 
but we want to find out with the campaign and the communication strategy, can we make it 
work? Because what happened before is that it was thrown in random bins and when you go 
down it doesn’t work. You don’t get the recycling at all. So here the thesis was that the answer 
is communication. We don’t know yet. To answer your question, that’s a learning process where 
we get more knowledge about it and then we will be able to upscale it, and know what are the 
difficulties. I mean it would be nice to have a waste management system everywhere. It’s the 
same with the ventilation system. If it works here, we might implement it in other parts of the 
university.  
 
Interviewer 1: So when you think of this upscaling, what’s your vision for CBS in the future? 
 
Interviewee: I don’t think CBS can save the world, but we can showcase solutions - that’s even 
better - to other universities, maybe to the rest of whole world, that are effective. so that we can 
have a greater impact.  
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Interviewer 2: Even though you didn’t mention it, but we heard that you are also part of the 
SDG task force. And I was thinking, what does it mean exactly to be part of it and how did it 
happen? 
 
Interviewee: Well, Louise Thomsen started it and basically we’re still talking about what it is. 
The reason why it is useful is that it is a network where people with a concern for sustainability 
get together. I mean, only to get the knowledge of who is doing what at campus with 25000 
people is difficult. And these are the hardcore ones and they would know who is supportive to 
these issues. I think the most valuable thing about it is to have the possibility to talk about it 
together. 
 
Interviewer 1: Who can join it? 
 
Interviewee: Anyone can actually. We would like to have it as big as possible. You could say 
that is a bottom-up thing and we don’t need to get it approved. We can just do things in daily 
praxis. But the SDG task force is actually working right now on flight policy and other 
researchers to prevent people from flying in excess. There are going to be some spin-offs but 
the SDG task force is trying to find its purpose within CBS. It’s not a top down so it’s not 
officially put in the world by the management. But Louise Siest is there, she is not in senior 
management but she takes care of business relationships to companies.  
 
Interviewer 1: Do you have anything left you would like to say or we didn’t ask you that you 
would like to add? 
 
Interviewee: I am still trying to figure out what you guys are doing. 
 
5th Interview  
Interviewer 1: Anca Patricia Dinu 
Interviewer 2: Julia Posh 
Interviewee: I_05 
Position: CBS Professor and Sustainability Advisor  
Date: 25.02.2018 
 
Interviewee: Great. Good. So I give permission for you to record this conversation. I apologize. 
I haven't got a lot of time.  
Interviewer 1: We would need a little bit of a short description of what is your position at CBS 
and how did you come to work with sustainability? 
 
Interviewee: OK. My name is XX and I'm the assistant professor for sustainable innovation and 
entrepreneurship at the Department of Management Society and Communications. I'm also one 
of the original lead authors for the campus redevelopment project for sustainability and also the 
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lead author for the new sustainability plan for the campus. So within that and I am also part of 
the CBS Sustainability Center and the Center for Business and Development Studies within this 
department. So there's multiple roles but I am probably the only faculty person who has an 
official appointment by senior management to a university wide policy project. So historically 
that is held within operations. So differentiate between what for example Louise does at the 
CBS Sustainability which is a center within a department. 
So that will always be where that starts. And in the end their first role is to support the members 
of the department versus sort of my role which is to link and collaborate across both leadership 
operations, research and education, and campus health and neighborhood. So I have to design 
and sort of bring everything together, within sort of specific goal, strategies and outcomes. So 
that's my overall goal. 
 
And how do you go about trying to bring all these parts together? 
Interviewee: So how is that the reason why I got called in was because,  just historically, CBS 
had the ambition of expanding the campus with six new buildings and one point five billion 
kroners of investment, we are the one university in Denmark that has the least amount of square 
meters per student. And so like for example there are still students who have like lecturers in 
the cinema and things like that there's a shortage of space. 
 
And so there is an opportunity to expand the campus space, also anticipating the 100 year 
anniversary and so understanding that this represents the last exciting green space in 
Frederiksberg outside of the hospital, a lot of emphasis was focused on sustainability. Now this 
is very different than doing sort of niche sort of projects like I could do one off projects in terms 
of sustainability and those projects are really very important for students to do, right? Because 
I think the faculty and university administration have a difficult time saying no to students when 
it comes to for example a foodways policy or when it comes to travel policy or our CO2 
emission. 
And I think those are really great initiatives but they fit into a broader strategy when it comes 
to the footprint of our campus and how do we view it. And so for example, I do not worry about 
our carbon emissions. I consider my carbon emissions now, for the campus. But I have the 
ambition of 2025. So my scale is very different. So I look at 2025 as my endpoint and I use it 
in terms of methods, where you say this is where I want to be and then I move backwards. And 
so then I, as a as a result I look at all the steps I have to do to get to 2025. And so for example 
we determine like 80 percent reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 in conjunction with the 
municipality. So the municipality has very ambitious carbon reduction plans. So we align 
ourselves with those. 
Interviewer 1: What do you mean by 'we'? 
 
Interviewee: The operations. And that is ultimately in the operations and as well the dean of 
research as well as has taken into considerations, travel and also the procurement policy. So 
CBS legal. So let's take for example our carbon emissions. To use carbon as a very general term 
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like one example. I could use the KU metric of carbon. Which is the one I don't want to use, 
specifically because their metric for carbon is one that's divided across per person. 
So they take their emissions and based on their student enrollment, faculty administration, they 
divide it. So the ambition that I have to go about is, that's not enough. Right? Because that is 
sort of, I can just increase enrollment or have new projects and more persons per square meter 
and then that becomes it. Or as I look at a net. So that's sort of the way I look at it. That involves 
and also the intersection. It's also the intersection of different things. Right? So it's the way I 
work with sustainability is very different than for example people who are looking at one 
outcome. So they would say classroom redesign, in terms of renovations. Right. So let's take all 
their operational renovations that have happened with the mergers of this campus. So I can tell 
you right now those renovations had a higher CO2 impact. Depending on your calculation, your 
lifecycle calculation of all the sort of building materials that went into that, then all the travel 
for example. Travel is really political. Right? Because there's that idea of flight guilt and all 
these different things. But I can tell you that the consequence of the transformation of bringing 
departments together, taking down walls, all the lighting, all the everything that has a store 
carbon that's much more significant. And so we have to then sort of say: "Ok, if we do that how 
can we limit the amount of cost that, that has to go through again?". Right? Or in the future. 
You have to limit that. So that's sort of a different approach. So I look it in those terms. I look 
at it in terms of recycling, buildings, post occupancy evaluations, can we design buildings space 
that is not only both beautiful and functional but also improves the learning outcomes based on 
the sustainability features? 
We're going to to emit carbon! So for example, could we design a green fund with the 
municipality of Frederiksberg that would reinvest in adaptation and mitigation projects, 
collectively. So that's sort of at that level. Could we develop a campus as a Living Lab model, 
where we study and report and teach on sustainability initiatives that happen on campus. 
Interviewer 1: So on a macro level more? 
 
Interviewee: Yeah, no I look at it from a strategy stand point but each of those initiatives has 
goals. Each of those has KPI is with 2025 inside. And then on top of it I take into consideration 
first and second order outcomes. 
Interviewer 2: Are these initiatives part of the CBS sustainability plan? 
Interviewee: Yeah. The CBS sustainability plan. The new one that I was telling you about, 
right? So that gets finalized this week I hope. I mean I have to go through a rare rounds of edits 
because there is a new president coming. So then the new president will say what happens. So 
then you can see it and then you can talk about how... and then what happens is that then we 
design a public consultation process for each of the goals. And then all the goals have to involve, 
like you know the ambition is like 200 different members of the community to come in and talk 
about how to achieve these by 2025. And then we set up a plan. So that's with whether it's 
recycling or food or travel or carbon or green funds or health or diversity or whatever you name 
is you can do it and and build that up. 
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Interviewer 1:I mean these are very ambitious very complex goals that you're setting. What 
would you say are the challenges when you're trying to do this shift? 
Interviewee: Well, you just have to meet as many people as possible. Right? And you have to 
understand that you have to have a longer term strategy. And then on top of that you have to 
take away... there something a lot of people are focusing on first order outcomes. So I can easily 
for example lower travel but if I lower our rankings because we don't have the same level of 
university status then who really cares. In the scheme of things. Right? 
So that's the second order outcome right? So the second order outcomes are always larger and 
often and then in the opposite direction. Right? So we can decrease travel or we can decrease 
air travel for example in different ways but then we have to take into consideration those 
consequences. I have the opposite idea. I think we should travel more but then figure out more 
sustainable ways of traveling, to do it or if we have to understand that the transition that will 
take place will not happen from air travel, necessarily. It will come through it's very large 
systematic shifts for our campus. And so what I do is I just meet with everyone. The most 
difficult. {You're looking at who's the most difficult limiting stakeholders I'm assuming.} 
And then secondly you have an institutional culture here at CBS which is limiting. Because you 
have a large organization but you have a very informal structure within a Scandinavian model. 
So what happens is that you have academics, no you have senior management who have 
benefited from informal rules that have allowed them to be the center deciding force without 
any sort of governing performance indicators or structures rules or requirements. So like they 
assume something will come up to the you know they'll bubble up and then will it's accepted. 
But you have to really sort of have a structure to achieve that. And the only reason is that, 
for  the ways around it are to come up with business models, design features or initiatives that 
actually sort of meet everyone's needs. So it's not very hard. I think that's the issue. It's a big 
thing for me is that I do align everything with the municipality. So the university cannot go 
against the municipality because we rely on them. So are you going to say, you're going to say 
that you don't want to support the municipalities then you better tell them. And then there's 
going to be a reason why. Right? The same thing goes for diversity or inclusion or all these 
different variables. Now you have to illustrate you support those factors but you don't have to 
take a conventional approach right. So let's take hiring as many different ways of hiring. So you 
can have a 50 50 rule which is really important for some countries or you can have a structure 
that allows for a double blind process that only the best candidate gets through. We have to still 
control for the parties. The issue here is that you have to accept the outcomes for both. There 
are limitations for both. All right. It's not one is better than the other. And so I think that becomes 
a big question. And then how do you link that with senior management who are worried about 
being criticized as well. Because there's a whole world of critique now. So we're too fast to 
critique without knowing the science. So the people who are critiquing all the time they have 
no clue what they're talking about. And then also you have erm... And so you were told that you 
have to be ambitious but if you make a mistake you're destroyed. Right? So it's sort of sort of a 
double edged sword. And then you have to have greater... from  academics, who are good at 
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giving critique but the don’t like given any of their time because there's no promotion linked to 
working on them. 
Interviewer 1: Would you say that this impacts the pace in which the change happens within 
the organization? 
Interviewee: Oh yeah, the fear of critique and the fear of being locked in. I think there's a big 
issue of being locked in. Right? And I think this is also why we have to work towards setting 
up a centralized office that brings together at a very high level not at a central level but at a high 
level, the role of the academic, operations and students. Students are fundamental tool, right? 
We don't engage with them nearly enough but they could be also... and they also have to be 
supported. Right? So for example I do a lot of work, I'll give you an example on the SDGs so 
the danish industries, SDG pavilion at the Falcon, that's in Bornholm. So my students will go 
and present there for the SDG space for the ministry, looking at sustainability projects. And 
what happens then is that students have a way of gaining access that for example others cannot. 
And it shows means of bringing ministers and Universities and Businesses together in a much 
more convenient fashion. And so that's why as a result we can have better inter university 
linkages. But at the same time we have to have a responsibility for our students because we 
can't just say you will become ambassadors for sustainability and then send them off without 
any knowledge right? Because then they get into trouble. So they'll go out and call Rambøll, 
like I get phone calls from companies saying all the ambassadors are calling me and they want 
a hundred fifty thousand crowns and we really don't know what they want but they want to 
change the world. So that becomes part of another responsibility. But how do we support and 
mentor and provide formal structures within... it is sort of a double edged sword. Right? So the 
University likes to support student initiatives but then they have to be careful. 
Interviewer 1: How much do you think the curricula or how the courses are designed has an 
impact on how they go out there as ambassadors? 
Interviewee: I think we underestimate how much sustainability content is in the curriculum. So 
I'm doing I'm doing a scan right now of all the all the courses that CBS using SDG methodology. 
Then it goes across every, I think this fourteen hundred, fifteen hundred classes and sort of like 
and I use specific keywords to determine specific SDGs. And that's a much better position than 
saying: "Well, you don't do enough!" as opposed to saying "Wow, who knew that there is so 
much opportunity." Like "Did you realize that you're a success sustainability champion?" And 
I think that is my biggest critique right now. I don't have problems dealing with really anyone, 
I have a problem dealing with... I don't have problems dealing with officers because they sort 
of know who I am. But I have problems dealing with the fallout from a critique because it's 
easier to... you know you get a lot more bees with honey than you do with you know with 
vinegar. So when you tell people you're bad, no one wants to help you. Right? But if you say to 
the economics: "I never realized how important responsibility you have for shaping SDG." And 
then they're like: "Oh yeah, I'm such a transformational person." 
Interviewer 1: It's a way of framing it right? 
Interviewee: Yeah. I think that becomes part of like the levers. Right. It's sort of the elephant 
versus the Zebra versus the path. Right? 
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Interviewer 2: This screening that you're doing with the key words does it have anything to do 
with what PRME is doing? 
Interviewee: No, it is similar but it will be published in the SIP report. So this will be because.. 
I mean I have to finish this off somehow because it has to be in there soon. So what I do is I 
took everything in R I pulled it all and I apply my methodology the only issue is I have a 
problem with the danish courses. We'll do that by hand and then we need to apply it. And you 
can sort of say which study boards have different... because that's how we operate. Right? And 
so study boards are... That's also is an institutional problem study boards are not necessarily 
directly linked to a department. So you don't have... so you have this support. They had to sort 
of understand who then your champions are. So yeah. So a lot of my work is just ...and also I 
link it to sort of five philosophies of creating institutional change. If you want to have the idea. 
So you have to have needle in the groove. So you have to not just be flashy with like topics like 
erm sort of you know sexy. You have to be constantly on all topics holding the needle out of 
the records group. Right? You have to constantly be holding it up. Secondly it's called plate 
spinning. Have you ever seen that where there's nine sticks and then they like spinn it? You 
have to go around to each plate and give it a spin. There are maybe nine or 14 departments or 
people who could kill my project at any time. So I have to make sure I go to all of them at some 
point and spin it, right? Next. No one likes a project that doesn't have any momentum. So you 
have it's called brick leg. So every time you have to see that there is growth. So you have to see 
every time I email someone I try to email them once a month when they see something has been 
added. It's not like "oh I'm still at the same level." Right? So no one wants to join a static. Then 
it's mosaic, you have to be able to bring people together. So you have to build your mosaic. So 
you have to have a sort of integrated design. Academics are terrible when it comes to.. especially 
business academics learning about science. They think it's like DTU or KU science. Right. 
That's the worst argument ever. I have to learn about lighting quality air ventilation, whatever 
materials if I'm going to do my job and that's also what business leaders of tomorrow have to 
do. And then the last one is called like the Wallflowers. Right? So how do you get people who 
are naturally not inclined to come together or come to the dance floor you have to bring them 
together somehow. We have to find... so these are the five sort of principles I use on a daily 
basis to try to make change. 
Right?  And if I don't do that you will not move forward. But sometimes I move faster, because 
I... or I move what people think is slower. So like people might say: "What's taking so long?" 
But like for example to get the sustainability strategy, took a year. Not because it's a very 
ambitious document, it's just the only document that CBS would accept at that time. Right? It 
was a formal statement that this is what we will do. But to go back and forth and reedit and 
think about words. So that's that document but then that document allowed for the sustainability 
plan, which was very fast that was in three months. And now has to go up the process. 
Interviewer 2: The sustainability plan is the one that needs to be published? 
Interviewee: This is a sustainability plan. I'll give you that you can see a little. 
Interviewer 1: Who decides on the goals like or how does this process work? 
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Interviewee: The goals are taken from best practice for now. So the process happens is that I 
have to go around and determine what other goals like the carbon emissions are based on them. 
Like so there's this things I should not go against right? Or what I also do is, I take the goals 
from already existing programs, like diversity or hiring. Well, there are ambitions but nothing 
has been formalized but the last president. And then I sort of said, now this is an opportunity to 
pull it all together. And then within that... So once they say "Yes these are the goals we accept." 
And so I said from March to September we have a design, so something called the Charrette, 
which is where multiple public consultations that allow for students, faculty, administratives, 
members and neighbourhood, you know government, whatever, municipality, energy producers 
or water managers or whatever, you know come together and come up with a strategy. Then 
they have to execute that strategy from 2019  to 2025. Right? And so I love to support, like for 
example, and SDGs is a very useful tool to start a conversation or to like work with clients. A 
terrible tool when it comes to implementing it or understanding it. So what I sort of said..Well 
like I got some phone call or an e-mail saying :"...because we have to talk about the SDGs." I 
said: "Well ,what are you going to say?" Right? So we said we use the SDGs as a framing 
mechanism for creating our goals. And that is how most people, if you go to Rambøll, that's 
how they start. Right. They sort of say, ok you know this is sort of key areas. And then I did, 
do you know that a hundred and whatever one hundred and forty seven or whatever underneath 
42. No one knows. Right? And then which one's bigger or is it SDG 13? That's number one, 
Life on land and then you try to figure out what's happening . You know it's like a whole, like 
I call - it is Denmark's heroine - right now. And just aimed at sales. Right. This is a framework 
that sales, right. And then in addition FDI had, I mean there's only twenty one companies, they 
went to 50. Right? If you know, if you look at what their ambitions are... they can only get 21. 
Right? And then also those companies why are they there and how are they using it becomes 
really tricky. I like the SDGs as visioning tool or like a backcasting tool. Right? So how can we 
execute a more sustainable campus environment and then use it as a move backwards? And 
then as a result I have a way to get to my 2025 and then I create multiple scenarios. All right. 
There's not one way of doing something. So if someone doesn't like this, I have scenario number 
two and if someone does like that, scenario number three. So we had to develop sort of this way 
of thinking about backcasting and scenario. 
Interviewer 1: How do you think that the SDGs are actually impacting the transition or the pace 
towards sustainability for CBS? 
 
Interviewee: No, look at the attendance of SDG day. Noone was there. They planted a tree. 
Great. Nice. There's a commitment. We're not like DTU, has Christine Rich who is an SDG 
director for the president. The president assigns it all PhDs have to have an SDG component, 
there has to be ways of showing it in there education. We don't have it here and part of it is 
because we don't know how to operationalize it. All right. And as different departments than 
have erm... we don't build things that's the issue. So of course architects and design school and 
engineers can more easily use the SDGs. Though the trick is, how do we create models towards 
achieving those?Right? This is the social, the missing here. And that's the hardest point. Right. 
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Because there's a million technologies that could save the world out there. We have more than 
enough technology. It's about the business models. And sort of that's that's the limiting force, 
it's the behavioral component and the social. It is actually easiest to start with the social. And 
then to move to the environmental or the more technical. And so like if you're thinking about 
campus redesign, if you didn't show that you can improve the performance the outperformance 
of learning outcomes for students for example by classroom design. No Dean would say, "no I 
don't want to do that." Right? It's easier as opposed to saying I need a green roof or urban 
gardening. What's that?  Oh we need to plan more tomatoes on CBS. What is that? Okay, when 
I hear people say that..."Okay, for what end? What's your argument? You don't have a business 
model." Everyone's building urban gardening. Fine, but what is it gonna give my students. And 
yet always think about it, we don't think about the business model... 
 
6th Interview  
Interviewer 1: Anca Patricia Dinu 
Interviewer 2: Julia Posch 
Interviewee: I_06 
Position: CBS Campus Director 
Date: 27.02.2018 
 
Interviewer 1: Just for the record could you like shortly state your current position and your 
name.  
 
Interviewee: Yes. Thank you. My name is XX. And my background is...I am a historian and it 
is important because you have to recognize that I'm not an engineer or an architect. Basically, I 
run campus services and the university library, but my background was libraries. In 2011 I took 
over campus services. Therefore, you're meeting now the director but also the politician and 
you know the one who's pushing people but I'm not the one who's expert in sustainability or 
climate change but not even you know the heating systems or stuff like that.  And then if you 
go... so my story starts with sustainability in 2011. And in 2011 we had to go with campus 
services. And in those days we had another uh we had a green team. So we had a director for 
an office called Green Team. And there was a lot of focus on the sustainability in 2011. And 
when I arrived. And why? Well, people...we can come back later it's like it hasn't renewal that 
people are starting to hear a lot more than in 2012 to 17 at least at universities and in Denmark 
and in the region. So up to 2011 they had three focuses of course research. I don't know much 
about it but you know researchers are looking at it in a business perspective. We also had student 
organizations like Oikos. And powerful and a lot of people work on it. But the green team was 
looking into CBS's efforts and setting up goals and doing annual reports and Green Week which 
is the only thing was left from the old days, is the Green Week. OK, but then in 2012 CBS ran 
out of money. This is not true but you get the picture right. And what was happening? They 
looked at in, not of research and students point but at administration stuff, it was centralisation 
and less money and focus. So basically we got a new president a new university director. And 
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what you could see from 2012 to 2017 was that the green team was.. I couldn't, I didn't get the 
funding and it was closed down and there was no focus on it. No I'm not talking in the initiatives 
but I'm talking about the political aspects of and insights, you know project. So basically we 
didn't talk a lot about it and we did not have annual reports and we didn't write anything down 
but campus services had a lot of focus about it. But we never talked about it. So we had LED 
lights everywhere now and we the waste is put in 13 sections and stuff like that. So but we never 
marketed, we never brand it and we didn't talk about it and that was basically it. But around 
2017 I said to a new university director, "I can feel everyone is talking about it and there are 
more pressure. I think we should restart the whole thing.” But of course we would need money, 
not for Campus services, engineers but for a broader scope and she said: "Yes good idea!". And 
let's say that was 2017. But in November 2017, the WIRE they start to have focus on 
sustainability and waste. And then we got bad press because at CBS we only had a Graduate 
House and Solbjerg Plads, wastebasket who said paper, plastic, batteries and the rest. And then 
they found out but what is happening? It goes down in the basement and it is not going to paper 
to paper, plastic and whatever, batteries. But you know why? Because for many years if the 
users and its both staff, students and guests if they put a banana peel in the paper, no way. So 
basically what happened, I and others got bad press because we did not.. it was not divided in 
sections but we did not... we had to put it to the (in danish) Rashauaffeld, the rest. And that was 
bad press. So basically because I said it to the University Director: "Lets started again! End the 
bad press:", the agreement was let's set up a new, let's do a sustainability strategy. And if you 
haven't seen that I can bring it. (gives us the Sustainability strategy).  So basically. I have to go 
back to the waste because I don't want you to leave the impression that we throw out all waste 
out in one section of the rest. It is 13 sections, you know plastic, paper, metal. Everything is 
taken care of. We are doing what the municipality ask us for. So that's okay, but if you walk 
around you'll see only one wastebasket and that's the one we have to change and the one in the 
office it's okay because it's only paper. Otherwise I have to bring it out. But around CBS we 
don't have the collection of different wastes. So that's what we need. Yeah, and that was the bad 
press. Hence, this was done (points at the strategy).  
 
Interviewer 1: That was back in 2017?  
 
Interviewee: The bad press was November 2017.  Well, you know this (sustainability strategy) 
has agreed upon from the president September 2018. You might say that is slow but this is how 
it works. CBS is a big engine. You don't write a sustainability {strategy} the next week and 
then everyone is happy. It goes through a lot of things and decision makers. Anyway, this is the 
is sustainability strategy. And you can read it. This is not really important. The important thing 
is the next, the initiatives and the goals and the agreement with the direction. The top 
management was...we handled this in, they agreed and now campus services and that is Tore 
Klitgaard. You need to talk to him. And then there's a Kristjan, the researcher. They are now 
supposed to put on paper goals and initiatives. And then what happened..If you think we are 
slow, I can say we slowed it down because a new president is coming March 1st. So the 
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agreement is the goals and the initiatives, the list and the presentation is in March. And why? 
Because I said, usually a top management team would say: "Oh fine, thank you. Please go on.", 
but I said if we don't put goals and initiatives, I will never get funded to actually live up to this 
one. This is the game right now, is to present initiatives and goals and if they agree, then they 
have to fund it. And why ask the former president, now we have a new one, we have to wait. 
Okay. So Kristjan and Tore got this instruction. Basically, by the way if you want to read but 
it's in Danish. This is about how we sort the wastes and this is in connection to the WIRE article 
right? So basically you understand that we are sorting, we have some issues and a campus 
service with the buildings had a lot of focus on it. But Kristjan and Tore is supposed to hand 
this in. And I got it the other day. Did you show it to him. But this is what they presented to me 
and then I have a lot of changes. First of all, I say stuff like: "Why are they mission, vision?” 
It's a basic kick. We go to a vision, mission, we've got a strategy. So they have to redo it and I 
want more initiatives. It can be very high level initiatives, it can be middle initiative and it can 
also be a small initiatives just making fun of branding or telling us what to do. And so basically 
they are not where I want them to be. And not until I have agreed, we will go to direction (board 
of directors). But you must understand that I want more goals. And so  its okay it says 100 
percent with CO2 and 65 percent soon and 100 per cent in 2050. I will be retired, no problem 
but not in 2025. But anyway look at it you know. It's because Kristjan is writing and Tore did 
this one (sust. strategy). I need them (board of directors) to say: "Yes, we want to pay for sorting 
waste as an example. Okay, then from now on I don't know much about sustainability.  
 
Interviewer 1: Who is in charge of funding this initiative? Is it that you get fund from all the 
three pillars, research, education and university? 
 
Interviewee: CBS is public and funded by the government but we also get some money from it 
expensive MBA students and we also got from sponsors, you've seen the names and we've also 
got for research projects. All of this. Okay. Why I'm saying that, is because if you go to research 
projects, if they are there to sustain a sustainability research then it goes to sustainability. All 
his money that is the the board of directors. And then the top management, we will ask them 
every year: "Can we use it for this this and that?" and they will agree. And the top management 
at CBS they will ask like campus service: "What do you need? And what would you like to 
do?". It's basic. And then I ask for money and they can say yes you get this or less, never more, 
right? So basically, my money for campus services is given to me by the top management. But 
of course the board of directors in some kind of way has agreed on the budget. So who's funding 
it? It's me to persuade my boss,  university director and the top management, that we are worth 
the money and this is something they want to do. See they agreed that they wanted this one. So 
it would be very difficult for them not to fund it but also bear in mind that we have invested a 
lot in all the lighting it had been millions, millions investments. Now this is back in 2011 to 
2017. That was just don't write that we have no initiatives. If you go to a Department of 
Engineering, it's called CBS estates, one of my departments. They have done lots of things. 
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Interviewer 2: Why don't more people know about the initiatives? 
 
Interviewee: But this was the mistake maybe we didn't tell anyone and maybe therefore WIRE 
wrote a lot of about waste sorting and sustainability and everyone was really unhappy. And I 
was at a conference in the U.S. So I had to phone back and say "Okay, we have all these waste 
basket, like an exam. Take it away!" Because you know all these newspaper stories about diaper 
services go to sustainability and we'll go to like the diaper service that if you focus on 
sustainability you want it to be fixed as waste in a certain way. The comments are cheating and 
it will say "You are cheating!", right? "You have all this sorting and when you in the basement 
you don't care. Then a clerk comes and doesn't really care." So I said: "Remove it and let's 
restart it." So this is the restart. But one thing is this uh initiatives and goals. The other thing is 
that we of course we know what we have. Of course, we know that they want the waste sorting 
in the buildings. So Oikos and campus services, Tore will start a project here in April. So we 
start sorting out basically what is the challenge with... I don't know about abroad because I 
unlike in Germany uh they have been sorting for 30 years and they are actually doing it. But in 
Denmark if we would just put it up, actually Danes doesn't really as a sort. They don't care. You 
know, you are students and say yeah we care, we are the new generation. But our experience, 
we have to do something else. If we just put it up, it's signs you can't read and no marketing and 
no pressure. Then it won't help. So the Oikos is helping us. How can we do something that the 
students actually will use? Thirty years ago we could see in the news that the people did not 
want plastic around the goods in the supermarket in Germany. No one talked about it in 
Denmark. But so basically, Germany is way ahead of Denmark but everything is changing and 
changing all over the world. And of course Denmark like Western Europe and high skilled 
industrial countries, so now all the pressure from the young generation and the old ones to 
change, to save the globe. 
 
Interviewer 2: What's the main reason why you started with this sustainability strategy 
initiatives? 
 
Interviewee: Because remember that I actually said to university director before the WIRE 
article: "We need to work with this." Basically because uh we had a period from 2011 to 
2016/17 where...one reason that we forgot to tell people we're actually doing a lot on this. So 
the other thing was that I read the newspapers and watch the news like everyone else and 
basically I understood that, I think now they would fund it. My job will be a sustainability 
strategy, goals and initiative and of course annual reports checking out that we actually doing 
what we tell. If you look at the... and this is the thing. When you read this you will find out it 
has a focus on buildings. You know why? Because I think I guess that, if we start to have a 
strategy with a lot of research, a lot of about teaching and a lot about buildings and human well-
being and stuff like that then, it is too big. I think CBS agrees that the research is OK. People 
are doing it. They are focusing on and it's popular and in demand. You could tell me if the 
teaching is OK. but I believe that you can find classes and get the teaching. So basically if you 
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understand this, focus it is because no one wanted to make it too difficult and then nothing 
would happen. So this is also realistic. Did you talk to T.  about it? He wrote it.  
 
Interviewer 2: But you mentioned that you are also part of a new Oikos project right?  
 
Interviewee: I don't know where you find it but like we are putting up initiatives and goals but 
some of them are of course tests. And some of them are minor and some of them are big. He 
already said we need to...so we are just moving faster than the top management. So the thing 
was Oikos is the test for finding, so we can sort waste in the public areas. 
 
Interviewer 2: What would you say are the challenges when trying to launch this project?  
 
Interviewee: For that project.. Well, first of all if you put up some bins. Then when student 
projects... one of the challenges that the CBS look is very different from the University of 
Copenhagen or Roskilde University. We appreciate and we want kind of a business look and a 
lot of student likes it and cares and sponsors. So it's more business like here than you would 
find it like University of Copenhagen, where I studied history for example. But this is also 
always difficult with student organizations because they also want you know the anarchy and 
we want to put up posters. And we wanted to put something in the corner. So first challenge is 
to put something up that fits, match like the visual and the graphic. We want a design done by 
graphic not done by I have a student friend that can fix something that's not nice. So basically 
I've started with saying we will pay for you. We will be happy to pay for your signage and what 
you choose but please choose something that is really professional. So is that a challenge? No. 
But this is reality. The next challenge is that if you take this waste sorting. We did actually do 
it well and there was some German guys who was here and they call it, they put of oil drums 
because what happens we have a lot of.. in Denmark you get money for the Pant like in Germany 
and in many places. But anyway their initiative was let's have these oil drums ?(referring to bins 
for pant) fill the hole and then the student will put bottles and they will take care of, these 
students and they will give the money to homeless associations or you know but not.. So let's 
change the way how we help people. OK. What happened was, was a challenge. That students 
you know they are only here for a short time and they were not enough people, so they do not 
empty these oil drums soon enough. So fly starting flying. And this is the next challenge for 
this Oikos project that the other day that wrote to me. Saying: "we now understand that we don't 
think we are enough people to two empty it everyday. And I said "you need to empty if you 
start to. They have three or four things a paper plastic bio. And then the rest and you know it's 
a if you will be having it you have to empty it every day. You cannot write an email to someone 
like me who is at a meeting in winter saying that: "This day we did not enter the trash." So they 
say we cannot handle it. So the next thing we have proposed that we will do it for them, empty 
the trash. So that is not towards the department. This is the was is called Porter's, Security and 
work environment. They have waste. So the challenge it can students handle things that... we 
are happy with the projects but we are looking for a solution for the long run. So usually you'll 
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do your assignment and if you will. We're the ones doing the waste. You be happy you got your 
grade you get 12. Right? But then I have nothing afterwards. So to invest..so that is the 
challenge. We are looking for something that can run and be paid and be handled not by students 
but by the cleaning company and the waste company. This is a challenge. This is for all student 
projects. The other day in the news I saw someone going to Africa and the local Africans say 
oh another one. And when you are finished and you've got your grade then they are gone and is 
not only with CBS. It's what happens right? But you are writing you're not promised me 
anything. 
The challenge will it fit with our look and you know will they just set it up a place where we 
said no we have party here, every Thursday we have 1200 people, they will ruin your project. 
So there's a lot of things we have to close it put it and then to have it in the long run. But this is 
a test. 
 
Interviewer 2: And in relation to all of this initiative, have you heard of the Sustainable 
Development Goals?  
 
Interviewee: Yes. Because everyone has heard about these and some of them written in this 
(shows us the sust. strategy). And the president walks around with a pin. And I got the pin the 
other day. But some of them are perfect match with CBS. But we can't solve like poverty... We 
cannot focus on all of them. So basically Tore and Kristjan have of course looked at what are 
we supposed to worry. But if you ask me what are the 17 Goals, I can't know. So everyone, the 
U.N. Goals, everyone is talking about it and you know even the Prime Minister now talks about 
all the time, so they're cheating right only because they get votes.  
 
Interviewer 1: What do you think has changed?  Do you think that these had an impact on CBS? 
 
Interviewee: I don't know. The han and the egg. I don't know , but I know it made it driver for 
that because I feel that everyone was talking about sustainability around 2011/12. Then it was 
gone. And now it's back. So it's like it has done like this. Of course it's not like the 70s. But I 
think also as the U.N. goals, that has had so much focus and but I'm not a researcher, I cannot 
prove anything but I think that the impact...but also I'm sorry but it is also the impact on the 
globe. But it is it is more difficult now than 10 years ago to say that there's not a problem in 
Greenland. Right. And our summers are warmer and the wind is heavier in Denmark and at my 
home. They're fixing all roofs and all of the ground to take care of the amount of water coming 
down now, which we didn't know 10 years ago. So now it's very difficult even for Western 
societies to say that we cannot see the impacts.  And then of course the Western societies must 
be the front runners. It's very easy to say that: "oh the poor people in India they should not do 
the pollution." It is a joke right? Or the African people should not shoot an elephant. Of course 
they have to survive. So the western Europe. No, the Western countries has to be front runners 
but the interesting thing is that the major issues is the pollution. I've been to China four times 
right? And when I'm in Hong Kong, last time I was Hong Kong now I believe that it is nine 
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months a year now you can't see them harbour. It's because of pollution from mainland China 
But why the pollution? Because it has in the schools in America and in Europe. So you know it 
is our demand. I'm not clear on this but I feel that that the why is everyone talking about it, is 
because now even in Europe you can see the problems. I'm not clear on this. Just understand 
me more like uh like administrative staff, how we have to respond to top management, students 
and researchers. 
 
Interviewer 2: Our aim for the master thesis is to find out whether the SDGs could be an 
effective tool to work toward sustainability. That's why we trying to find this out. But I think in 
most of the interviews we've figured out it’s more like it pressures more but it's very hard to 
grasp them.  
 
Interviewee: I can't remember more but some of them are used for this but not all of them.  
 
But of course CBS it's not, you know an IT company in Hellerup. Of course we have researchers 
knowing a lot about this. But does that mean they don't fly to conferences all the time? No. So 
one of the goals and initiatives is actually transportation policy. This is not the transportation 
policy but this must say we need a transportation policy. And our goals is to reduce our flying, 
for instance 40 percent of CBS in the 2013 report. I believe it was 40 or 60 but let's say 50 
percent of our pollution is from flying. So in this you know usually look at water, heating, waste 
and transportation. In this scope, it's almost however? this from flying. So it's very easy for a 
researcher to tell me that we should reduce uh we should sort our waste. But he is flying to a 
conference in the US to talk about sustainability. But we have research, back to the IT company, 
the thing is we have experts who can tell us and help us. We also have students who put pressure 
on us. You are like you are not customers because at CBS students are actually co-owners and 
this is how it works. CBS students how they are part of a negotiation and decisions. But if you 
say those students are like customers then you put the pressure on us and we can actually do 
research. But it's still me and my people and down to the border who has to fix it. So no they're 
not taking their own medicine. We will do uh transportation policy and top management has 
said, they are four people, two deans, the university director and Kristjan to say we will fly less 
and when I heard that and we were supposed to go on a tour. A lot of managers, middle 
managers I said: "Let's go to Hamburg. Because it's a nice city and you can go by train. So will 
it held in the long run? I don't know but you know everyone is talking about it and now we have 
to move incrementally. 
So I have to arrange that to as I said lets go to Hamburg. And she looked happy because it's 
Kirsten the University dean because then we can go by train.  
 
Interviewer 1: So because we're talking about the SDGs before, is there any kind of 
communication or how does it communicated? 
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Interviewee: So this has been communicated in a way that we have intranet, so the staff can 
read it. Will they read it?  Some of them. It has been sent to WIRE as a thank for last time. Did 
they write about it? Yes some, but you know this is our way to the students. We put it on...and 
then the audience said, but where can we find it, if you heard about it forgot it? So now we have 
it on the Intranet for but I had to remember it right?  Because Tore doesn't remember it, he 
remember how to do it. But I have to market it. So you can find it and you heard about it but I 
have a strategy for CBS library. Does anyone know this? Did they read it? I don't know. But 
this is just a tool for the initiatives and goals. And actually what is interesting is, if you want to 
have, where can you find your support. If it's the top management, puts goals that are difficult. 
Right? If you can put 20 percent less CO2. And if everyone knows it's easy but if there's a 
hundred percent then it's not easy. I don't know Tore is a positive person. Very good for me, for 
doing this because he wants to work with it. Right? I wouldn't say that it's job for me but for 
Tore he also feels something for it sustainability. So he's good and Kristjan, of course.  
 
Interviewer 2: We looked at the overall strategy of CBS and it doesn't include sustainability at 
all, why? No, this is this is not a campus service strategy, this is the CBS strategy. It is a top 
strategy because what we call, we have CBS strategy and then you can have part strategies. This 
is one of them. You can also have one for teaching. But then the units I have a strategy for 
campus service and it's in the pipeline because it's a new, both the one from 2012.. this is 
important  because in 2012 we did the strategy because I arrived and I wrote sustainability and 
then for many years, I said yes but we not doing enough. But now we do. It's not finished the 
new service campus strategy. But it says sustainability. But now we think something will 
happen more than just lightning, waste and heat and transportation but it's a more holistic look 
at it. So you have a CBS strategy and this is also CBS strategy and then you have units that 
would be IT strategy, campus service strategy a library strategy. It is really interesting for you. 
So please understand this as a top strategy. You can say it's like CBS strategy but it's a certain 
segment. This was written 2017, if you wrote it today it would say sustainability. Things have 
changed. 
 
Interviewer 1: You were saying  before that some things move faster and then others move a 
little bit slower. What do you think determines how fast this will change? 
 
Interviewee: Well, if you take the strategy it just takes a long time to have write and people 
agreeing. You have academic council, you have the top management, you have the staff 
Cooperation Council, you have sort of things and then you have me who has to say OK let's do 
something and Tore what you first start writing it and setting it off. So basically you can solve 
everything at CBS very fast but the reality when you talk about IT projects and campus service 
projects, there's so many people says "I want a new roof ","I want your windows", so it's a 
prioritization.Therefore, we are not fast movers in big projects. It has to be negotiated because 
we have so many demands that we can also… So how many we have like 27 million DK for 
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initiatives, projects at campus service,. Next year could be 30 or 25. Who cares? We have money 
but there are so many demands. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you have specific budgets for certain areas? 
 
Interviewee: But this is the next level because we have done that with a student behorde, student 
teaching environments. That we said okay, no matter what we will focus on giving you better 
seating, better chairs or better student rooms. So there is a certain amount of money but it is 
negotiated every year. When we have these we would also to say okay, 27 million we don't care 
what they want, we will always - this is my goal, this is how I want to work, otherwise I won't 
get the funding. It must be to well-being, some must be sustainability, some must be for working 
environment and the rest is to fixing buildings, in them you know demanding whatever, like 
windows, roofs, whatever. So I can tell you when you have the initiatives and goals, it will be 
followed by I would say we will actually spent like I think focusing on your, teaching classes 
and as a student amount, we must spend six million out of the 27 on this. But of course you 
understand if SP burnt down tomorrow then we had to refocus right? So after that goals and 
initiatives, there will be budgeting. I mean you say we we need to focus.  
 
Interviewer 1: How does that work with the funding process?  
 
Interviewee: When we apply for the it's called Primo, we want money for 2019. It's about 
October. Then we say we need just for running the engine. We know that we have to pay taxes 
and renting some buildings and waste collection and fixing windows. So that's normal. But the 
projects is separate and this is done by everyone at CBS. Not a student just walking around with 
CBS Students who knows what they want to do. So they had like a political team, we want 
focus on the student environment so they can hand projects and staff hand in and accomplish. 
Hand and projects. So we have this year we had 30 projects. And of course then my department 
of state says this is we must do this we would like to do this and this is such as something it 
would do that. OK. And then this is the university right on behalf of the management team. I 
will present it with N. who is towards pass it off the podium and we'll discuss it. So it's a 
discussion of who. What do we want to focus on. And of course we say the fire in the museum 
so the municipality or the fire department says you must do this and that there are no university 
majors there's no right. So what is the law. What is security safety security. What is a strategic 
what is what is just basic common sense and who has waited for a long time. All this. We have 
a plan. This plan goes to. This is done. I don't know how German but then we have a committee 
with the students and staff and me and my boss and N. and they have to agree. And it is actually 
the guy from teaching and learning who says you so many years ago you need to focus on 
student environment. So we put some order and now we will say we need to focus on the 
sustainability. But just understand then in April and November new projects can come. So. 
What we do is we have a plan. We have some money. We have a plan. But sometimes because 
of the plan the money changes and sometimes we say the money's here. So why. Because there 
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are two areas at CBS where where where they are funding also in the end of the year because. 
OK we have this IDC and came to shoot on campus. Why. Because we can need all the money 
we come with the money. We have also something to fix. Look around. We could just make do 
better cleaning up at the moon we get the cleaning we pay for. But is it enough. No it's in the 
toilets right. Could look nicer. Yes certain. Giving the money we will fix it so so be it. You 
must understand projects and plans is this is we have some money. We do plans. But then we 
get more money. And the amount is as I'm trying to say things like this is not rent and tax and 
waste. This is for projects. We also have our taxes and our rent and waste is a hundred times. 
OK.  
 
Interviewer 1: When you decide on these projects and how  do you allocate money, do you also 
talk to PRME or sustainability department? 
 
Interviewee: No but the students the two students in this committed. And therefore CBS and 
because you. But you also have a CBS hunting club. There are 90 organizations, if CBS student 
has the power to say who is coming and they think it shows importance or they used it as 
president or second in command or third. But basically there are students. That's important. It's 
not just done by the presidents all - I want new windows, it is a discussion and there is impact. 
We know that we can change and the list will come with changes. And you know so we know 
that when we present something for the University director, it changes when we present 
something for the committee, it changes. So there is impact but of course someone has to scream 
sustainability. But the OIKOS are not there or Tore or Kristjan. 
 
Interviewer 2: To find out the sustainability web because it's very difficult. 
 
Interviewee: It is difficult and I have an idea that you perhaps know it better already now than 
I do because I know Kristjan but I talk to Tore. I went to a meeting with Oikos last year and 
Oikos is the biggest uh the student association with the most members. CBS board will also 
always discuss it but these are the two the biggest one of the 90. because you have CBS wine, 
CBS hunting CBS discussion club. You know Muslim student association whatever but Oikos 
is really big but they.. I haven't heard a lot from them. For many years they have worked 
more...but you know they have not been knocking on my door. So they have been looking at 
the teaching and the research, is my belief. You know I went to Singapore Management 
University and they had the green roofs and really a fantastic student association. And the cafe 
was selling things they were actually doing on the top roof and all sorts of things. And I haven't 
really.. you know I walk around. I haven't seen a lot but I know it's been discussing. But that's 
in the lager pant with the drums and I haven't you know I haven't seen of course they have Green 
Week and they run it. It's more focused on jobs and teaching and writing a thesis. And it's not 
a critique but this is how it is. This is not because of sustainability. This is how a university 
works. This is not an IT company where we have the same furniture and the building is square. 
And when you move it department, close it you do like this. You have to do it like uh what's 
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the German states called yeah Bundesländer. This is the departments they are Bundesländer, 
right?  And they don't have a duke but you know they are powerful in their own way. And then 
you have these researchers are also the teachers and the teachers are doing the student programs 
with the...But CBS is broad scoped. Yeah it is of course only business school but it's a very 
broad scoped business school. So this is why it is the many ideas was turned into a fantastic 
education. Hopefully you are happy. And the administration. And you know basically we are 
just for KPI and money and Excel spreadsheets. So the are different cultures that have different 
needs but this is certainly not a company. This is a university. And that's so when your case is 
a university is different, if you talk with like a municipality or government office or a private 
company. It's something else. 
 
Interviewer 2: Do you think that this decentralization that did have these different Bunderländer, 
makes it more difficult to work with sustainability? 
 
Interviewee: It makes everything more difficult. It also makes it more fun. And also it gives 
people the opportunity to put pressure, to change things. No, no it's an anarchy but it's..you 
know I'm here because I like working here. And if I did not like students are not doing what I'm 
telling you about science, then they should quit. So I like the energy and I like the student 
organizations. Good God. You know they want to put up music when you sit in the room and 
getting teaching right. And the researchers of that does not want the music. It's a ballade. It is 
an anarchy of Bundesländer, a lot of discussion. But that tradition, this is the university tradition, 
to question everything and not follow the rules. Basically the wonderful tries to follow rules its 
called administration. This is our logic. 
 
Interviewer 1: Only just like what is your vision or what are your wishes when it comes to 
sustainability for the CBS campus? 
 
Interviewee: I think I have to I have to cheat.. but I'm happy with this strategy because it focuses 
on human well-being. And I think that's a very nice focus because the are three efforts, social 
aspect and economic aspects. And then one environmental aspects and all three will get us to 
move on. Please repeat the question. 
 
Interviewer 1: What are your wishes or what your vision for CBS? 
 
Interviewee: But the human well-being is not only that we are happy and it's not too warm and 
we don't pollute it. It is a being part of the broader scope, so gives some impact. But I am, you 
know I'm not religious about this. I understand this also as a job. And if my director said "We 
have no money for sustainability", then we fix the windows instead. So my approach to this is 
not really religious about it but I understand the need. And if you ask me where I'm political, 
this is a problem, I am especially in the middle. I am voting for radicale (danish). And the left 
wingers have talked about this for 30 years and the right wing has certain things. But I am also, 
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my approach to things is also pragmatic. So there's just a personality issue. If you ask me: 
"Do  you want CBS to be number one in sustainability in the world?". I don't know. I'm 
ambitious. I want CBS to move forward. But I also one, them to be realistic. I have heard so 
many projects that are not realistic. So we have to be realistic. But I read newspapers and I'm 
scared as well. You know I'm pragmatic but the Radicale (danish party) is very fond of 
sustainability. So it's not because they are in the middle that they don't focus on sustainability. 
In my point of view right wing parties in Denmark, I'm not sure that they actually mean it. I 
understand the government that actually they their initiative and goals are low low.  
 
7th Interview 
 
Interviewer 1: Julia Posch 
Interviewer 2: Anca Patricia Dinu 
Interviewee: XX 
Position: Staff member at the CBS Sustainability center 
Date: 05.03.2018 
 
Interviewer 1: Could you briefly tell us about your background and how you come to work with 
sustainability at CBS? 
 
Interviewee: My name is XX and the I'm the XX for CBS sustainability and that's the Research 
Center for Sustainability at Copenhagen Business School. So we have close to 30 researchers 
attached to the center and they all do various areas within sustainability and the sustainable area. 
 
Interviewer 2:Could you tell us a little bit about the kind of activities that you are involved in 
regards to sustainability?  
 
Interviewee: Sure, I am primarily involved in terms of my position here in positioning the 
center, internally and externally. Making use of the research knowledge that is here. Yeh, make 
sure that we get the research out to companies for example make sure that the companies know 
that the research center exists and internally also try to mobilize our colleagues around the 
sustainability field. 
 
Interviewer 2: Okay, so this would be more on faculty level?  
 
Interviewee: Yes, that is more on faculty level, said sort of in the DNA. 
 
Interviewer 1: And so you're working more closely with the 30 researchers that are more 
specifically working with sustainability? 
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Interviewee: Yes. So they do research. I don't do research. So I do a strategic stuff for the center. 
It has sort of just came about in that way. But I engage our colleagues, so make sure that they 
know that the center exists. I take care of also our internal working environment. So make sure 
that our researchers… for example we do sustainable wining and dining once a month, it's a 
new thing. I started it last month. So it's a very broad position so I'm both on that.. if you can 
say it's not really the HR thing but it's making sure managed that the center is good and well, 
that the people here are good and well. That's one part of my position. The other part is that I'm 
of course mostly spending time on the external stuff, so mobilizing students at CBS externally, 
starting initiatives that revolve around the SDGs. For example I'm responsible for ‚Students for 
the Global Goals’ we have in April. So that's completely different from managing the internal 
working environment. And then it's a new thing, but I have started to do some speeches also on 
the green campus initiatives that I have been involved with which is flight policy 
recommendations, sustainable events and vegetarian policies. Various things,very concerned 
with mobilizing students and employees. 
 
Interviewer 1: With employees, do you mean all professors at CBS? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, everyone. So for example we have the SDG task force. That I started with 
some colleagues last May. So it has run for almost a year. And we meet up once a month, as 
you know. So we're meeting up tomorrow again. So but that's not for this department. It's across 
university thing. 
 
Interviewer 1: What are the challenges when you try to especially engage employees or 
colleagues? 
 
Interviewee: I think a current challenge now is to make available what is actually going on. To 
make sure that everyone has not the same knowledge but at least a certain level of knowledge 
about what is going on when it comes to sustainability on campus. Because many don't know 
that much is actually happening as well as they don't know that they have co-workers or 
colleagues who are just as concerned as they are themselves, with that we fly too much, that we 
eat too much meat and so on. And so because they don't know they cannot mobilize a stronger 
force to say that this is something that is of concern at CBS, then they just sit there and think 
„Oh why don't we do this? Why don't we have more plants in the room?“ etc. 
 
Interviewer 2: What would you say is the awareness level of sustainability around faculty 
members? 
 
Interviewee: Around faculty? Ughhh, what should I estimated it on?  I think it's really fractured, 
in the sense that here at MSC the biggest department, which happens to be the biggest apartment 
at CBS, they know the SDGs very well. Other department finance for example don't know them 
too well or are not really occupied or concerned with them. 
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Interviewer 1: Could you tell us something about the Letter of commitment, that was signed by 
the president of CBS through the PRME office?  
 
Interviewee: Yes and no, I did not write it. But you know this is just the letter…So every second 
year PRME has to give a signature again on every commitment. And so and then it just have 
not happened but PRME had decided that the two year cycle which we are in now to focus on 
the SDGs. And that was why the president signed that. 
 
Interviewer 1: The letter said specifically „we commit to mainstream the SDGs“.  We would 
like to understand how this was interpreted by CBS or how the faculty went about it? 
 
Interviewee: I can give you my answer to that but I'm not sure that would be the right way to 
go about it because in reality it should then be the president, who made sure that this go out 
through the organization right? And if not the president then it should be the PRME office. So 
this is something you should talk to Martiina about how they make sure that this letter is actually 
met. Because what I used to letter for at the time I worked in the PRME office. So of course I 
just held people onto this (letter of commitment) has actually been signed that we are to 
‚mainstream the SDGs’ whatever that means. I'm not a big fan of saying mainstream. But what 
is meant is that you should just go into research, education and on campus, that’s what is meant. 
 
Interviewer 2: Even though PRME is mainly focused on responsibility education and 
responsible management?  
 
Interviewee: PRME has three core areas, I’m not sure if M. mentioned them already. Research, 
Education and Partnership. So not outreach but partnerships. Then of course you can always 
say „what is partnerships?“ - it is both internally and.. but at least you need to reach out, you 
can not just sit in your office. You can interpret it that way.  
 
Interviewer 2: Does internal partnerships include other professors, students organizations, 
students? 
 
Interviewee: Could be. It just means that they are there to build bridges.  And I guess I am very 
fond of that area specifically, so of course I thought that we should do a lot in this area. And 
that was how many of PRME initiatives came about, also students for the global goals that's a 
PRME thing. We understood it that they kind of like outsourced your position and then you 
more specifically went into SDGs. So this position became available and then I was applying 
to move here. Just sit here. But also to get a stronger platform to all the initiatives that I was 
involved with. It was too heavy in in PRME  to do something because they were also in the 
middle of a transition. Now they have a new academic director and so on. But I still do many 
of the initiatives I do here. For example sustainability influencers and students for the global 
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goals. That's prime projects. So they should feedback to PRME at some point. I just wanted 
them out. Make them strong and get them back. 
 
Interviewer 1: How is your relationship or linkage exactly to CBS management?  
 
We are not directly in that sense, CBS sustainability linked to top management but PRME is. 
So in a way PRME could be sitting closer to top management because it's an initiative that has 
been signed by top management, PRME. CBS sustainability is not, it is a research center as 
many other research centers belonging to a department which is management for society and 
communication. So PRME does not really in that sense belong to the department as we belong 
to the department. They could sit many places. They just happened to sit here and that creates 
stronger connections in terms of sustainability with us. [00:09:49.96]  
But we don't report to each other anything. We're still finding, sort of the the frame for what 
should they focus on, what should we focus on. But the division is, their education. So they 
work on improving education, courses and so on, work with study boards. We do research. But 
because I happen to be very interested in the students and in campus, then we've adopted that 
as well and I would like us to take much more ownership of the concerns of our colleagues and 
the concerns of the students. 
 
Interviewer 2: How would you say has the letter of commitment changed the activities that are 
going on in terms of sustainability on campus?  
 
Interviewee: To be honest I don't think it changed much in that sense because it was just signed 
- this is my interpretation- and then it was really put away. So it's not a letter that… yes, the 
letter on itself in terms of re-engaging for a new two year cycle yes but for the specific theme 
of the SDGs, I don't think neither PRME or top management took much ownership.  
 
Interviewer 2: Why do you think is that so?  
 
Interviewee: I don't know. Maybe because they didn't know how to. It's a really difficult thing 
to say what does the SDG mean to university. No university is really, as far as I know come up 
with the big plan on this is what the SDG should mean to a university. Maybe because it was 
too complex, maybe because they just took it as another signature. And did not dive too much 
into them.  
 
Interviewer 2: How do you think does it impact the sustainability work. Because it's like but it's 
very decentralized. People have like because it's this weird dynamic, on the one hand you have 
maybe more like decisions that try to ask students as well and you've don't but everybody says 
hey we can't really tell others what to do. But on the other hand we had a feeling that you for 
example had also more possibilities to do initiatives or do things over like oh the freedom to 
item to do something.  
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Interviewee: I think you also have to take the freedom. You are not given anything. It's not like 
oh you can do what you want to do.That’s not how it works That's good to know because that's 
kind of this kind of perception kind of God. 
 
So again my personal opinion out of my short experience this position is that t it's usually not a 
matter of the organization or the structure. I don't think so. I think it's a matter of the people you 
put into the different positions and whether or not those people are able to make change or not. 
Oh I think that's it. It's just as simple because you can have the perfect structure and I don't 
know what that is. But if you place people who are not… who don't see opportunities but see 
obstacles all the time you will get nothing done. 
 
Interesting. One quick question then, who is in charge of hiring here at CBS?  
 
Interviewee: That depends on which position. So because over here a we'd really depends on 
the position by professors. For example, I should know that right. It is Department based. So 
it's just a..it doesn't go through a very big HR system. But since I have not been hired by a 
professor or as a professor I am I'm not sure how it works in detail. But if you want a professor 
over here, yes it goes through the department. And I would think that it's our boss D., who then 
hires her. I think it varies a lot on the position, for example a new director Caroline PRME, she 
went through Gregor, the Dean of Education.  So then they had a few people, and Martiina set 
in there also. So it varies a lot on the position. But that's as common as in the company usually, 
depending on the company. Then they have an HR who sort of lists people but if it's not a really 
big position then you just go through that department who will hire you. At CBS there is a 
central HR, who takes care of salaries and all, so get bigger HR things. But we also have HR 
for each department. 
 
Interviewer 1: How do you measure sustainability in your department so far?  
 
Interviewee: This is a research department. So we measure on a publications. I don't CO2 or 
anything related to that. That’s Tore. But since they don't measure what I would like them to 
measure and what I think is obvious. Then of course I do some lobbying to get that done. But 
that's the tricky part right? Because we again, we are research department. So should we the 
ones to get that going? 
 
Interviewer 2: So then the measurement outcome depends on what the professors are finding 
out through their research and then you put externally in terms of the department their findings? 
 
Interviewee: Not that linear. That would I think in the perfect world be the way to do it. But our 
researchers, they do research on..that would be relevant sustainable consumption. But they also 
do a lot of research on developing countries for example or entrepreneurship or the clothing 
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industry in Bangladesh. And so I can not use that research for anything internally. If you see 
what I know, that's a different matter. So we don't have specific researchers who sit and do 
research on what is a sustainable campus. That's just not CBS’s thing. 
 
Interviewer 2: How does that work. with what they are doing research on? Do they have to 
research specific topics or areas?  
 
Interviewee: There are no requirements from top management on what to research, even though 
that would be really interesting. So an example where it is hopefully working well, is my 
colleague J., who is also very concerned with these areas. He has a master's thesis group who 
now does data collection and analyzing flight data. So the flight behaviour at CBS but that has 
come about because we have the SDG task force and really needed to know what are the 
numbers on flying, how much CO2 footprint do we have from flying, because that would 
naturally belong with Tore more or less, nowhere else at least. 
But they have not reported since 2013. So Jan has started with a thesis group out of his interest 
and out of the need. So that's that's really nice but it rarely happens this way. But there are many 
reasons for this…one is money. You always need money to do research. So when the big money 
come in for example at the grant and then of course the researchers want to focus their research 
around that when we interests but also where the money can go in. So it's not that CBS is sitting 
- the top management and saying: „Oh we need to do something in this area, therefore we 
allocate a bunch of money for research to do the work on this.“ That would be the perfect world 
but that's just not how it works. 
 
Interviewer 1: We have heard that an other danish University has the requirement, that the PhD 
needs to address the SDGs in some way or another. Do you think this could be a solution also 
for CBS? 
 
Interviewee: I mean it would be really nice. But who would do that? I think to just revisit what 
I said before that it’s a matter of the people you put into the different positions. At KEA DK 
where they have done this, it’s the design and architecture school and it's so cool. But it's 
because their president Lena Dunham (?) is her name, she has made this decision and then she 
has just taken full ownership of the SDGs and has been touring around Denmark talking about 
KEA DKs work in this area.So what I think would be needed for this is that our new president 
takes the same position. Then he can do, not whatever but he can pick up initiatives that he finds 
interesting. But he should take the ownership of things like this. 
 
Interviewer 1: Where do you think it's most urgent to do sustainability work in education, 
research or on campus?  
 
Interviewee: I think that we are doing very well research wise. Very well. So of course there's 
also always room for improvement but that's not up to me to say. I know that are great 
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researchers here and they of course also educate. So they also do the courses which is very nice. 
So there are quite a few courses that you can also find on CBS sustainability and CBS PRME 
that has to do with sustainability. The list is long. Yeah that's great. 
I think what we is key is that we make sure that we get sustainability into all courses, so all 
education. So that all students get some education in what is sustainable business, where is the 
future in terms of businesses that are to survive and do good for society. That is key. And then 
I think a part of this is because I've never differentiated education as being..that’s when you go 
into the auditorium and you just sit and listen. Education is also when you leave the auditorium 
and you are being asked by campus to sort your waste or you see because you're also being 
educated, we are all children right? So we are being educated by the environment. So I think 
education and campus goes together. That's one way to look at it at least. So that's why I would 
not differentiate those two things. But that's the key. But they are interconnected right. Because 
to have strong education you need strong research. So here at MSC there is a very strong focus 
on sustainability. But what you would also see it, if you had the chance to participate in the 
SDG task force, there we have nine out of I think eleven or twelve departments represented that 
are not MSC. So just to say that there are colleagues all over campus who are interested in this. 
They just don't know how to. They don't know what is going on, necessarily because they don't 
have the big overview because they are oh I am so concerned with.. Oh for example Caroline 
Prontopopidan (?), she’s from accounting. She's not MSC. And she does research on accounting 
on the SDGs. And there are many of these marketing people, we have the head of marketing 
department joining our task force tomorrow, Adam Lindgreen he could also be interesting for 
you to talk to him. But he's not a MSC, he is marketing. So one way is to.. yes you're right it's 
just very divided. And there is this culture of then you have all the soft people all the tree 
huggers right? Over here, thats MSC, all the ones who want sustainability. And then you have 
all the hard core, the true CBS people who does economics, accounting and finance. There is 
this division but there's also people coming together and there is a nice blend. So we just need 
to to make sure that this blend gets stronger. So that the group of those who consider themselves 
as the true CBSers, both faculty and students are decreasing right, becoming smaller in general. 
 
Interviewer 1: Going quickly back to the SDGs. Do you think that they had an influence on the 
work for sustainability at CBS?  
 
Interviewee: I think it made it easier. In the sense that it I consider the SDGs as a communication 
tool but also a strategic tool for people to make it easier to see - this is where we want to go and 
this is where the world, society and businesses and so on wants to go- in that way easier because 
it really kick-started. Everyone says SDGs and then suddenly we have a platform, where we 
can agree on, with partners whom you would usually not work with. That's the same for CBS 
because finance also have considered to consider studies in terms of responsible investments, 
impact investments and so on. And suddenly our department and finance can talk together. And 
again the same with the task force we would never have a task force on just sustainability. But 
because it's the SDGS and everyone have to work with the SDGs right? Suddenly we can bring 
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people together. And just that so many events are concerned with the SDGs and bring together 
people from various areas, it could be architecture, design and business and it just really provide 
tool for communication in that way.  
 
Interviewer 2: Interesting so you are the one who initiated SDG task force as platform. How did 
you go about this initiative? Who did you need approval from or who were you in contact with?  
 
Interviewee: Oh approval I didn't get. You should never ask for approval. But I think it came 
about because we were a few colleagues from around CBS who attended this event at the Danish 
Institute for International Studies in April last year, where the focus was on researchers and the 
SDGs. And then when we were there, suddenly we could sort of recognize: „Ah you’re also 
CBS. Which department are you from?“ And I recognized a few colleagues from MSC and we 
weren't aware that we were all attending this event. And then suddenly we were: „Hmmm, 
maybe we should actually join forces and sit together and just make each other aware of what 
is happening on campus on this.“, so already there it was quite easy to see there is an interest. 
So then we just needed to figure out what will the interest, be sort of overall for CBS. And then 
we just invited people. We sent invites invitations out to all the departments through the email. 
And then really quickly we had many departments there and I just struggled a little bit finding 
a format and also finding a direction, I still do for the task force. Because when you bring people 
in and they bring no resources they just come sit for an hour and then they do their thing as soon 
as they are back right? And then I need to pull together all the strings. So my challenge was to 
find a task, it became the flight policy, where we could focus on that.  So that one have a focus 
and then also get some results and some progress. 
I usually don't ask for permission, when I do initiatives. Yeah, usually you must just assume 
that it is in everyone's best interest that you're not doing it for yourself but you're doing it 
because you think that there is a need. 
 
Interviewer 2: In the Task Force is there also a representative for the top management?  
 
Interviewee: Yes there is. Not the ones you've been talking to, but Dana Denham, she is the vice 
president for international affairs. So that's why she's working closely with them. 
 
Interviewer 1: You also dealing with partnerships for example being in contact with companies. 
 
Interviewee: Yes. Who told you that?  
 
Interviewer 1+2: The PRME office. 
 
Interviewee: That's right. Do you see that's interesting right? Because it's a PRME office and 
they have signed on partnerships. But I'm not in prime anymore, so there is a contradiction 
there. (laughing) I took that very sort of deliberate that I thought that we should do more 
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partnerships. But yes, I do. For students for the Global Goals is one of the more concrete 
initiatives, where we ask partners to fund and support the students in hosting the full day on the 
SDGs for example. And for CBS sustainability we have quite a few partnerships, some more 
formal than others. But usually we are in very close contact with the CSR and sustainability 
context for the Danish companies. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do they specifically ask for more education and sustainability or similar?  
 
Interviewee: Again for the SDGs it was really easy because we branded them or sold the concept 
as „you will be the first companies to be branded as SDG companies, SDG partners. 
And they're very eager to do that. They really want sustainability. The good companies, not all 
of them but the good ones. So for example Velux, Ørsted, Novo Nordisk some like 
these…Carlsberg. And again the good companies you can also see, usually they have a 
sustainability person who's very passionate and very competent, again back to person in charge. 
You can also tell from some of the companies who have key sustainability people who don't 
really do anything or they're just not that strong on the agenda. 
 
Interviewer 2: But then how do you think then that someone can become passionate or eager 
about something that they for example do not have at University or like it needs to be an intrinsic 
motivation right?  You get out there and you educate yourself on this matter otherwise, I mean 
right now for us maybe it felt like naturally to also talk about sustainability because we had 
some of these aspects in our program. But how could someone from finance for example do 
that if they don't get a chance to be taught?  
 
Interviewee: I don't know. Because then they will have to see it themselves or get that from 
other places. So get in contact with it from other fellow students or if they attend some events 
or so it has to come from somewhere else. But you see that quite often also because we our 
sustainability influencers are doing a what's called a survey where they survey many students, 
I'm not sure if you talked to them about that and what I saw was that the survey results was also 
that a many students, they get that information about the SDGs outside of university and not in 
university. Which is both good and bad, in a way.  
 
Interviewer 2: What kind of influence do the professors or academia have on the knowledge of 
students and also on what is thought?  
 
Interviewee: I think they have a very strong influence but it's also because and I'm sure you 
have had that same experience when you go through life basically then you meet some people 
that teach you things. And it's also it's not always their view but you cannot help but being 
influenced by the teachers you meet in life. And of course it's a very strong thing to take a 
university degree because the teachers are very close to you in terms of the world view that they 
put into your mind basically. And that's why it's so important that we also engage faculty here 
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at CBS because if we can influence them just a little bit…they don't have to preach the SDGs, 
not at all but they have to teach a good ethical behavior, sound business behavior. And I think 
that we really need to change the way that we perceive what is progress, what is value and what 
is impact. So if we could change that. 
 
Interviewer 2: What do you think determines how fast this change is going to happen within 
academia? 
 
Interviewee: Really good questions to have. I don't know. I don't know. 
I hope that it will go faster than what I would think. Because I think from one side change is 
slow. 
 
Change is always slow, you can see that in history that it's not from one day to another. And 
then suddenly you can see again smaller things in the change process has gone by really fast for 
example. So I think from some areas we will see change, big change soon and we are already, 
that’s a positive side. Yeah, on the other hand sort of influencing academia, influencing 
education, naturally that's a long process. It just is. But influencing the students mobilizing the 
students that you inspire each other. Just you were the first students that I meet who are writing 
a master's thesis on the SDGs for example. And just having that it really shows that we are 
seeing change. 
 
Interviewer 2: So you're trying to move this further, you were saying that the change goes fast 
in some ways and in other ways it goes slower. What do you think that is a barrier to why it 
goes slow in some areas?  
 
Interviewee: I think the barrier is first of all with change and that's why it takes time. It takes 
time to change people. That's just the way it is. We don't like to change. So I think that's just a 
thing that we need to accept. And then we can be clever about it and make change fun and make 
change engaging and not a limiting thing. 
So I think if we can succeed with it then we can see change faster and that I think that is where 
we see change faster. For example when we have the task force it was set in no time. And it's 
there. So many of these smaller initiatives they don't take so far. And yeah of course we have a 
department that's vegetarian but it has never been like that. Spisestuerne are working on 
decreasing food waste, they’re working on sorting out the plastic bottles and so on. So, so many 
things are happening. So it's just to credit also the progress that is already taking place. 
 
Interviewee: Can you say you question again? 
 
Interviewer 1: Yes,  what do you think are the barriers here? 
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Interviewee: The barriers the human mind. It just is. And the second barrier. You know what I 
mean. All the barrier. One second of all. The second barrier is if we don't have a top management 
who is committed to this. If we get a president the new prescient and he's committed to this. We 
will see so many things changing. That's just a natural thing. If you have a leader, for example 
take Grundfoss. Their boss, he’s excellent and he is just taking this on him. But it's so intrinsic 
and it changes the organization. It just does. So again if you don't get that from top management 
then you need to change agents in the right positions throughout. So therefore the barriers are 
the people who don't want to take ownership of this. 
 
Interviewer 2: I think we agree on that it's very important what kind of people are within the 
organization and they are the ones to create change. But do you also think that if the value of 
sustainability or if the SDGs would be promoted more as a core value of CBS that it would 
attract more people in working/studying at CBS?  
 
Interviewee: Potentially. 
 
Interviewer 2: How do the rankings for CBS include and depend on? Is how much is published 
the main criteria in rankings? 
 

Interviewee: That depends. It depends on which ranking because the Times have just made 
another ranking that was very new for universities on SDGs. Very interesting. I'm not sure if 
you have seen that. But PRME was too slow with responding to that because they asked for 
whatever like education but also on campus things and it was very broad. So that that depends 
on the specific ranking. 
 
Interviewer 2: Because we have the feeling that CBS does or like a lot of people also from top 
management do you appreciate a lot of rankings. 
Interviewee: Yeah they do.  
 
Interviewer 1: So why isn't this kind of ranking a priority for them?  
 
Interviewee: I think they didn't know, they weren't aware. That's very new. And then it suddenly 
came to our attention because you know there's an accreditation office, they are experts in all 
the rankings they took care of them. So it was just a lack of knowledge, that was there. And 
then when it suddenly came about. There was not enough time, resource wise you know it's not 
my area. I offered to do it with my students but it would have been chaos. It's like you know 
you don't just write a report in two days. So that was why. But did they want to do it next year. 
So I'm pretty sure that will be a priority I say. That's just one of the slower things. And then 
there is always the key that they will always be concerned to go into a new ranking if they're 
not sure whether CBS will do well or not. 
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Interviewer 2: Who might decide on the SDG ranking participation though?  
 
Interviewee: The PRME office I think so with Carolina there because she know that I also 
wanted very much. I think that we will just join forces and do the ranking. Then we'll see if 
there are any obstacles or objections.  
 
Interviewee: Who might be able to object on this matter?  
 
Interviewee:  Accreditation office or top management. PRME knows more. 
Interviewer 1+2: We have some closing question for you. 
Interviewer 1: What's your vision for sustainability at CBS?  
 
Interviewee: What's my vision?  I have several em on a concrete note I would like to see that 
we succeed in adopting a flight policy as the first university. I would love that.  I would, my 
vision overall is that we succeed in mobilizing many colleagues and students, so make them 
aware that the SDGs exist. Both on faculty and student level. And then I would like to see more 
sustainable practices when it comes to hosting events. I think we have a big opportunity there, 
to do that. And then I would like some other departments to adopt the vegetarian policy. That's 
sort of my hidden agenda.  
 
Interviewer 1: And last question, is there anything we haven't asked you that you would like to 
add? 
 
Interviewee: No, nothing comes to mind. 
 
8th Interview 
 
Interviewer 1: Julia Posch 
Interviewer 2: Patricia Dinu 
Interviewee: I_08 
Position: Professor of Social Entrepreneurship and former Academic Director of PRME 
Date: 18.03.2018 
 
Interviewer 1:  Can you please state your position? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, my name is XX, I'm a professor here at CBS in the department of MSC, 
management, society and communication and I have worked on the question that you interested 
in for a quarter of a century. And I started where you were sitting today actually I was a student 
actually even before. While I was a student of was an initiative called Oikos.  At the time and 
we weren't called Oikos, we have our own local branch name but we later joined Oikos 
international. And it was inspired by Oikos because when we started there was no international 
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Oikos but we basically said this happened The idea was exactly to achieve that. And so I worked 
at it as an undergrad students, I worked a couple of years as a consultant, doing life cycle 
assessments, for example, what is better as a ring container - a plastic bottle or glass bottle. That 
was in France, and then did my PhD in St. Gallen, University of St. Gallen and worked for a 
couple of years in France, finishing my thesis there to business school called INSEAD. And my 
interest then veered more towards social entrepreneurship so I do a lot of studies on these kinds 
of folks here like fair trade coffee (shows cup). Right. How do you start these organizations, 
how did they run How do they deal with the tensions between the social outcome and financial 
outcome you need to sell coffee, on the one hand on the other hand you have social missions, 
etc. And that's what I'm also teaching, that's my main thing, and when I was brought here by 
XX. Have you heard her name? You have heard that she is now taking over the New York office 
of PRME. Ok so now you have heard that so you should definitely talk to her. But let's go even 
one step further ago 25 years ago when I was a student, I read a paper by a professor here at 
CBS was writing about social accounting and social auditing and that motivated me and inspired 
me, so I had CBS on my radar. And then later when I was working in France I met met who 
had been a student of P., and then when P. was retiring and said okay i need to do something to 
keep these ideas of life. So he started this research center and M. took over running the research 
center. And one of the people who she brought here basically everybody you see in this part of 
the building was directly or indirectly brought here by M.. So she brought me over here I worked 
on my stuff social entrepreneurship and Mette convinced the president to sign up to the PRME. 
She had a manager, basically, what today is Martiina, in those days he was called J.H., and J.. 
See, well he wrote the first PRME report which you have to do right here it is 2010. So, and 
you can find that online available online so he wrote the 2010 report. If you look at it, you'll see 
it promises crazy amounts of what we will do, it's like, absolutely through the roof. He had a 
50% position, and then was it. I mean he had some support from M. he had some support for 
me but we were more like in the background he come to us with ideas and let's add this or if 
you needed to Speaker he would pull us in or steam Valentin and some of the other center 
people but the center was research and Jonas was 50% position working on PRME. So he wrote 
this report and somehow got the president to sign it. Without it, without reading it, I think. And 
then he left. Then he went away. And suddenly, we got these calls from New York. Oh, could 
you please comes, you are, this is the best PRME report we've ever seen nobody's ever done 
such a good report. Please tell us what you're doing. And then the President was passing it to 
the Dean, the Dean to the Vice Dean at the end of the day met me we will get him getting calls, 
and we were saying like, Look, I mean sorry guys, but that guy's gone. And we asked you to 
rehire you didn't. What can we do that's your, I mean you are the use this bloody thing. And 
then they said okay, we're going to create the office so that's one of the prime office was 
formally created. And we will give him the budget that was a position the Academic Director 
was created. And what was important for me is was that the director directly communicates to 
the top management so that he or she can go up to the President and the dean and say, I want a 
direct channel to talk about this will give him budget for three years originally and then this has 
been prolonged already three times and at the moment it doesn't look like that is going to be 
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stopped. I hadn't expected that I would take this but then basically when this came along, they 
said we need somebody so I kind of like sideways slid in there and came back to my student 
days when I was pushing for this change. Yeah, it wasn't something I had expected to do but 
then I was in and then I was in, and again working on on those kind of things. Also, if I hadn't 
had been my choice, I would not have called it PRME I wouldn’t have called it responsible 
management education, I would have called it sustainability. Because if you look at my 
publications, they have been on sustainable development I come more from an environmental 
management corporate sustainability background. But in here comes now my first challenge for 
you guys.I have learned to like it over the years, because if you say sustainability or SDGs. You 
will have big trouble with many colleagues at CBS to get into a debate because they're going to 
say hey, I'm teaching corporate finance. But let me just great sustainability, wonderful SDGs, 
but I do corporate finance. Look what I do is corporate finance, and I have talked about climate 
change yes there is climate change finance and perhaps CBS should hire professor who can 
teach climate finance, but I don't I haven't learned this that’s not in my publications is is not my 
teachings of go your way Kai and do your staff but leave me out, right? Same thing, a marketing 
professor who does consumer marketing, right, so she might say, I do consumer marketing I 
sell jeans right I teach companies to sell jeans online on the online marketing. I don't do 
marketing of organically moving cotton, great topic! find a marketing Professor who does this. 
With PRME is that it uses these words, responsible management education. And you can look 
at that in two ways you can say responsible management - education, this is what everybody 
does. And responsible management. You could also say CSR education. And then you can 
replace it and see as our sustainability education, but you can also say responsible pause 
management education. And then, nobody can say, get out of my office because you're a 
marketing professor, well, you're managing and management educator, what are your 
responsibilities, what would an irresponsible marketing Professor do. What would an 
irresponsible finance professor. Well, perhaps to teach people to kind of like bend the rules and 
cut the corners and do this and that. Right. So we get into a totally different because there's one 
thing there's, there's the direct sustainability content where we teach people, these are the SDGs 
and your opportunities and business cases and again, part of my research the whole time. But 
the people that I think the PRME office needs to reach are those people who say hey I don't do 
this, nothing personal. But it's not my thing. In the same way as I mentioned, there was an office 
for online management they would come to my office, I would say, Yeah, great. I do PRME, I 
do CSR I don't do online... Whatever. You go ahead. You do it so so what I like about PRME 
is that you can change the dialogue and can say what do you think are your responsibilities and 
a half this one guy who says ‘My responsibility is to give Susan a job’. And I'm sorry, but if I 
teach them SDGs, or if I teach them statistics. If I teach them statistics, they're going to get a 
job. If I teach them SDGs might get a drop, if I teach them statistically SDGs  instead of teaching 
them statistic they're not going to get a job. That's his argument right. But the point is now we're 
in a conversation now now actually I know what he thinks his responsibilities are. And now we 
can get some okay let's have a look. Talk to the, to the employers. Is your hypothesis right and 
if it's true. As I mean I like the SDGs, but I can't force my colleague, we are all academics, we 
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all have freedom, lot of freedom in what we do. So I can’t order them around I can’t tell them 
you have to do this. So I'm getting into a dialogue with them and say well, okay you care about 
these young people's drop opportunities. Let's look into it. Let's see whether that's true right and 
whether we can't actually persuade the companies that hire from us to make this part of the 
hiring perfect so this is actually where think we as an organization need to change. We need to 
allow all the colleagues to get in and where we have to be very careful also is a lot of people 
who talk about SDGs imply imply and assume that they know what's right thing. And they 
assume the others don't. And in some cases we had interviews, focus groups of people that are 
the bad guys and the good guys assuming the finance and economics, people are the bad guys. 
Exactly. And that's irresponsible. If you do that if you separate the organization into two camps. 
And you just you just strengthen the divide. So instead, I think you need to pull them. From that 
point of view I like, I like PRME, and I have actually written like a case where we interviewed 
a lot. don't get depressed when you read it. I found it. Okay, so what I'm sending you now is a 
case that I wrote. So it's the Nordic management university so it doesn't say which school it is. 
it is CBS, and the names and they're all made up. It's pretty obvious you can quickly realize it's 
asked but I've put it, and it's it's a random situation that didn't happen like this and there is a 
there's a Dean Martin Christians who doesn't exist but the quotes in there whenever you find if 
you read through this and you will see Pernille is this or whatever. Those are real people at CBS 
whose names I protected I've changed. For example, an economist might become a finance 
professor and the American might become a British person, and so on. Right. But those are real 
citations where people, for example, say, “I mean this in the nicest way possible, but I don't 
think a lot of firms open up transcripts and get excited about CSR unless they an NGO or 
something. A lot of our students come from Southern Europe and I think they would rather have 
employable skills, that's what I just was talking about, you know, these kids have limited time 
here right, we only have three years with them, they don't take a lot of math or statistics class 
so let me ask you if you look at the marginal gains for us to student, do we give him another 
statistics class or CSR lesson”. So that's a direct quote from Professor, and you can read through 
this, you'll see, then there are other things in there, where I'm actually quoting articles, those are 
real articles and I think it's in the list for examples (Sengales) here. He is a professor in Chicago. 
And he says, My colleague at the University of Chicago pioneered the economic study of crime, 
employing a basic utilitarian approach he compared the benefits of a crime, with the expected 
cost of punishment, but that is the cost of punishment times the probability of getting actually 
caught. While very insightful Becker's model, which had no intention of telling people how to 
behave had unintended side consequences, a former student of Becker told me that he found 
many of his classmates to be remarkable amoral effect that it took us a sign that they interpreted 
the descriptive model of Becker, who is a Nobel Prize winner, the descriptive model of crime 
as prescriptive. This is how you should behave, they perceive any failure to commit a high 
benefit crime with a low expect to cost us as a failure to act rationally, almost as a proof of 
stupidity. In other words, if teachers pretend to be agnostic they subtly encouraged a moral 
behavior without taking any responsibility but it makes so much sense. That's an obvious trigger 
to look at it if it's that that you find in the reference list. If it's not, it's basically a quote from our 
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school. And I also include a couple of tree huggers. And again, those quotes are real right one 
of them basically says, “Oh, those stupid finance Professor guy, he was really mean to me if he 
doesn't want to talk to me, he can sit in this corner I'm not going to talk to him.” Yeah so so 
basically this this divide that I was talking about before.  
 
Interviewer 2: Do you still have the impression that it's like this? 
 
Interviewee: Well, I mean, my, my goal actually has been to, to weaken that, and by basically 
saying, I'm listening. Tell me what you think a responsible finance Professor should do. You 
have the right to say that I'm not going to criticize as as the as the director of PRME is not my 
role to decide what you should think my role is to make sure you know what your 
responsibilities are. And you then deliver on it right? you can say oh my job is to get my 
responsibility to get them jobs, but I'm lazy and I don't show up for work right that. But if you 
re not coherent in your behavior… And then I've tried to force people to say it out loud. Right. 
And very, very few of them actually, I really like this (x) this guy. And I've always brought him 
into my PRME office and he said, I can’t believe you bring me because my opinion is ,PRME 
is time wasting’.  so that is because! you're the only one who says this, everybody else says 
‘well, right and that's good’. That starts a debate that starts a debate about what is their 
responsibility and you can see how he has changed over the years, right he is, he isn't as useful 
anymore as he used to be because now he comes in and says well you know okay I've come to 
learn that PRME actually is important and you know he really means that he's not saying this 
as to be nice but because through the process all his preconceptions about us being crazy tree 
huggers have changed and he says well you know you're right. 
 
Interviewer 1:There are elements of responsibility in the job market right if you ruin the 
company through a immoral behavior you lose money for the shareholders and you lose your 
job. But what would you say makes professor agree to change the teaching and slides or 
whatever, for example, Is it a top management or external pressures? because now in the job 
market most companies require people with knowledge on sustainability.  
 
Interviewee: I think it has to be internal I mean we are extremely , I mean that's our profession 
that we have this believe in our “Unfehlbarkeit”. Right, so there's this assumption which, putting 
it positively, the independence of academia is very important, right, so top management should 
not tell us what we teach or how we teach it, perhaps a little bit how in terms of pedagogy and 
this kind of stuff but limit right so for example if I don't like cases, and I feel cases are wrong 
and they get students focused on stupid sideshows and I don't like cases, I like slides. I can do, 
right. So, what we need to do here is to actually allow people to join in this kind of debates, get 
into the discussion. I assume L. has shown you this? It is actually why I did this because now 
can open this up (shows catalogue). Again, making things explicit making it visible so you now 
see that this guy J. He has the course the cornerstone course so effects of course, she has the 
most amount of sustainability responsibility content. He really hates us. He's absolutely against 
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us right he is one of the guys who was like totally libertarian guy. But the point is in his course 
on organization, there's a session on CSR. So, now, anybody in this organization who wants to 
teach on this like for example here, C., I mean this is from 2016 but if she teaches. On 
responsibility day she should go talk to him, and find out. And Miss well he what he teaches 
organizations here Yeah, exactly. And then you have Christina final teaching EU law or external 
law. So, if she talks about social auditing and accounting she should link it back to what he said. 
And she said, Well, I know Jacob basically has this position here is my to offer to the students 
variety to make up their own mind. But what is very important for me is some kind of 
progression that these people know what they're talking about. We got a lot of criticism of 
students saying like you know we have too much CSR pops up everywhere, always talk about 
it. They never tell us why and what it means. And they repeat themselves, all the time, always 
it's about Porter's shared value blah blah blah same cases and so on and so on. We don't think 
they talk to each other and I think that's true, professors, and it's not just on CSR it's on many 
topics that we have. But you see, the message to send to the students is if you always talk about 
CSR, but you don't take it seriously, the subtext. Do you have the hidden curriculum texts of 
money. Okay I got that one as well (shows text). So what she talks about is something called 
the hidden curriculum, aligning the hidden curriculum, so she talks about the hidden curriculum 
and the hidden curriculum is basically all the stuff we teach you unconsciously, or even 
consciously but not kind of like in the official thing so for example, when in all my examples, 
and all my slides. I always have white elderly man, when I talk about leadership. Right. Then 
I'm sending hidden curriculum message me I don't want to write. Also if I put up a picture with 
one black person one Asian person one Caucasian person. I'm also sending a message such as 
okay I'm using these stupid stock photos because I want to be politically correct. Right. I mean, 
you never really get around the hidden curriculum students will always make assumptions and 
interviews about responsibility to in the students that oh CBS is only doing this because they 
have to, they don't believe in responsibility, they're like I'm sitting there another one interview, 
who organizes responsibility they but what can I say. That's the message to students received 
so the hidden curriculum, we make responsibility, and the message the student receives oh well. 
And it might have the opposite effect. So that's this hidden part and I think that's much more 
important. If you read the case that I've sent you towards the end of the case is a quote from a 
guy called G.. G. wrote a criticism of management theory. And he says something all my 
colleagues in here don't really like very much she says, if you want to affect students minds, it 
has to be the high status professors, the ones, students look up to an ethics professors, often low 
status professed. Now when I tell the story obviously that's not true everybody because 
hopefully folks like you, you like the CSR professors you look after them so we influence you. 
But once again, we don't need to influence you you probably on the right trajectory already, but 
if you look at for our member general basic program we have here right to the general 
management program so I applied economics and finance. They look after the econ and finance 
professors, if they make jokes, such as one of my colleagues who says, Welcome to CBS. So if 
you're interested in saving the world you should have gone to AX. If you want to make loads 
of money you have a right place right I mean, and then I fantastic afterwards, why do you do 
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this like it's just a joke to let people laugh at the beginning. But it works, it wants of the audience, 
it builds. It builds a link with the students that works for him so he makes those jokes. So that's 
what I'm coming back I think this is and now and I've come to learn this over the years. I think 
we can teach them we can teach all the SDGs, including the sub SDGs., we can make sure the 
exams, the students are tortured on that and need to learn that will be bringing lots of guest 
speakers. And we force every professor to put up the slides. The Hidden Curriculum the one 
that sets the expectations about what it means to be a sorry professor to be a management 
student. What profession, do we have. Maribel works a lot Maribel Blasco with the hidden 
curriculum she works on this professional identity.That's what's important. Okay. Having said 
that there are many many many ways okay now I have done my ceremony. 
 
I think we have two parts one is thinking about the identity of the organization who are we, and 
CBS is pretty good at this, like we have this business in society. Last week we had the annual 
party Were you there? The annual annual CBS has an annual party where all the professors 
come the minister was there. Well, a few students are invited every year so there are a couple 
of students was that representatives there. And the minister gave a speech, the new president 
gave his speech. Everybody said how important responsibilities and of course, some of them 
said it because they need to be seen saying it but most of them I think really meant it was really 
park so it's still I have colleagues who go like this stupid responsibility time right. So, I wanted 
to go the whole time like they're talking about me right but it's really I mean it doesn't help if 
you have colleagues around to just go. 
 
Interviewer 1:  We (CBS) are known for having such a huge research and sustainability. How 
can it be that this doesn't come through in our colleagues, all programs. Do you think that there 
is an actual gap?  
 
Interviewee: So, well, why is it not coming through? What do you mean what is missing? Tell 
me what you feel is missing. 
 
Interviewer 1: We have this feeling that here it is very strong and everyone excuses with by 
research wise we do not have a problem in sustainability research, and it is true (he does not 
agree and shakes the head). But the when you go into the courses and the programs, it is not 
equally reflected. Even we [BLC] don't know if we're doing sustainability or where we are 
doing sustainability. Only she because she didn't sustainability minor.  
 
Interviewer 2: Yeah, and then it makes sense, but also like, I mean, even though it's easy to 
implement or to kind of like show the aspects of sustainability in the soft skill courses, and we 
had a lot of them it was still not visible or it was not like okay so now we're going to do a session 
on sustainability or a CSR in supply chains or about.. it's not something that, which is also 
promoted I don't know if it's the right word but yeah. 
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Interviewee: The next problem that of course is in this modern education where you have a 
Bachelor and the Master system right, if you have a master and basically a master means you 
have two semesters. Then it's elective semester and then you can do the minor and exchange 
etc. So you really have only eight courses for master program. 
 
What I've just shown you is the bachelor program. Yeah, three year program, we haven't yet 
come to the master probably doing it but I'm somewhat doubtful because we have 35 different 
masters very different flavors and I mean there's only so much you can do in eight courses in 
10 months righ. So what should we be doing it should we I mean I one person said okay we just 
made need to make sure that in every session, every professor has at least one slides with SDG 
on it. 
 
I think the hidden curriculum message of that would be worse, because it would always be the 
last slide of the last session or it's some session where you talk about exams and zone and by 
the way he is that I need to show you this SDG slide because the dean asked me to write what 
message is that going to send to the students?  
 
Interviewer 1: Agreed and also it would interfere with the academic freedom and then you might 
face a lot more resistance.  
 
Interviewee: And people would verbalize that resistance. 
Interviewer 2: For example, we were discussing it could be a good idea of instead imposing it 
and saying you have to do the address SDGs just say, we expect it to be part of the course, some 
point and you can decide the way it is done.  
 
Interviewee: So once again, what I tried to do here. And so, okay. Remember what I told you 
about the first report that we did, where this guy wrote everything in there how great we all 
were. And then left. So I hope that this is my legacy. Because basically what's written in that... 
now he has another study program right you see this guy Nils A. Anderson, (Program name in 
danish) so he apparently is the flagship guy in there. 
 
And I'm a little bit annoyed with all my calls because this has been out for a year and a half now 
and I've told them, go out there, share this, because the truth is, so the report from 2010 was 
what Mette Morsing calls... basically talking about what you want to do in the future and that 
forces you to do it. This is the same thing right if the students from this study program, project 
management right so if the project management students look at this and say oh, there's this 
thing and by the way, why is there nothing here right why, why is it so here. That's questions 
only the students can ask, because if I asked them... I mean what what I forced them to do every 
study program had to define the competency profile and what I said is, is you, your study 
program project management defines responsibility, different than for example diversity and so 
on. So what let's see what they read they say the ability to understand and take into account the 
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different context and different stakeholder interests involved in project management. It's one 
thing they should learn. The ability to understand the problems from numerous different 
perspectives, the ability to reflect explicitly upon societal and environmental impact. 
 
Okay, so to come back to this. So you see, the ability to explicitly reflected on social and 
environmental impact of project management decision the ability to recognize different 
stakeholder needs and interested in taking this into consideration. That's what they define are 
the competences and it doesn't say learn all the SDDs. That's what they defined. 
 
Now what you can do is you can go back and say, is this really happening in here. Yeah, so my 
legacy in ways to say, this is actually window dressing, this isn't really happening. I mean, it 
does. There's a reason these boxes are blue and have been asked, each of those this was bottom 
up from from the students who said where is it happening. Then we went to the professors and 
for example of this professor was doing he says I don't want to be, you've taken him away. And 
if this guy is widening says, take me in, we have made him blue. So we have not forced anybody 
, totally bottom up. Okay let's look here. He actually, Esben his office is over there, he teaches 
CSR at the end and now let’s look here, Richard. Is Richard really doing something on 
responsible management in his brand management course, and perhaps he did it and he doesn't 
do it anymore. That's where the students have to step up and say, or we don't really like your 
case and why don’t you do an SDG case, so that has to come bottom up and that will change 
the professor's more.  
 
Interviewer 2: What do you think determines the pace in which this will change?  
 
Interviewee: I think we have achieved a lot. We can think back 25 years in this business, and 
there were no professors and so on but the coming back to the beginning this whole... so the 
question there is, are we really overcoming this divide, or is it still there and is it actually 
strengthening the divide. I mean we had the 2007 crisis and suddenly all the finance professors 
and what I heard of course this was terrible and was bad behavior of the politicians etc etc. But 
I didn't really hear very much saying like well perhaps we taught wrong. So they're basically 
saying government made the wrong system which you often hear so the argument of the finance 
and income people it's like I don't have to teach the morality. I just have to teach them how to 
maximize returns and then the government needs to create a political system in which it makes 
sense, right? So, if you make a carbon trading system people will reduce co2, and they deeply 
believe it's basically all the responsibility of the public sector, and therefore we don't really have 
to do anything about it. 
 
And once you do that is specifically when you say well if breaking the laws cheaper than the 
fine. You should do it. No, I observe people doing it and then they go away with I should do 
this, that is a problem there. But to come back to the SDGs. We haven't done much on that also 
why because the SDGs are relatively new, but it's not something that has been around for a long 
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time. Another issue here is that, strangely enough, we have colleagues who tell us, we disagree 
with the UN, cause the UN is America controlled and it is neo liberal and I don't know 
whatever.. well perhaps not the UN but the Global Compact is because these big companies and 
PRME is part of the Global Compact and, but Prme is the level through which universities can 
interact with those companies who say that they're interested in the SDGs right so why would 
you...but that again has a lot to do with this belief in the independence right? The moment I 
accept that the UN knows more than me, no, no, no right? So, which is by the way why I, and 
nobody does it, I totally given up on this. I didn't call the office PRME of his I called it the 
office of responsible management education and the position is the director of responsible 
management education, because then I could say: “hey, I'm the director of responsible 
management education, there's something called the PRME principles, are there any good?, 
“Noooo!”, “Okay, fine, what do we do instead?, Great so let's forget about that bullshit in New 
York, that the UN people came up with it. So, the role, I have played for the last eight years has 
been a little bit of the naive, you-tell-me-what-to-do right? I got this job, we are together in this 
let's figure this out. 
 
That, whether that has worked or not I can't say because I'm talking about my own behalf yet. 
But what I can say is, it isn't working anymore. I probably would argue it has worked quite well 
in the early years, I got a lot of people involved, but people are.. they got it right? It's an act and 
people know the Act and the knife got weaker. So I think the responsibility C. now has, she has 
to find a new way and being from accounting... “show me right you have these competencies 
you have these blue courses. How do you measure this?” And now, the whole and this is why I 
think it's good also that I've handed over, because now..she and I told you: “you can dump on, 
you can say like oh my god, Kai did it all wrong and so on and so on.” Right? Because now, 
she can make a new generation and new come back with it - Let's solve this together right? 
Make a new, but it will be difficult, it will be difficult because the institutional and it is just, we 
have so much to do, it is not that people don't really want to do but we have so many other 
things to do, we have to publish... 
 
We have institutional things to do. So to get people to think about this, think about anything it 
is time intensive and difficult and you tend to do what you do right? I remember I was joking 
about professors who have the same slides for 20 years and now I look back, I mean, some of 
my best cases use material that is 15,18, 20 years old, it works excellent. It's really, really good 
and I know that those, this is the best me when I teach them because I can really teach something 
for the students so old case isn't necessarily bad. 
 
If I were to start today I wouldn't find those cases I would find new cases...Okay, so, but let's 
talk a little bit about the SDGs because the SDGs, well there were the Millennium Development 
Goals, which weren't used very systematically. But with the SDGs now that is changing so I 
think what we could and perhaps we should do is map all...so if I now step away from my 
PRME position, I've always resisted the SDGs because a lot of this is about consistency so if 
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you change your story halfway through, you tell them this is about responsibility and now 
suddenly says about sustainability that's not good because people are like “Okay, what are you 
wind wheal? You need to... But if we forget that and said like how do we get the SDGs in there. 
I think there's a couple of things to do we can. First of all map, all the SDGs against what we're 
already doing. And will find that we talked about this a lot I mean they exist in a lot of places. 
The risk there is that you get to this “window dressing” that a lot of companies do who say well, 
I'll report on what I do anyways, and I just do, I just map it.. Well, everybody does something 
and then the map it to SDG 11 and SDG 17. Right? So for example, Novo Nordisk says okay 
we work on health. What a surprise ? (laughing), yeah you sell insulin, of course you work on 
health issues, but...so, the question, there's one question of repackage what you do and link it 
to... which already is good because at least that means you know the SDGs are there and you 
interact with it. But I think the bigger question would be really to say what are the SDGs that 
need addressing, that are not being addressed. 
 
That need addressing, that are not being addressed and where business could play a role if it 
wanted to. And now we come back to my kind of, my research area, I look at startups that exist 
for specific social purposes. So, for example Specialista and a Danish company that hires people 
with autism explicitly because they want to help people with autism. They then say, well, look 
people with autism, they are very good at software testing, hire our company because their 
method in software testing, pattern recognition and memory and photographic memory, etc.  
 
So, here we come into the question whether the the the old capitalist model which says for profit 
all the time, doesn't have to be replaced that's important but needs to be extended. But the old 
model was either you are for profit company or a charity or public sector right and now we have 
a fourth thing which behaves like a business, creates income sell something but the purpose is 
not shareholder value creation. The purpose is actually to solve a social problems. And people 
teaching that at CBS are very, very few. We are some, there is not just me. There's a couple of 
people, of us around. 
 
But I think that that's a sector that will and should grow as a society, as it does more students 
will work there, as more students work there, as a school we will teach more on it. And that's 
basically where you don't say well how does my company happen to touch upon a SDG, but 
which is the SDG we should be solving and solve it...so I do a lot of teaching, where students 
work, start select the problem. Plastic in the ocean. So what's the reason for it. How do we 
develop the business model, find an income strategy build a business model or write a business 
plan, of course, most of my students then pass an exam and move on to something else. But 
some actually do start these social enterprises I don't know Ruby cup. We have heard of them 
that's the Kenyan social enterprise that was students in my class. 
But even if they're not starting their own thing they take this idea with themselves so now they 
go, hopefully work at Maersk or Danske bank, and then they think: “hey, how can we solve this 
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SDG in my job that I'm now in?”, so that I think is what business school should be doing but 
yeah that requires a really major change. 
 
Interviewer 2: What is the degree of CBS’s market orientation in your opinion?  
 
Interviewee: How do I answer that? But first of all you need to look at how education is 
produced at CBS and that's primarily supply driven and not demand driven by demand, I mean 
students or firms. And that means, I am here, I now need to cover my teaching load. So I look 
around what can I teach, well I like to teach social entrepreneurship so if I get away with it, I 
will do that, if I get elective students who take it or I persuaded a program to put me in there, 
but that program manager will of course ask themselves does my program need this and they 
typically come to the answer no hands, only one study program has a core course in social 
entrepreneurship. I would like more but that's...but then if that doesn't work, I say okay what 
else could I teach. I could teach CSR, or I could teach an entrepreneurship class right so once 
again you go with what I know you can't ask me to teach online marketing. That's not me I 
haven't been trained in that, I would be a bad teacher at it. So, even if something new comes 
along the institution doesn't directly change. That's the first challenge that we have here, but 
CBS has been hiring. Really consistently people with sustainability knowledge in marketing, in 
operations management, in accounting, in organization studies and so on. So I think it does exist 
across the campus. 
 
One of the reasons I guess it's not that visible to you students is that we are very badly 
interconnected and it's a real difficult task and here must say self critically I haven't achieved 
everything I wanted. One of the tasks I had, was to go into each department and build up a local 
PRME structure. 
 
We kind of have this because we have so called ambassadors, but the ambassadors are in the 
study programs. So each study program has an ambassador to the rest of the people in that study 
program. But that means some departments gets a lot of ambassadors because of course the one 
who is willing to be the ambassador is probably somebody who is more open to this. What we 
basically would have to do now is we should not map where our ambassadors, but where are 
they not and then go into those departments and find the ambassadors and standardize them. 
 
9th Interview  
 
Interviewer 1: Patricia Dinu 
Interviewer 2: Julia Posch 
Interviewee: I_09 
Position: Dean of Education 
Date: 21.03.2019 
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Interviewer 1: As you already saw from from our email, yeah, we decided to write our master 
thesis about sensibility, more precisely about the SDGs. And now we're, well we already did a 
round of interviews and find out what the situation is. And now we want to go more precisely 
into education and find out more about how it works there. So, if it's okay for you we're going 
to record this interview. Could please state your name and your position?  
 
Interviewee: My name is Gregor Halff and I am Dean of Education at CBS. 
 
Interviewer 1: Very nice. Um, could you in like one sentence describe what your position is 
about? 
 
Interviewer: Well, CBS has two Deans, one for research and one for education. And obviously 
the two work together. But they make up the deanery in the School, which in turn is part of 
what it's called senior management of the school. The President is the third member and the 
university director who is very much the lead for the central administration.  
 
Interviewer 1: And because we're writing our like, our overall topic is sustainability, we wanted 
to ask you what your involvement is in sustainable projects or activities at CBS. 
 
Interviewee: Well, as part of senior management, we don't actually get involved with specific 
projects, right, because I mean, we're busy running this. But of course, the the goal of senior 
management is to go to make choices for the organization, and or support those who see, you 
know, opportunities around sustainability. And to put things on the agenda. Yeah, so it's, it's 
not as if as if we're personally involved in specific project. And that would be wrong, because 
the moment you get involved in one project, that means five other projects won't have your 
attention, right. So that you can do that as as members. 
 
Interviewer 2: So far, we've talked to people from the sustainability department that obviously 
have the topic very far up in their agenda. But how is it in the senior management level? Like 
what do you mean it is in the agenda? 
 
Interviewee: Well, when I said it, I will answer your question in a second. But when I mentioned 
agenda setting, what I meant was that is that is for senior management to set the agenda of the 
organization. Right, And so introducing certain topics, as senior management, you have more 
opportunities to do that then than others. And that's what I meant with the agenda setting. Okay, 
that doesn't answer your question. Well it regularly is. So senior management meets as senior 
management once a week. And, and there is an is typically two, two ways in which 
sustainability come comes onto the agenda. It is either because we're three ways, it's either 
because we talk about the PRME office, I mean, and it's activities, and PRME, of course reports 
to make, or when we talk about campus development, as an overall Canvas development. Or 
Thirdly, whenever there are issues around the design of our programs, our degree programs. 
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Interviewer 1: And you mentioned PRME before, and we've also been in contact with them and 
your interviews. And we found out that there was like a letter of commitment, it was signed by 
PRME. That kind of like PRME was in charge of implementing or like working with SDGs 
more closely. Yep. And do you know how this is going so far?  
 
Interviewee: what how is it going to? Do I know how it's been going so far? Or do you want 
my opinion of how it's been going so far? 
 
Interviewer 1&2: Both 
 
Interviewee: I think the PRME office is exceptionally successful in making sure that we think 
harder about responsibility in a number of ways, including the SDGs but not only. The role of 
PRME of reminding all of our programs, including these topics into the program design has 
been phenomenal. There is a challenge though, in and this is a challenge in, in, in Danish 
universities, in principle, but basically one of this size is that it's the study boards who decide 
what is being taught.  
 
Interviewer 1: So you, as the Dean of education don't have that much influence on how..? 
 
Interviewee: I do but indirect. So, I can approve, I approved overall curriculum, yep, I approve 
the study board composition. But what that cannot do is I kind of go into a program and say, 
You now need to teach a sustainable, doing that, because I can't even go and say, you know, 
need a course in responsible management. I can't do that. 
 
Interviewer 1: Why is that? Because the hierarchy is a flat or? 
 
Interviewee: Well, because of this organization of democracy. Okay. Yeah. And because of 
study boards are legally owners of the degree program. And so what that means is you need to 
judge the effectiveness of a body like PRME in that context, right. So So what that means is 
that every program that does indeed have sustainable development goals in the teaching, and 
you're responsible management is a huge success for PRME, because that means that they've 
persuaded them, rather than have said, What, here's what you need to do. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you know to what degree this has been integrated to the curriculum so far 
The Sustainable Development Goals? Do you know, if there are like some initiatives that are 
kind of like tackling this? 
 
Interviewee: Well, it's been, it's been in a, in a broader sense, been taken up by the majority of 
our bachelor programs, but you will know that this is only half of our of our degree programs, 
and answer the next big area that that we look at our master programs. 
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Interviewer 2: When you come when you want to implement more responsible management of 
SDGs in particular, would you consider like, the main challenges? 
 
Interviewee: Well, I just described one of them make the decision makers decentralized. This 
and i don't criticize that. I mean, there's many upside. So but that is a challenge, when you want 
to make changes, that decision making is decentralized. Probably the biggest challenge. The 
other biggest, big challenge around these things is that changing what we teach and how we 
teach is, is a he's, he's, he's a very intense process. So asking a professor to change what she or 
he teaches, means asking that Professor to do a lot of additional things beyond what she's 
anyhow, during doing. And she will then rightly say, but hold on, I also need to do research, I 
need to get my research published, I need to I'm I have a teaching requirement that is already 
relatively high. So there's opportunity costs for whoever we want to, we're asking to change 
things, that person will then stop doing other things for the time being that she or he needs to 
redesign, of course. So the opportunity cost to the individual professors and other important 
challenging. 
 
Interviewer 1: But for the programs that already have, are already addressing SDGs do you 
know maybe how the integration process or how this was integrated into…? 
 
Interviewer: Well, usually because there's a researcher that is already strong and research here, 
and then starts teaching their research?Um, yeah. So that is that is the most obvious way, 
because also different than is less opportunity costs for that researcher, right? Because he or she 
is in anyhow, engage in that in that subject matters publishing, in the subject methods and is 
taking that into, into into into a program? 
 
Interviewer 2: How much do you personally stand behind the like, integrating more stability or 
SDGs? To make an explanation we observed and there's like a kind of a divide, and people see 
it more like a some more like tree hugging and understood, I probably want to teach more hard 
skills. 
 
Interviewee: Yeah. If you were to see this as a dichotomy. I think this is a school that certainly 
as compared to the wide majority of other business schools, the inclusion of sustainable 
thinking, is mainstream thinking around here. I mean, certainly as compared to many other 
business schools. And that includes all members of senior management and including myself. 
So I'm not sure if this is a scale is and if you wanted a  what kind of personal commitment do I 
have to this? But the reason why I'm here is and you might know that I joined a year ago, was 
precisely because CBS has a broader understanding of how to teach business. 
 
Interviewer 2: And do you think that this effort, and that the SDGs came and PRME is trying 
to implement them? is it helping it? Or is it making it harder?  
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Interviewee: I don’t  know, because I can't make the I cannot make a comparison of well, how 
successful was this without SDGs.. So I can't tell. 
 
Interviewer 1: If, for example, professor would like to include sustainability or have spent a bit 
as part of the curriculum, do they have any kind of guidelines that they need to go through or 
do they need to tell you? 
 

Interviewee: Then I need to take take a step back. So okay, so if a if a degree program changes 
what it teaches, Meaning a change, it's fundamentally makes changes to a course for replaces 
one course with another. That is the kind of stuff that needs, that is a change in the study 
regulation? That needs to be supported by the study board. And then the study board asks for 
that change to be okay by me. If a professor decides that she or he wants include sustainability 
in her teaching, that's none of my business. That however, it doesn't answer your question. Does 
he or she a guideline? Well, yes, or is it a guideline, but that too, is more of a meta guideline in 
the sense that, because we're a university, what we do is research based teaching. And what that 
means is that if you teach sustainability, the assumption is that you have access to the research 
about sustainability, rather than just including it into as a as an add on. 
 
Interviewer 1: I would have one more question about To what degree does it influence the 
educational and research part that now the campus has like this new strategy of sustainability? 
 
Interviewee: I'm not sure if there's actually really close. I mean, it'll be hard to find, I mean, 
they're obviously not contradicting because now because it means that the organization is 
paying attention is, but it'd be hard to make the argument that one is, you know, contributing to 
the other. Of course, you cannot be if you're a highly unsustainable campus, do integrating 
responsible management and extended into your teaching actually just going to be credible.  
And vice versa. But I'm not sure if if, if there is other than that a direct link between between 
the two. I mean, as you know, most of our teaching happens in traditional classrooms and not 
in studio environments, and does not happen and and even more suddenly happens off campus. 
Once we do more of that, of course, there are some changes, choices that you then make, right, 
then you can if you go off campus with teaching, when you can make a choice of the kind of 
companies that you visit instead of but then again, that there is there are there's of course a 
connection in the sense that this is something that is important to the university, but not the way 
the campus is designed is not is not immediately influencer at the programs that are designed. 
 
Interviewer 2: And you said before it, sustainability comes up in especially PRME, campus 
development and design of programs. And I want to know, where like, the pressure while you're 
here would most likely come from students or professors or PRME. Where you hear most of 
like “we need more sustainability”. 
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Interviewee: Probably from the students. But then again, students are also always the most 
conservative group in any university, right? Pretending that they're not, but they're actually 
super conservative. Because if we start replacing, for example, you started replacing statistics 
and micro economics with more sustainability… (Interviewer 2 shakes panically hands over 
head)  is exactly this, precise. So there's a there's a bit of .. and I respect students wishes the 
right I mean, of course, there's a good argument to be made that we need to do be faster in in 
integrating this into curriculum design, I accept that. But, but the navigation is hard, because 
something's got to give, right? It's never just adding something. Because if you just add stuff, 
well, that means then you're subtracting time that students have or you're subtracting other 
subjects. So it's never just in addition to that, there's always a choice. Okay. And because of 
that, there's a decent navigation and that needs to happen. Because if you will, what do we add 
more sustainability what do we take out? 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you think that maybe the pressure from outside or for company has increased 
since the Sustainable Development Goals?  
 
Interviewee: No. 
 
Interviewer 2: Why you would make changes? 
 
Interviewee: The main motivation is because it is the right thing to do.  
 
Interviewer 1: So is it in a, in a future plan of the agenda to to make more changes towards 
becoming more sustainable 
 
Interviewee: But then again, what is it what you mean, right? I mean, do you? Do you mean, 
become more sustainable as an organization? You mean, and make people more sustainable as 
graduates? Do you mean, changing the curriculum? 
Interviewer 1: Changing the curriculum. 
 
Interviewee: As a school, we currently don't have a good idea of what is our graduate of the 
future going to look like? Right? We have some answers in individual programs. But the reality 
is, we're not responding to something that is actually quite fundamental. And then as fact that 
statistically, the two of you are probably going to live until you're 100. Right? 
And so what that means is that you are going to be the generation that works the longest in the 
history of humanity, human probably be working for about 50 years of your life currently. And 
that, in turn, means that we need to qualify you differently than we would have qualified people 
10 years older than you are, or 20 years, which is, which is my generation. And we don't have 
an answer that so we don't have an answer to. Well, what are the capabilities that you will need, 
so as to face a society, that's completely different, probably twice in the in the, in the, in the 
course of your working nice. Because of that, I've started what I call the capabilities process, if 
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you look at most business schools, they, they educate for skills. And, and I'm committed to that 
actually not enough, because you need, you always need multiple skills to solve specific 
problems. And, and so what we've started is, is it's a Delta process, meaning it's a it's a fancy 
way of saying it's a crowdsourcing process, in which we engage most of many parts of the 
society in focus groups and surveys, and multiple times, so as to develop what is probably going 
to be nine to 10 capabilities that all of our students should have. And, and I'm sitting there in 
the middle of that process now. And we're seeing that what we're getting back in our 
conversation in the focus groups in the surveys, or nearly always has to do with balancing as 
in, we need people who are able to create value, while not causing harm, we need a people to, 
to to, to make the distinction between societal benefit, organizational benefit and personal 
benefits, while actually contributing to growth of all of these, I mean, these are deeply 
sustainability driven ideas, right? without necessarily always using that term. I'm hoping that 
by see the summer of this year, we have a consensus around what are those overarching 
capabilities that we need, or that you will need? That that can then be a basis of redesigning 
practically all of our curriculum. So that's, but that is more strategy is an extra that is more than 
just sustainability, also, because it doesn't always use that term. But there's a there's a deeply 
sustainable, the paradigm is one of sustainability as in balancing different pieces of society, 
balancing organizations with society, balancing the risk and opportunity. And all of these things 
are deeply inspired by by the SDGs, but certainly by sustainability thinking. That's great. So 
that can be a major. I mean, this can feel Yeah, but that can be a major reform over our form of 
our curriculum, which actually also includes direction. 
 
Interviewer 1: I think we're we have two main questions left, closing questions. So, we would 
like to know me what your vision or your wishes are for CBS University in terms of 
sustainability. 
 
Interviewee: Oh, I wish we have we stopped eating animals at campus. 
 
Interviewer 2: And is there anything that you would like to add or anything we haven't asked 
you that we should have asked? 
 
Interviewee: No, I think we touched quite a number of topics. 
 
Interviewer 1: Then thank you very, very much for taking the time. 
 
10th Interview  
 
Interviewer 1: Julia Posch 
Interviewer 2: Patricia Dinu 
Interviewee: I_10 
Position: Associate Professor at the Department of Operations 
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Date: 22.03.2018 
 

Interviewer 1: So we are writing to the master thesis with CBS. And this is our case company. 
And the topic is sustainability, most specifically SDGs. Maybe first if you could state your 
position? 
 
Interviewee: For the benefit of the recording, I am an Associate Professor at the Department of 
operations and an all around legend (laughing).  
 
Interviewer 2: So, we would like to know what you know, about the Sustainable Development 
Goals? 
 
Interviewee: Okay, so I don't know, I can't remember now what the Sustainable Development 
Goals are at CBS, I've not I've not followed the competition. I know, there was something that 
they're doing, they've had a few showcase events downstairs. So I know separately from I think 
when you guys did some of the UNDP, or we did a bit because they also follow some of the 
Sustainable Development Goals. And I know there's a list of them. And I have a bit of an interest 
around the poverty, one, eradicate poverty in parts of the world, and child poverty. I think that 
is one of the ones that I think is most important. I think there's one on environment. And green, 
and I don't think it's about the circular economy, or at least I'm not seeing the word of them. But 
that I think, has something to do with CBS because they have an environmental or a green 
policy or at least Corporate Social Responsibility policy and as part of that,...so the corporate 
social culture is quite broad. And there's a part which is about recycling, green energy 
efficiency. There are issues around that. I think there is a policy that exists, that we don't follow 
it very well. 
 
Interviewer 1: Okay. What do you mean by not following very well? 
 
Interviewee: I mean, they have one of these big TV screens, they just installed upstairs, which 
you probably saw by the coffee machine. And it is on 24 hours. Okay. Okay. And I objected to 
having it there. And I said to them, and just to because I actually they removed a really nice 
painting, actually, not for the environmental or anything. I said to him, but now you put this on, 
it doesn't actually fit with the CBS policy, on efficiency, because why do we need access, it 
doesn't get much information on I mean, I'm here in the evenings and weekends, and nobody 
else looks at it, out of those house. But no one had the decency to know how to turn it off. So 
that the, and whatever energy it's using up and they haven't been on a timer or anything. So 
there's those issues, then there's issues with the heating, that doesn't always work in the office, 
or it's too warm, too cold. I mean, having problems is too long in my office, because they took 
off the thermostats and put them on without the numbering and they changed the security. So 
they changed the supplier from the cleaning company, or the facilities management company 
changed from whatever it was from before to a new one to Is or something, I can't remember 
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their name. But they are big, big player. And that new cleaning company has been making 
changes and implementing but I'm not sure where, where the CBS is communicated. It's the 
policy and how because they've been doing stuff with the thermostats and the heating systems, 
but that hasn't been explained why and what's going on? I'm not sure it's actually made things 
more efficient.  Is it using it more heating, how the monitoring? How does it reduce, etc? This 
is very unclear, but at least with the grid, so going back to sustainable development goals. I 
mean, I know that I've seen the different colors, and there's many different, I think this firm for 
20 or 12. I can't remember it now 
 
Interviewer 1&2: 17.  
 
Interviewee: But there's a lot and I think M. and C., no, they where the year before you then. 
But they finish their thesis last year with me. And they looked at not at CBS, but they looked at 
SAP. And one of the things...and they did look at the sustainable development goals, but focus 
on the human resource, and it was slavery aspect. I can’t remember which one it was linked on 
further, it was about human rights. And then there's the issue about slavery, but in your supply 
chain and how you manage that. So there was that aspect that they looked at it and it was linked. 
Because I mean, I don't know if you're using the paper by Gerald George in the Academy 
Management Journal, which talks about the grand challenges, and sustainable development 
goals. And there is a nice piece, I read it with some of the students for something a few years, 
but of course, I don't remember. I don't remember the 70s. And test me (laughing).  
 
Interviewer 2: How have you touched upon sustainability topics in your courses?  
 
Interviewee: I do, so we have the principles are responsible management education, CBS.  And 
they as they do something, they sit in one of the other buildings or departments, they send me 
an email every year because they want my course outline, but I don't actually bother to send it. 
So one of the things that I teach is... they they look at the courses and the course outlines, and 
they if they if they pick up the word sustainability, and I think that's a very limited way of 
looking at whether you're doing the principle of responsible management education. So they 
always send me an email link to my shipping course. I don't know if I told you so I teach your 
operations and logistics management course to the international shipping and trade. And I think 
in the learning objective some way probably states sustainability, because I will talk a bit about 
sustainability shipping and the triple bottom line. So we all talk about those things in the 
shipping, but also bit of an interest in how you create market for the recycling or even the 
decomposing of ships because of the habit of hazardous materials that they contain. So we we 
discussed that quite a bit on that course. So we look at... because it's done in certain parts of the 
world like Pakistan, Bangladesh, and India. And where you send off those ships basically. I 
used to have an interest cause  used to work in BEA(?) shipping Systems Group, and they were 
military ships. And they they have very nasty things on them, even nastier than say Maersk’s 
ships, they have maybe a nuclear deterrent that they've carried and various other radiations on 
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that the other ones have not, but they're far worse and harder. So what they tend to do send them 
to another part of the world. So we teach like in the program...yeah, that with Maersk and 
Denmark, there has been and Maersk because made, I think they were here with the Case 
Competition last week, and the week before, they were saying they want to become a zero 
emissions or whatever. I mean because so with the principal, the PRME or whatever they call 
them, they have a unit they want to know and they asked the course syllabus, I think they want 
to do it for reporting. So they haven't come to me and advise how I can improve, how I can 
implement, what they exactly do. I know they've had run some events, but I haven't had time to 
go. But they want to show that they are doing this maybe, which is different to actually telling 
me how I could improve and integrated it in. So they're looking for courses that has evidence 
of doing this. Then at the same time, there has been the dialogue around the principles are 
responsible management education, given the Danske Bank scandal, about whether you should 
associate and what you should do or shouldn't do. I'm not sure how that ties in with the 
Sustainable Development Goals. But it does link the principles of responsible management 
education and what we're teaching. And given that that was happening in Estonia, and then you 
have their representatives coming and speaking and what CBS’s role is and whether they give 
them a platform, but also naming lecture theatres after. I mean Danske Bank, because of the 
scandal, it raises a lot of issues. But to be honest with [you] the issue was even there before 
Danske Bank and because it's not the first. So they have British American Tobacco should 
British American Tobacco because that would go against the sustainable development goals. 
But this is not it's not this is not something I picked up at CBS, it is obviously cause you can 
see it. But it was the same at Crownfield University, there they had huge money from British 
American Tobacco, and other banks and people and again, this is this is nothing new. Because 
you know, if I go back to 98, when I was a bachelor student at the University of Hall we had 
the same discussions with, I mean, Lloyds TSB, the banks who are engaged in certain things in 
other developing countries with their debt that they had a sharing, but putting pressures on, there 
was a student boycotts and movements. If anything, the student boycott for movements have 
they're not strong, students are lazy. They're not politically motivated. They're not active enough 
to make a stance. I'm sorry, I know you're here. But you asking me so I'm telling you. In the 
60s, 70s students were more active, they have a political interest, they had a motivation. They 
took action, strikes, protests, sometimes they would ruffle feathers in certain ways. And that 
doesn't happen anymore at university generally. And business schools are the worst, because 
we produce a okay...I'm I think I'm fine to say.. I think we produce, the products we produce at 
a business schools, we should also to a point be ashamed of because you are probably, I say 
‘you’ in a very general way as student, you are the least aware, when it comes to the 
environment, development goals, injustices, if anything, we are reproducing them with the 
product of our education out at business schools. Sorry, I know you [meaning the BLC master 
program] are a bit different but if you went to.. I know you are which line you're from. But 
remember, you are not..you are 50, 60 students, right? And I like teaching you guys and it's 
different. But let's go to the finance stream, come to my shipping and operations classes, come 
to some of the other places where we teach how most of the other programs are like. And where 
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people say, well, we're here to it's it's more, it's business. It's not management. It's about profit. 
Even though we do all of these things, it's still profit and how do you weigh up and I mean, I'm 
not saying that these are resolvable or easy to deal with. But the bottom line always folds one 
way. And then the question is, if we take the sustainable development goals, and I don't know 
them inside out, but if you talk about property, justice, not using slavery, labor treatment, 
poverty eradication, and I'm sure there's many others in the green. The question is, how do we 
actually know we making a difference with our people? Because if you look at some of the big 
scandals in the bank, take the banking crisis, right? Those were mostly products of business 
schools, right? Take the money business schools, take from different organizations to run the 
courses. The same people who leave those business schools are responsible for those problems 
that we create. So maybe Parker is right, that we should blow up the business school that we 
should... said it a lot. And there's a nice paper in a book he wrote on it. I wrote this last year, 
and there's a piece in The Guardian, maybe you should have a look. Because if you look at the 
financial crisis, and various other things that have happened, with the scandals, look at the 
Danske Bank guy who's in charge, and other people, they will probably went to a business 
school or have had some management education or business education. I mean, CBS you asking 
about CBS. But you know, it's far worse in places like the UK and America. So you know, I 
don't know if you know, so if you were to take, for example, some of the business schools and 
you want to look where their money and how they... Denmark is a bit different, right? And this 
it is a small country and to a point insignificant as well. But if you were to take a place like UK 
to a bigger school, like, you know, Oxford University, and what is the Oxford University 
Business School called?  
 
Interviewer 1+2: I do not know.  
 
Interviewee: Said business school, any idea were Said got its money from? So Said, was funded 
by a Syrian arms dealer who gave him a big 10 or 20 million donation, 10, 15 years ago, that it 
was made from. Okay?  Do you know, Imperials Business School used to be called Tanaka 
business school funded by a Japanese investment bank, who is now in prison serving time for 
millions or whatever for what he did. Worth looking up this story around whatever his first 
name is, Tanaka. And they rebranded the business school for away from Tanaka to something 
else. So when I say to these things about business schools, you have to look at it in the bigger 
picture of thing, and I can more confidently talk.. Denmark is different because it is public 
funded, mostly, most of them, all of the main universities. 
And it's not the same problem here. But when you look and say, for example, the UK, there's a 
question around when we take mostly Chinese students and from other parts of the world, and 
the quality of the education, what we deliver and what we develop. Right? And there is a 
responsibility. I think Denmark or CBS is better in that respect in terms of students that it gets, 
they are more here, how it treats and how it develops. But it gives them a good education, and 
prepares them not to be more sustainable, maybe to be good business, how to earn money for 
the organization, and but not for Sustainable Development Goals. And the UK, I would say they 
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don't do it. They don't prepare them well, generally, but also not for the  Sustainable 
Development Goals.  
 
Interviewer 1: What do you think needs to change so that it would help to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals, at CBS?  Yeah, what do you think needs to change that this 
development works? Like, what are the biggest barriers at this university? 
 
Interviewee: Oh, one is communication! I don't think people know what this.. I mean I know 
they had it up only a  couple of months ago, the, from the United Nations have them listed in 
the column, they had that there. But my question would be, why is that being removed? Leave 
it. Leave them hanging or bring it regularly back. But also it's not enough just to have it there. 
But also, how do you prompt to nudge people? And how do you start certain conversations? 
We've had a bit...I mean, it's not just about the scandals like Danske and stuff, but how do you 
have those conversations? 
 
Because we haven't had a full proper contents, it has been in the student paper and whether they 
should come but if anything, you should...I think they have invited  but there should be a 
conversation. There's been a bit of a backlash were professors have actually, so at CBS 
professors have actually justified when they've had vested interest with keeping the relationship 
with Danske Bank and they've picked up...I don't know if you follow, CBS has a very negative 
publicity over professor who had a conflict of interest with some some of the stuff he said, after 
the Danske bank, because of the Center for finance is funded by the Danske bank and he tried 
to smooth over and stuff and it got national coverage on this. 
 
Interviewer 2: I only know about the professor that was heavily criticized because he was 
employed as a finance professor. 
 
Interviewee: Yeah, I think it's linked with that one. Okay, maybe another one. Okay. So that 
there's an there's an issue there. You have.. one is what do we teach? And how do we teach in 
a meaningful way? That's one thing in classes, but how do we make everyone aware not just in 
those classes, but generally at CBS. So there's one aspect of what you do with your students and 
how you teach them. And there are parts at CBS.. on corporate social responsibility. Maybe 
there's another issue around CSR, because maybe that is in itself just..but it's a management 
device, that is used to attract attention and not to make things very important. Right? So so 
there's, there's there's issues around things like that. Yeah, I mean, about..personally, I will also 
say sustain... So there's that but then there's general Staff awareness. So how are you training 
and preparing this staff on the development goals that that can be down? What is the research 
that you do? And how do you communicate that research? So how is this ongoing and the 
dialogue that we are having? That is unclear to me.  
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Interviewer 2: Is there any training when it comes to responsible education? Or are there any 
guidelines on how you need to organize your courses or what needs to be addressed?  
 
Interviewee: No, not in that respect. So where they've come to me, I've included that generally 
of my own volition. Some of the stuff we're looking at around the circular economy at the 
moment, but more with my own research and industrial. There's a lot of discussion around that 
as well.  So they haven't, so they have pushed at CBS for exactly what we should do. And I 
think that's good. There's some good research as well. But whether the students really has an 
impact, I'm not sure how we measure it. We... not sure how we see what the difference is. I 
don't, I don't think we're quite clear on that. Yeah, I mean, and it's also very rich for the.. you 
know, you have to be conscious that this small, little Scandinavian country sat here, who wants 
to do you know, always be the good guy, but we  don't have as many foreign students, but you 
need to take the foreign... Because you feel.. you really want to make an impact, you also need 
to see this, what goes on at CBS, you can't divorce up from government policy, which is 
currently reduce the number of international students and people and you want to send your 
students abroad. But if you want to have that communication, you also need to bring people out, 
send them as products back to China and India and places around the world, that they would 
have an impact. And they can also talk because you also need to impact in those other places in 
the world. And what goes on here, and it's no good, having good, clean green, little Denmark is 
important as one step. But it's a small step as and if you as a university want to deliver and you 
want to be a global player and have some relevance than you need to be thinking how your how 
you export your students, and Danish students, European students that we have, but also how 
do we bring international students and send them because this is a failure in the UK system that 
they will take in the business schools mostly Chinese students, Chinese is in the biggest issues, 
but they don't prepare them so that they can actually then go and make a difference. When I 
speak to companies like FL Schmidt or H.? so recently, they got reduced nox emissions reduce 
the gases and issues that might exist. What they will do is, is they actively doing stuff to 
sustainability, they can't win the contracts unless they can show better performance of their 
catalyst, or the less emissions from plants that they're using. They got an increase productivity. 
So some of that stuff is interesting. 
 
Interviewer 1: But  that also more top down. Right? 
 
Interviewee: Is top down because that stuff if you take a plant, from FL Schmidt  and you do it 
in a developing country and the money from the WTO, they will require on the tended to show 
that you can do that, which makes them more competitive because they can do it say compared 
to low cost countries who can't produce the equipment that can show that efficiency or gain to 
reduce emissions, that some of the Danish companies with engineering capabilities are better 
able to do. But those people who are doing this the technical side of things and are conscious 
of this or not products of CBS, their engineer that are DTU, KU or other places, they're trained, 
and then they're finding solutions and delivering. And actually what's making them do it is 
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because to win the contract they need to show and that comes from maybe so if the word traitor 
classroom? when you tend to for a project or contract, but I haven't come across many CBS 
products who do when it comes to those things. It might be wishy washy stuff like consultancies, 
where they go in and they've talked about it, but it's and how to get around whether we're 
measuring or not, they talk a good game. They don't really do it. When I speak to the other 
companies. I work with a lot of industry engineering company, they actually deliver, reductions. 
They actually are making sustainable, but they're not products of CBS, they might have done 
an executive executive, they might have done an executive course. They might have done some 
training here. Some of them and I know for example, one of the guys I work with he did his 
MBA from here, at Grundfos, but I think he's engineering or maybe I can't actually don't know 
what his first part for you to do some da da and Grundfos is doing a lot about for example, 
water, leakage pumps, more efficiency, let's not waste. So how you find solutions in other parts 
of the world of action, interesting concept around a pump that they're using, so that they're doing 
stuff, but this is with the engineering. People who are making a difference for sustainability, in 
that sense that is really really really interesting. 
 
Interviewer 2: How would you feel about if for example, senior management would decide that 
from now on, they would be more engaged or they would like to promote CBS as more 
sustainable University. How would you feel about them kind of saying, okay, we kind of expect 
you to have a SDGs in your courses?  
 
Interviewee: I mean, it's not it's not a difficult thing. That you always should consider and 
implement what the..So the I think that's a question, that’s sustainability here or ethics? Or am 
I mixing the two here? So some courses very easy to talk about defense, what we talked about 
with sustainability, right? But green and certain things that we can do more efficiency embedded 
in many courses, you can do that. But you can also do that with finances. And that's certainly 
there's many..it depends what your definition or how broad it is that you interpret it. But, I mean, 
maybe I can speak for all because CBS is a huge machine. If we take the shipping course, yes. 
It's already been done. Has is it been doing well enough? Absolutely. No. And I'm probably 
responsible, because I could probably cover that in a lot, lot more, far more detail than I do. But 
it goes on some for bachelor level, if you start talking about different engines, and you talked 
about the different stroke engines and using scrubbers and how to clean to reduce emissions 
ships, they kind of get it up to a point. But it's also quite technical. So when you start to go into 
the technical at  business schools, because it's very hard to train them in that sense, but we do 
talk about those things, you know, how do you use scrubbers to for better efficiency on ships to 
reduce emissions? What do you do with hung coatings, for example, on the ship to you know, 
the type of water that they're traveling slow steaming of ships to reduce the effort, efficiency 
use some Maersk has been using. We discussed this, and we use cases that discuss those things. 
And I think it does have some students are quite good as well, in that they in the shipping is 
highly relevant. I don't actually know shipping has the worst bunker fuel, it is disgusting, 
everywhere. But it's also interesting because bunker fuel, they all use it. They just don't burn it 
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when they're in the port, because then they get fined, a regulation. So always working around it 
as well. But that’s the harsh reality of business. You could.. I think it's one thing if you mandate 
it. But what's the support structure? How can you prepare some of the courses? How can you 
show them? What's the state of the art in teaching sustainability, and efficiency? How do you 
get stuff that means... It's also about having a dialogue and ongoing thing? How can you 
integrate it? I think there's something about training, preparing stuff, so you can teach. And it 
also could be one of those things where, how do you measure over the longer period? You 
know, it's not just about the students, but it's also the older students continuing development 
programs, because it's not something you teach once, and it is done. So you put bachelor's or 
master's or MBAs and people work, is something you need to do on an ongoing basis, even in 
companies and deliver this probably some potential if you were to design this for some 
executive course. So it was part of those are not ongoing thing. It's not one thing, you know, 
you come in here and tell you about sustainability. And you'll go in there sit down and have 
different challenges in one year from now, five years from now. 10 years from now. The 
goalpost, I'm going to move and we're not quite there. We're not not quite, we are nowhere near 
there. So you know, this is a new director here at CBS. And we still waiting to fully hear from 
him, he haven't said much yet. It'd be interesting to know what his position is. Because then, I 
mean...I don't think it's always about the top leadership. But what is it in terms of his leadership? 
And where does that figure? Is that on his highest priority list and what he needs to do at CBS? 
Is too soon to say and it would be unfair to criticize him because I'm not criticizing, you know, 
this, but it would be interesting to see what he does, what is his position.  
 
Interviewer 1: Do you think they would actually have an impact on the professors or them 
rethinking their research or courses, if the if the top management took an actual stand? 
 
Interviewee: I think the teaching Dean has been saying some very good things about how we 
improve teaching and do stuff, the new guy, he's a Dutch guy who came in and maybe should 
speak to him. But the question is, where does that sit in his line of thinking, because he's part 
of that top management team, yet, but with the new director, even if we were doing it for the 
previous director, is it really important to new guy? What happens? That's also interesting, what 
does the academic counselors that get discussing academic counselor? Is it been I don't know if 
you've had a look at the meetings for the academic counselor? So if you're talking about this 
study, and you want to know what's going on a top level, has it been raised in any of the meetings 
not that good academic counselor? Have they discussed and go through the academic confirm 
that give you an idea of whether it's from discussed or level of meetings? I mean, I will be keen 
to know what actually, if it hasn't been limited and documented that we discussed? What did 
they discuss them? The voice of the student’s president? What do they say? I don't think you 
can tell people that you should do this for research. 
The other thing you could do is go to the ground office, because they publicize today with an 
email to me, where we get grants for research from horizon 2020, and many other types of 
projects, having a common with them have a sustainability and the Linden, right, because it's 
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easy to get money for some sustainability stuff. Is it reasonably easy, easier than some other 
stuff. Horizon 2020 and stuff and we just had one large, I don't know 10 million euros for one 
of my colleagues has had for circular economy.  
 
Interviewer 2: So do you think there has been a change?  
 
That does not mean that there has been a change, you should now this on the core,  that does 
not mean that it's been a change I mean, you can write something very good to say you're doing 
well she doing or that has an impact of changes a totally different thing. But there's money for 
research on sustainability. Lots of money. I mean, in my department has loads of people talk 
about sustainability supply chain and they haven't got  clue. 
 
Interviewer 2: What are your wishes or what is your vision for the future of CBS when it comes 
to sustainability?  
 
Interviewee: I think that there is gains in building efficiency and design, we have to think about 
I think design thinking would be interesting to actually deal with it before it rather than putting 
solutions architecture design and think about those at the outset, where the sustainable figure in 
the tenders was sustainability and then when they gave the last contract to the new cleaning 
companies, do they ask them what they can develop the suppliers what they can deliver in terms 
of sustainability? And it's also been easy when you just push it on to your in the tendering 
process would you ask your suppliers to deliver, you also maybe need to work in partnership 
and to think but if you have these measures, you can also ask them to help you deliver. 
 
Interviewer 1 and 2: Thank you very much for taking the time.  
 

11th Interview  
 
Interviewer 1: Patricia Dinu 
Interviewer 2: Julia Posch 
Interviewee: I_11 
Position: Master Student in Advanced Economics and Finance 
Date: 23.03.2019 
 
Interviewer 1: So if you could just briefly state your name and your position or your 
background. 
 
Interviewee: My name is XX. I'm a student at Copenhagen Business School. And I study 
advanced economics and finance in my final year, and I'm about to finish in summer. 
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Interviewer 1: Okay, very nice. I'm just the first question. So we're writing about the topic of 
sustainability, about sustainability at CBS more precisely. So we would like to know, if you are 
aware of any project or activities that are going on about sustainability. 
 
Interviewee: I am not 100% aware of very specific projects, I know that there's something that 
is called Green week, but I'm not sure if this is specifically hosted by CBS or if it's hosted by a 
student initiative. And I know and I think that's funny, because that's going to be also probably 
a criticism, but all these small bottles, plastic bottles, always have written on it, like, be green, 
be aware or something like that, that you have to hand in these that you should recycle those, I 
think it is hilarious. You could cut down on plastics, but I think that's it. Of what I'm aware so 
far. 
 
Interviewer 2: Are you involved in anything related to sustainability at CBS? 
 
Interviewee: No, I'm not, except of recycling these plastic bottles, obviously. 
 
Interviewer 1: So, you just mentioned that you're studying finance. And we want to ask you to 
what degree do you think that you cover sustainable topics in your lectures? 
 
Interviewee: Not at all. 
 
Interviewer 1: So you wouldn't say that you have some sort of like, impact or long term 
investments that you're talking about and you're covering? 
 
Interviewee: Well, actually, like, the thing is, it's more like in our finance, guys, I think in one 
course, we briefly touched upon, like sustainable investing, but it was more like from a finance 
perspective. So not necessarily like looking at sustainability itself, but more more like investing 
in firms who are sustainably. 
 
Interviewer 2: Do you think that was useful?  
 
Interviewee: Definitely, I think it's very interesting. But it's like, content wise, it's not very 
different, just more like, how would you like value companies, which are not 100% profit based, 
but also, like more focusing on like, sustainable development. And that's just like, different 
challenges to that. But it's not that we are having a sustainable impact by doing so, so much, 
right? Yeah. 
 
Interviewer 1: Do you think that sustainability and maybe finance are mutually exclusive? 
 
Interviewee: Mutually exclusive? That's a good question. Um, well, I think it goes both ways. 
If you want to, like, look in the direction, okay, you do sustainable, like finance or sustainable 
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investing, then it's like, okay, these firms who are doing something sustainable, like something 
for the greater good, kind of need the financing? And if you look into that, that might have like, 
a positive impact. But it's, it's not, I would say, a direct impact that you're having on 
sustainability? 
 
Interviewer 2: What do you know, generally about sustainability? How do you define it? 
 
Interviewee: I mean, I know that there are these 16 Sustainable Development Goals, I don't 
know the exact number. And I know that like, well, it's all about a bit like, it's very, I think, 
very, very broad. So it's on the one hand about like climate change, you want to reduce the 
impact on on climate, but it has also like a human dimension. So you want to like reduce poverty 
in certain areas in the world, and fight diseases and and preserve nature and diversity and like 
species. So it's like a very broad term. And, and also, like, firms are probably often also misusing 
the term of sustainability by like greenwashing. They're like identity, like a lot of like car 
manufacturers are doing. They all have these sustainability reports. That's what I know. But 
that's like, debatable on on like, how sustainable they're actually working on is if they're using 
that just as PR. 
 
Interviewer 1: The knowledge of sustainability,like you have already a very concrete definition 
of what do you think, do you have that through university, or was it like, more interest based? 
 
Interviewee: That was kind of both in my, in my undergrad exchange, I did a course in 
sustainable business. So that was more like a marketing course. But as part of the course I took, 
I'm like part of the Baltic University program, which is focusing on sustainability. And I was 
with them in Riga and we were working on making like a specific Music Festival more 
sustainable. So like thinking about how to handle like trash, and how to, like, make an impact 
on those people. And through this program, I got to know quite a bit in this specific area of 
sustainability. But not here at CBS so much. 
 
Interviewer 2: What do you think, how do your professors view this topic? 
 
Interviewee: Well, I think you can, like I do economics and finance, I think on the finance side, 
it's more like it's these like tough finance guys, right? And they're not so much focused about a 
focused on sustainability. But on the other hand, like if you if you want to have sustainability 
in terms of like, making general living conditions of like, people, for example, in Africa, better 
like that the economics professors are like, like our professor and like, also, my master thesis 
topic is very well involved about economic enhancement, or economic development in in East 
African region. And that's probably also something that you can, what you can define a 
sustainable development. And in that regard, I think the economics department more than the 
finance department, but I also don't know concrete actions taken. 
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Interviewer 1: Would you say that you're covering some parts of responsible managing or more 
responsible investment and finances throughout the course is? 
 
Interviewee: Very, very briefly. 
 
So yeah, that was just like one part of like, how would you incorporate? Like non the contrary, 
like benefits of like firms and evaluation? Because they might have value, which is like not 
reflected in the profits? And how to handle that, but that was very, very briefly. 
 
Interviewer 1: What are you writing your master thesis about? 
 
Interviewee: While I'm writing my master thesis about like an economic analysis of the 
feasibility of a monetary union in the East African region? So about actually eight countries 
who might want to commit to a common currency within the next years. 
 
Interviewer 1: Very nice. Do you connect this research just what was it to some kind of 
sustainable development? 
 
Um, yeah, definitely. It's, it's not the first thing that came into our mind to like make the lives 
of the people down there more sustainable, but we definitely it would have a great impact 
because now like monetary integration, or economic integration in the region can foster stronger 
economic ties and development down there. And and especially these countries, we're looking 
into like, Burundi, Ruanda, Uganda, those are like, one of the most corrupt most 
underdeveloped countries in the world. So many people have below the poverty, like they live 
in a huge poverty gap. So like, you have a few very rich people and then so many like, and poor 
people. So actually, like, opening those, like small countries up for like greater monetary and 
economic integration, the region might actually have a big impact on salaries and therefore like, 
what they can, like, invest in, like health care, and also longevity. So like, actually, like, yeah, 
increasing the life basically, by by getting access to like health infrastructure, and actually like 
a salary where they can buy like proper food and don't have to drink like water, which is super 
dirty and stuff like that. 
 
Interviewer 2: And you mentioned before the Sustainable Development Goals. Yes. Do you 
remember any chance where you heard from them?  
 
Interviewee: I first got in touch with them, actually, at this conference in Riga, the Baltic 
university programs. So I think that was like one of the starting conference, like making us 
familiar, like with these sustainable development goals, and then like discussing a few of them, 
but I have to admit, it's it's been three years, and I couldn't tell you like all of them yet, but I 
know it's a lot about like poverty, and equal rights and stuff like that.  
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Interviewer 2: Do you think CBS is a sustainable university? 
 
Interviewee: I think I cannot make like a proper statement to that, because I haven't looked too 
much into the efforts that they did. But just like just I think they can definitely do more. 
That's actually a funny thing, because I think it's on the hand, and it's nice that they make this 
effort on like writing on plastic balls, yeah, like pink, green, and then recycle those and hand 
them in. But one could promote more like reusable bottles and cups, I know that they're doing 
it now like with the coffee and stuff and I liked it very much. But for example, on exchange in 
Toronto was like the university was water bottle free. So on campus, you could not by any water 
bottles, you could still buy like Coke bottles, or like, like, soda pop, right. But they said, we're 
not selling water, but we have these water fountains where they had way to few. But I think it's 
the first step. And I know that that CBS has on like certain floors, and like libraries, they also 
have these water dispensers, which I think are very nice. And they could definitely do more. 
But I think at least first steps have been taken. But there's like long way to go. Like that a lot of 
possibilities that they haven't really used yet. Which are simple as well. 
 
Interviewer 1: How would you feel about curriculum change? How would you feel about CBS 
may be putting into the objectives that every course we need to have more sustainability, or we 
need to have a sustainability aspect. 
 
Interviewee: I very much like that idea. I don't know, hundred percent, like how this is like, 
could work because I just like looking at my program, we have a lot of like very theoretical 
courses were like, there's no like, like sensible space for like sustainable development, because 
it's there's like math course. Right, or like an asset pricing course, which is very technical. And 
you learn about the foundations of like finance and stuff like that. So I don't, I don't think at 
least from my program, that it would be feasible to incorporate, like a sustainable part in every 
course. But what I think would be a good idea, because I know that my professor right now is 
working on making possible that people who do their masters at CBS can do a minor, for 
example, in pension. So they are creating three to four pension courses. And if one takes at least 
three out of these four courses, that would have maybe, let's say mastering strategic management 
with a minor in sustainability. And I think that would be actually like, great idea to maybe have 
like one or two professors who are really committed towards sustainability, saying, okay, we're 
now trying to establish three, four courses and sustainability so that there is the possibility of 
doing a minor and, and sustainable development or sustainable business. 
 
Interviewer 1: So until now there was not the possibility to do that? 
 
Interviewee: I don't think so. At least I'm not aware. I just know that for it for pension for 
pension minor, they're trying to establish that right now. And that might be like a great idea for 
for sustainability as well. But I think it's a lengthy process. But one might think about that 
option. 
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Interviewer 2: We need to ask some questions on the SDGs. What do you know about them? 
 
Interviewee:  Well, I know that there are like specific goals. And they range from  climate 
change to like over poverty to like, make people accessible to like, drinkable water anywhere 
throughout the world. And that the like, I mean, there by the UN, so the UN is committed. And 
I also know that like, a few companies say they are committed towards these goals. But question 
is, how much can they actually do. And CSR is also like more, I think, from my perspective, 
but I didn't have a course on that. But like, CSR is also more used for like, we need to do it, 
because otherwise we will have bad news about our company. But it's not like we're committing 
to those, because we think it's great. I like maybe they think it's great, but they it doesn't make 
profits. So like most companies are not like willing to commit to them very, very, with a lot of 
effort. Because it doesn't make money, right? 
 
Interviewer 2: Did you see anything related to SDGs at CBS? 
 
Interviewee: Well, I know that there's this green week, and it pops up on my Facebook all the 
time. And I always say I'm interested and I never went, unfortunately, but I also know that like, 
I don't know if it was this term or with like last year, but there was like a day or so we're like 
also like the sustainable development goals were like, on Solbjergs Plads all over the place. And 
it was a day committed to that. So there is definitely something going on at CBS. But I was not 
involved. At any point, unfortunately, I must say. 
 
Interviewer 1: Have you noticed maybe like a change since the SDGs arrived? When it comes 
to sustainability, I don't know that you hear more about it. And you know, more people that are 
involved. 
 
Interviewee: I think yeah, definitely throughout the last few years, because before I was on this 
conference where I was first hand introduced to them, I maybe have heard about the term but I 
never really got in touch to it so far. But since then, yeah, you have it kind of like everywhere 
a little bit. So you have it SP sometimes like the city like commits to a day or like doing a few, 
I don't know, workshops and seminars on that. And also companies are doing more and more 
these, like sustainability reports that it hasn't been like that, I think like 10 years ago. So it's just 
like a rather recent development, I think. And then also like the debate that you have, like in 
politics about like electro mobility. So like that you like in Germany it was forbidden to ride 
these like electric scooters. And I think they're lifting it now. so there's a lot going on. And I 
think they're all like kind of reflecting law that the Sustainable Development Goals, even though 
they're not explicitly like mentioning them, but there's a lot of movement towards that.  
 
Interviewer 2: How much do you know about  the office PRME office at CBS? Have you heard 
about it? 
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Interviewee: I have not heard about that. 
 
Interviewer 2: We have a PRME office that makes projects on sustainability, and one of them 
is mainstreaming as the SDGs. So it's actually also why we're doing this massive move on and 
look into how see how you can mainstream SDG.  
 
Interviewee: I think that's very interesting. And I'm very happy to hear that but it's I think... and 
that's probably I'm speaking for like for a lot of like finance students, who are also probably.. I 
don't want to like to generalize but probably like purely finance students who want to go into 
like investment banking and then and do all nights with ***  or probably I should not mention 
names, company names, right? I don't want to say many companies but I probably like finance 
students are less aware and less focus on these on these goals. Whereas like maybe like, 
management marketing courses, like students who have the interest in that are more exposed to 
it as well. And then as I'm also doing economics, we have like a little bit like different level to 
it, because we do a bit of like development economics, right? But it's never like never really 
mentioned within like SDGs. But if you think about it, it sounds like the same idea behind that 
on at least certain dimensions. 
 
Interviewer 1: How would you describe a person that is sustainable aware?  
 
Interviewee: I mean, it is..don't get me wrong. It definitely makes you thinking but it's probably 
it's, I think, are also like the the topics that you're exposed to a little bit more different, like for 
us, if you do like a typical finance courses about like, how much value has this company, right? 
Whereas if you're like, coming from a more like management, or managerial, like perspective, 
it's more so about like, yeah, we got a thing sustainable, like, how are we making these profits? 
Right? And and how are we treating our employers? And what impact do we have on society, 
especially if you're talking about like, big companies, right, not another startup, which are like 
three employees, but like, like companies, like in Denmark like Novo Nordisk, or Maersk, right, 
who are like big companies? And I think actually, it's like, it's really the disparate perspective 
that you get, like, from university, right? It's like very different for like finance students, because 
all about like, maximizing profit and  maximizing, right? And, yeah, we're not really made 
aware of that. But I think that's also the nature of, kind of this like content. And well, I mean, 
like, in terms of sustainable development, we want to describe a person who was really into 
that, I mean, it goes from like A to B it could be also a finance student who does extracurricular 
work, right? To the super alternative person who was, I don't know, trying to cut down and 
everything to reduce climate impact. And then there it goes from like... it has a big spectrum, 
right. I think for certain, groups, it's like the penetration rate of people who are really into 
sustainable development goals, and are living them, as I think probably in certain population 
groups different, right. And I think for finance students, it's rather on the low side, on the low 
end. I haven't been so much exposed to that. But yeah, at least within University. 
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Interviewer 2: What role do you think has the university in exposing you as a student to 
sustainability? 
 
Interviewee:  A huge role. But as I said, I think it's, one has to think about, how to expose people 
to it, because I think I wouldn't force it into courses where it doesn't fit. Right. Rather, maybe 
offering additional courses, which you can take as an elective, it's a long way to go probably. 
Because one must develop these like, like, create those courses, one must commit to it, and then 
whatever. And but I think it shouldn't be like forced into something where it doesn't really fits. 
But especially extra curricular, the university should do quite a lot to it by, for example, 
organizing this. Like, like doing these days, right. I mean, what one could do is, thinking about 
is like  maybe in the orientation we have, I don't know, representatives, who just have like 
briefly have like 15 minutes or 20 minutes of the time. And that week where like people get 
introduced to school, or be present at these days. I know that Oikos is also doing a bit like this, 
right? Yeah, I've been part of AIESEC. And actually, I just remember, like, we had a lot about 
sustainable development goals there as well. But it's been a long time it's been in my Bachelors, 
but maybe on these days, where you have like, student initiative, hop in, orientation weeks, 
maybe even on a career fair, maybe on a career fair having like, few more like companies who 
are a little bit more committed towards sustainable development being present, which are not 
so like, popular, right, like people don't know so much about them. Those would be ways to do 
so.  
 
Interviewer 1: What do you think would need to be communicated differently in e.g. more 
finance professor to adopt this approach towards sustainability? In the curricula or in their 
courses? 
 
Interviewee: I think that i think that's actually a very difficult question. And I have more right 
now I've more an answer how you shouldn't do it. And that's probably like, like I said, like 
forcing the professors to incorporate, I don't know, five or 10% of their curriculum, like, on 
sustainability, right. I think that's the wrong way to go. Because then you would have probably 
a higher reception against it? Or like, how do you say reception, rejection, resistance against 
it... more about probably, I think that's a really tough question. But encouraging these people, 
like the professors and like, maybe sitting down with them, and then they're as a whole, like, 
think about how we could offer like, stuff within our fields. That would be at least to some 
degree, linked to sustainability. And I know, for example, like, when I was an exchange, there 
was a course on alternative investments. And that can involve anything about like investing in 
wine, and then whatever, like artists, but also one could have special emphasis on I don't know, 
yeah, how to invest into NGOs? Or how to...invest in companies, which have as the value 
proposition, profits as their second or third goal. And I think that's actually a very difficult topic 
but one, like, could encourage these professors to like, think about maybe like creating an 
additional course, or thinking about does, it may be fit and in the course, it wasn't like an a 
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corporate finance course, it might fit more like putting a bit more like emphasis on how you 
value these companies may be right, you could do that. But it doesn't fit into an asset pricing 
course. For example. But on the other hand, on a derivative scores, you could say, okay, let's 
look into more like these exotic financial instruments, like, I don't know, you can trade energy, 
you can trade whatever, right? So let's look a little bit more into how we trade CO2, how, like 
companies trade they're like, don't they have like license of like, how much emissions that 
allowed to like produce within a year. So like, how this is traded, or whatsoever? So like, make 
it relevant for finance. And don't force the professors to incorporate into like a fixed curriculum 
already? I think that's all I can say right now to that. 
 
Interviewer 1: As our closing question. What are your wishes or what is your vision when it 
comes to sustainability? 
 
Interviewee: I think I'm honestly, I'm very happy to hear that, that CBS is so far with it, 
compared to other university, but I still feel that I haven't had so much exposure to it yet. So 
it's, I think that could still be like more done towards like, marketing and  making people more 
aware that CBS is actually like, they should see me I should be proud that they're like so far, 
compared to other universities and make that a little bit more public, especially maybe for those 
groups who aren't so much aware of it. I think students aren't so much aware of that. Maybe I'm 
an exception, but I think I can generalize that a bit. And yeah, just put some more effort in 
engaging people who are like, not naturally like, exposed to it by maybe having kind of these 
courses as you said there exist courses, but I think like all programs also are not allowed to take 
them. Because we have like certain limitations and what we have what we can take as as 
electives. But still, like making us aware of it a little more. 
 
Interviewer 1: What impact do you think would it have if CBS would promote it? Or if they 
would be perceived as more sustainable or sustainability champions? 
 
Interviewee: As like, the word is going right now with like, climate change is like, it's not the 
way to go to be live more excessively, it's more about like, actually thinking about the next 
generation and like being more sustainable. So I think, no, I'm pretty sure I don't just think 
about, I'm pretty sure it has, like, it would make CBS also way more competitive. It is the 
competitive school already. But  having that also as like a trademark being like one of the most 
sustainable universities in Europe or in the world. Like on both sides, probably like, like really 
good professors would like to come to like CBS to teach. On the one hand, on the other hand, 
more highly qualified students would like to apply, right. So it has I think it has very positive 
impact in reputational terms. And then also like, you can graduate from that school and say I 
did something great, right. That's also a good thing. Right. 
 
Interviewer 1&2: Thank you very much. It was very insightful. 
 


